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JEROME S.~UBIN 
606 Indian Field Road 
Greenwich, CT 06830 -1 Z3Cf 

February 4, 1998 

Mr. Charles Bourne 
1619 Santa Cruz Avenue 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 

Dear Charles: 

I enclose some comments on the parts of your manuscript of which I have 
personal knowledge. 

In addition to the specific comments, I have two general observations: 

1. You appear to have received disproportionate input from the Data 
Central and OBAR people and inadequate input from the LEXIS creators and 
veterans. This may have been a factor in your not appreciating the sharp break 
from the past that LEXIS represented. _ 

2. In·your discussion of LEXIS you pay little attention to the successful 
business model that accompanied the brand-new system. 

If you want any explanation or clarification, please let me know. 

Very truly yours, 



Chapters 

p. 3, etc. It is inaccurate to suggest that LEXIS was based on OBAR. It was a wholly 
new system, designed by me and my colleagues without any participation by OBAR or 
any Ohio lawyers and, except for some trivial numeric code (that was soon replaced), 
without a single line of code from the OBAR system. 

p. 36. The inadequacy of the OBAR/Data Central system is grossly understated. With 
more than one user on line or a search of any complexity, a search could run 5 or 6 
hours or even more. 

p. 38. I would not regard OBAR's use as large-scale, and its user interface was 
abominable. 

p. 41. Carl Fisher's comments are correct. When I took over as president of MDC at 
the beginning of September 1971, I fired Giering and some other underperformers we 
had inherited from Data Corp. and hired Ed Gottsman (a member of the AOL team) to 
direct the development of an entirely new system (which I later christened LEXIS). Bob 
Bennett and I designed the new system, and Bennett, with my kibitzing and amending, 
wrote the functional specs. Gottsman imposed some feasibility criteria on the specs 
and took charge of building the system. The new system was easy to use, it was 
reliable, and it had acceptable response times. Incidentally, it incorporated many 
features that Giering had said were technically impossible. 

p. 45, etc. We always used MDC, not MDCI. And we did not refer to the system as the 
Mead system. Almost everyone who developed and launched LEXIS came from 
outside Mead, and everyone regarded Mead as out of sync with our efforts. 

p. 46-48. It was I who renegotiated the Ohio Bar contract and negotiated all the other 
sponsorship agreements, including the NCAIR agreement. 

p. 48. I personally coined the name LEXIS (and later NEXIS), and it was in fact 
derived from LEX and IS for information service. Whoever gave you the consultant 
story got the facts mixed up. When I coined the name LEXIS, however, I was aware of 
the memorability and design advantages of names containing an x or two; the firm that 
coined the names Xerox and Exxon had been a client of mine when I was practicing 
law. That firm was not the firm that produced our logo (Helvetica bold italics, with a 
split x). The logo and all our promotional and training materials were done by George 
Nelson's industrial design firm, with Dan Lewis as the principal designer for everything 
but the logo (which Nelson personally sketched out in my presence late one Friday 
afternoon). Lewis also designed the award-winning UBIQ terminal. 

p.60, etc. I was not added to the AOL study by Wilson. The strategic planning group at 
Mead asked me to participate. More important, the study went beyond saying that 
there was a need for "extensive redevelopment of the software." In the oral 
presentation to Mead (if I remember correctly, in February 1970), AOL told Mead that it 
had nothing but an idea, that the OBAR/Data Central software was essentially 
worthless but that appropriate software could be developed, and that there was the 
potential for a significant business. 



p.63. I took the helm at the beginning of September 1971, and spent the next month or 
two cleaning house, bringing Ed Gottsman on board, and establishing some 
independence from the Mead Corporation. Bennett and I designed the system during 
the winter. The functional and performance specs went through several iterations as 
Bennett and I worked closely with Gottsman, Dana, Byruck and Thomson on the 
technical side, and by late summer of 1972 I approved the definitive specs and turned 
Gottsman et al. loose to do the coding. During this same period, I also defined our 
business plan and our pricing and marketing strategy and started sponsorship 
negotiations with state bar associations and NCAIR. At the same time, Bennett and I 
defined the contents and structure of the data bases (or, as we called them, the 
libraries), began the massive job of accurate data conversion of New York and Federal 
libraries (unlike the OBAR data, which were unacceptably dirty), and designed the 
training program (including writing the material and making a video). 

Chapter10 

p.4. It is a misleading overstatement to say that the Data Corp. system spawned 
LEXIS. 

p. 77. There was little or no "upgrading and expanding the OBAR system" in 1971 and 
1972. Bennett and I (and some consultants, including Gottsman of ADL and Prof. Tony 
Oettinger of Harvard) were unable to persuade Don Wilson to scrap the OBAR system 
and start over from scratch. In the late summer of 1971, Mead insisted that I take 
over as president and undertake the effort Bennett and I had been urging. Because of 
my partnership with Wilson, I was reluctant to do so, but Mead said that the alternative 
was to shut MDC down and Wilson encouraged me to accept. Once I became 
president (Sept. 1971), we were not "upgrading" OBAR; we were building an entirely 
new system and service. See comments on Ch.8, p. 63. 

On the origins of the name LEXIS, see comments on Ch. 8, p. 48. 

p. 78. You cite Giering for the assertion that some of the "behind-the-scenes software" 
of LEXIS was identical to the Data Central system. Basically untrue. See comments 
on Ch. 8, p. 3. 

Hardly any Ohio firms were subscribers to LEXIS at the outset. Those who "had hung 
in through thick and thin" had paid almost nothing for OBAR. We imposed a significant 
minimum subscription fee ($36,000 a year) for LEXIS, and most Ohio firms, soured by 
the OBAR experience, were not prepared to pay. Large New York firms, who knew me 
personally and had not suffered through OBAR, were willing to roll the dice on the new 
service. Until word got out that major New York firms were making good use of LEXIS, 
the bad odor of OBAR was our principal marketing obstacle. 

p. 79. While the computer center, software programming and back-office operations 
were in Dayton, the corporate headquarters (plus marketing, sales, communications, 
training, planning, etc.) were in New York from the day I became president until some 
time after my team and I left. 



p. 80. Courts issue opinions with syllabi in only a handful of states. Headnotes are 
written by West, are covered by copyright, and were not included in LEXIS. 

To the best of my recollection, LEXIS was launched on April 2, 1973, but there was a 
partial waiver of charges for the first month. 

p. 81. Fisher is correct on the death of color. 

The only reason for the special terminal was ease of use. Moreover, there were very 
few computer terminals in law offices in 1973. The suggestion that we wanted to 
exclude the use of other services is ridiculous. 

p. 82. Fisher is correct. 

p.83. Don't confuse Data Central and LEXIS. 

p. 84. As I pointed out in my IIA Hall of Fame acceptance speech, Bennett and 
Gottsman played central roles. Fisher also played an important role, but Heilesen did 
not. If J. Sperling Martin played a role, he must have used an alias; I have never heard 
of him. 

p. 172-173. The LEXIS-JURIS story is more complicated than your version. lnteralia, 
it was an element in the antitrust litigation against West. 
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Chapter 3 Page 124 

~ Your comment that "PRIME-2" was specifically mentioned in my 1966 
paper is not correct. I have carefully reread my reprint of my 1966 
paper and found only two references to PRIME, (not PRIME-2), both 
in column 2 on page 506 of the Proceedings. I quote "In an 
experimental normal text system called PRIME, each document was 
built .... etc." and "It was recognized that PRIME would be too slow 
for extremely large data bases". I found no other references to 
PRIME in the paper. The paper only referred to a 7090/1401 system. 
I've enclosed a copy of that page. 

I used" PRIME-2" in my communications to emphasize that it was 
different from the original PRIME. I found an internal document, 
dated 10/63 , of operating formats for input and output, including 
tape formats and other information, whose cover page was entitled 
PRIME-2. I believe that the name PRIME-2 vanished with the 
establishment of ITIRC. 

PRIME was an experimental working test system and we knew that it 
needed to be improved. As you may note from the 10/63 date above 
that we were well along with the "PRIME-2" version for 
retrospective searching then. The system described in my 1966 paper 
which also included CIS, was not released until it had been 
thoroughly tested not only by our group, but also at our European 
satellite in LaGoude, France. It also was tested by an interested 
corporation. 

Chapter 3 page 123, line 3 of PRIME 

Joe Magnino was not director of IBM's ITIRC in 1961 because ITIRC 
was not created until 1964. Joe was Manager of Technical Liaison 
at the time. 

I must correct an impression that you seem to have. When ITIRC was 
established, "PRIME-2" was fully operational as a data processing 
and retrospective searching system. After ITIRC was established, I 
designed an additional set of programs for the CIS requirements 
that would use much of the operating system and add the CIS 
capability. All of the data from the merging units had to be 
converted to the existing data input specifications in a manner 
similar to the purchased data bases. The retrospective search 
capability was not altered, and CIS and Retrospective searching 
operated independently. Somewhere there was a comment that PRIME-2 
was folded into CIS. Not so. 

Chapter 5, Pg 78 

Kalenich and Esposito were not involved in the design or 
development of TEXT-PAC! 
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Esposito's primary responsibility was machine operations. He had 
written one or two 1401 programs for PRIME. He had no part in the 
design of development of any program. Esposito was assigned to 
write one program for TEXT-PAC after which he went back to machine 
operations. He spent most of his career as a computer operator and 
eventually as a computer room manager. The reason his name appears 
in the Type III release is that I listed the names of all of those 
who wrote any program for TEXT-PAC in alphabetic order regardless 
of degree of contribution to the project. In fact, I was the 
primary author and editor of the program release documentation. I 
also had responsibility for arranging an independent internal beta
test to determine if all of the programs could be run with the 
supplied test data and operating instructions without problems. 
IBM was not responsible for any problems with either the released 
7090/1401 system or TEXT-PAC. It was my responsibility and up to me 
to resolve it. The TEXT-PAC release included the source code, which 
made it easy to send any correction necessary to the user. 

Kalenish was an information retrieval specialist, (a former 
librarian) who was involved in the development of the first 
experimental system and in PRIME-2 in helping set bibliographic 
format standards for data input and output and with query logic. He 
was also an expert in creating queries for searching as well as in 
testing the system. He was primarily responsible for development 
of project file data and conducting searches on that data base. 

Joe picked the name TEXT-PAC, as you suspected, from TEXT PACKAGE. 
I think that there is a nice rhythm to the word TEXT-PAC. 

Chapter 5, Pg.79 

PRIME-2 retrospective search program was not incorporated into CIS. 
The CIS capability was incorporated into the PRIME-2 system. 

Questions 5 and 9 

PAGE 81. 

TEXT-PAC, Terminal TEXT-PAC and STAI~S did not have proximity 
searching with N words separating the search words. I don't know 
whether proximity searching was limited to a sentence. If not, it 
could lead to spurious answers. My personal feeling is that 
proximity within N text words would mean anticipating text content 
or word patterns. 

We used WITH logic to find words in the same sentence regardless of 
order or position. We used ADJ to search for contiguous words 
(strings). I believe that ADJ logic was limited to a sentence. If 
it went beyond a sentence boundary, it co~ld lead to a false hit. 
TEXT-PAC, Terminal TEXT-PAC and STAIRS. in addition had the 
capability of limiting the search to a specific text unit in a 
document, such as title or author or any other unit. I believe 
that this capability may not have existed in other systems. 



Question 6. Neither Joe nor I had heard of Dick Giering or his work 
before you asked this question. 

Question 8 Pg 86 I must decline the credit you gave me for the 
Aquarius/STAIRS tutorial/help capability. 

I recently was able to discuss this question, via phone, with both 
Steve Skye and Stan Friedman who were key people with STAIRS. Each 
of them independently stated that it was part of the original 
system analysis and design before programming was started. The 
rational for an on-line tutorial and help ability was stated in 
Skye's section on STAIRS PG 2 "Given the time constraints of 
getting the entire litigation defense effort underway quickly, we 
realized that there would be little time for extensive user 
education. This prompted us to incorporate a combined 
tutorial/help facility from the very start". 

I agree with your assessment that it was the first such capability. 

Question 10 The ranking feature was optional and only activated by 
the user after the search was completed. 

In our recent phone conversation, Stan Friedman told me that he 
joined the TEXT-PAC group iri 1966 near to or at the its start, so 
your 1965 date is probably correct. I noted at the end of my 1966 
paper that we were planning a 360 system. Work had already started 
on it by the time Stan joined the group. I found in a copy of 1967 
accomplishments that programming on the TEXT-PAC was complete and 
operational and was also installed at our satellite operation at 
LaGoude. 

Cathy Harlin was the third key programmer who worked on STAIRS. 

Chapter 4 pg 78 line 13 

Joe Magnino's recollections are a bit off the 
this bit with him. I believe Joe was thinking 
PRIME. I joined Magnino's group on April 15, 
650/705 prototype operating at the time which 
character words. • 

mark. I discussed 
about the original 
1961. There was a 
could only process 5 

On the basis of modest success, it was decided to have Service 
Bureau do a systems analysis and write a program to run on a 
704/705. The computers were in the IBM showroom at the old 590 
Madison Ave. headquarters. It was using this system that the 
question of the number of text characters was optimum for searching 
was raised. There were console switches which made it possible to 
search on 6,12, or 18 characters (1,2 or 3 704 storage words). Not 
surprisingly the tests resulted in chasing 18 characters. From 
this beginning, Service Bureau, wrote what became the first 
7090/1401 PRIME system. Much of the first 7090 search program was 
based on the 704 system. This was going on about the time I started 
with Magnino's group. 



The required 1401 programs were also under way in 1961. As we 
tested and gained experience with this system we added more input 
data processing capabilities to the 1401. Beyond normal data 
checks, we incorporated a spelling check capability, probably the 
first in use. As Joe mentioned, it seemed pitifully slow in the 
first version. It used linear matching of text against the 
spelling list. We improved the process by formatting the list and 
using a binary search method. We must remember that it was a batch 
system not an interactive one, and that the results had to be 
printed in a format that listed the potentially misspelled words in 
a column next to each of the documents together the paragraph 
number, line and word numbers, to facilitate corrections. The 
original spelling list was compiled by the information retrieval 
specialists (Kalenich and others). 

In 1962 Fred J.Damerau made available to us, a word frequency 
distribution 7090 program which could use any 7090 compatible text 
data base and compile an alphabetized list of all words in the data 
base together with the number of occurrences of each word. ( we 
named it the OMAHA program). We used this on all of our data bases 
to not only create a technical spelling list, but to find any 
misspelled words that might be imbedded in the data. Words that 
only appeared once or a few times certainly were candidates for 
checking and possible removal. We also used the program on 
purchased data bases to pick up new technical terms and possibly 
uncover misspellings. When we talked about data integrity, we did 
our best to achieve it. A version of this was included with the 
TEXT-PAC release . 

The output from th OMAHA program had another significant use. It 
could be used to check the search results for accuracy. In testing 
search program logic, the occurrence of a particular word in 
documents found had to match the number of occurrences listed as 
output from he OMAHA run. In TEXT-PAC the results had to be read 
carefully, but in STAIRS, the word match counts would be shown on 
the screen, 

Chapter 3 pg 126-127 
Minor correction: Kaufman, as the person most responsible for the 
development of technical aspects of the PRIME and TEXT-PAC systems, 
continued .... etc. 

"History" of TEXT-PAC Your handling of the citation is a good 
compromise. Thanks. 
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TTAM - A TIME-SHARED TELEPROCESSING ACCESS METHOD 

At the present time there are few programs available to the general users of IBM 360 to take care of 

their teleprocessing needs. Generally the only modules available are those distributed by the equipment 

manufacturer-IBM. BTAM and QTAM have some disadvantages, one of which is the fact that the modules do 

not support most terminal equipment manufactured by companies other than IBM. A second restriction is the 

cost, primarily in the .amount of memory that the modules require. For time-shared applications the 

distributed modules are not the most efficient since, under certain conditions, the error recovery that the 

module executes is not a recovery at all but merely a cancellation of the job executing the teleprocessing 10. 

For the above reasons, (Data) Corporation, in support of the (Data) Central information handling system, 

designed and wrote its own teleprocessing access method called TTAM, for !ime-shared ,leleprocessing ~ccess 

Method. TTAM currently operates under the standard (distributed by IBM) operating system-DOS. It is being 

considered for conversion to OS. This means that as newer versions of the supervisor are issued, as long as 

compatibility with previous versions is maintained, the TTAM will continue to operate without change. 

Additionally, for the advent of multiprogramming, the TTAM module resides in the partition needing it; this 

allows for a substantial saving in the allocation of core memory. When the program is not in memory, the 

TTAM is also absent, making more room available for other processing. 

Logically, TTAM is made up of four parts: 

1. THE CORE OF THE MODULE: This is represented by a MACRO, made available in the library, to 

define the teleprocessing line. A single entry in the program defines each line available. This definition 

includes a line number (1 to 2551. a system number (sysxxxl. and a definition of the terminal type. From 

these three pieces of information the assembler builds a block of data representing the line equipment 

specified. This block of data, itself, is comprised of two parts . First, all the necessary control information 

together with the channel programs are generated; secondly, a buffer is created (for the actual input-output of 

the messages) together with a translate table for the first of each device type. These tables allow for the 

translation of the internal character set, EBCDIC, to the character set of the terminal at the other end of the 

communication line. For each line defined, the block of defining data includes about 500 character positions 

of memory plus the size of the buffer (which is defined by the application programs' messages) plus, for the 

first of each device type, 768 character positions for the translate tables. Currently the module recognizes the 

following devices: IBM 1050 terminals, Teletype mod 33/35, and the CRT terminal manufactured by 

Computer Communications Incorporated. The amount of memory required is totally defined by the 

application program and not by whether the capability is generated into the system supervisor. 

2. COMMO & ERROR RECOVERY : Probably the heart of the TTAM modules is the time-sharing 

rollout/rollin capability. During the assembly of the TTAM module, the applications programmer indicates 

how much memory is to be set aside for switches and temporary storage. This area also includes space for 

the definition of the location on secondary storage where files are to be maintained. The user also indicates 

how much of his program must be retained in its existing state during the actual 1/0 operation. Once the 

TTAM module starts a communication to and/or from a terminal, it causes the specified memory area to be 

placed temporarily on secondary storage until the communication is complete. Once one of the 

communication lines signals that it has completed its function, the TTAM performs the necessary error 



recovery , including the restarting of that line if necessary. As soon as the communication is successfully 

completed (requiring no error procedures), TTAM then returns the material from secondary storage to main 

memory, thereby returning the problem program to the state at which it was at the time the communication 

was requested. Finally, it turns control over to either the conversational-mode message processor for input 

operations or to the calling program. 

3. CONVERSATIONAL-MODE MESSAGE PROCESSOR: This section of TTAM allows the calling program 

to issue a series of messages (PUTTP.), receive a message (GETTP), or perform both operations (PUTGET). In 

any case, the module does all the translating necessary, does all processing necessary to set up the hardware 

instructions for the transmission, and executes the input/output. 

4. PAGE-MODE OUTPUT PROCESSING: While the above (paragraph 31 section allows for the processing 

of messages, there is the requirement for the preparation of a series of messages that should be sent as a 

block, called a page. The TTAM allows for this operation. In this case, the program calls for the opening of 

the buffer; this makes the buffer available, and the user may enter the information into it . As each line of 

the page has been entered, the problem program notifies TT AM. This section of the module then translates 

the material into the terminal code structure, appends the group of data characters with the necessary 

controls (end of block, etc.), and checks to see if more data can be handled in the buffer. If not, it causes 

the actual communication to take place prior to returning to the calling program. If more data can be 

accommodated, control is immediately returned to the problem program. 

The TTAM module was designed and written in a general purpose manner. It is ~ a part of the 

(Data) Central information handling system logically but acts as a separate supporting module for that system. 

It is believed that, as more devices are defined and as more features are implemented (such as the use of the 

CRT light-pen), TTAM will be a valuable asset to any programming application. 
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Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. 

It is indeed a pleasure to address this audience and to discuss what we in The Mead Corporation have found to be cer
tain aspects of search strategy with respect to searching large data bases and, of course, the definition of certain prob
lem areas that remain. Most of the presentation this morning will concern the definition of some problem areas, espe
cially problem areas in the freeing-up of the interface language between the user and the search process. There will be 
four specific areas in the interface language defined, and a recommendation made concerning basic research into some 
linguistic meanings for the four areas. 

I intend to be very provocative and to stir your imagination during this discussion. I hope that there will be not just 
a little disagreement over these matters, because as a result of disagreement there will come new ideas to solve the 
problems I hope to identify. This presentation, then, is in two parts; the second will be a call for some basic research. 

Let me start, however, by raising a fundamental question with respect to this conference. This is a LARGE DATA 
BASE CONFERENCE. Question - what is your definition of a large data base? (Slide 1) I would venture a guess that 
although each one of us has our own definition of a large data base, there are some subtle differences between those 
definitions. Let me interject a comment at this point. We at The Mead Corporation are involved with large data bases 
in many classes, and I have found that the people involved with large data bases of the bibliographic class are far ahead 
of others in their thinking concerning the use of large data bases in general. But the problem areas for other types of 
large data bases (large for other reasons) also present some formidable difficulties. 

Now, under what criteria can a data base be large? (Slide 2) First, a data base can be large because the number 
of records or entries in that data base is large. Five hundred thousand entries in a data base represent a large data 
base, independently of the size of each of the individual entries. A data base containing merely bibliographic informa
tion, including a limited number of manually assigned index terms (on the 500,000 entries), could well require storage 
of a mere 50 to 100 million characters of information. Not a very large amount of storage in anyone's evaluation, but 
a large number of entries. 

The second criterion (Slide 3) for defining a large data base, then, could be the numbers of characters involved. 
Again, a bibliographic data base with only 10, 000 entries in it, but with each entry being the full text of the document 
involved, represents a data base whose character count is on the order of a billion . 

A third measure (Slide 4) against which a data base could be considered large is a measure very important to the 
search or selection process. If the number of selectable elements, possibly a controlled thesaurus, is on the order of 
a thousand, independently of the size of the data base in characters or entries, the data base could be said to be small. 
On the other hand, in a full-text operation, where every potential word and every potential value, including all variants, 
are search-selectable elements numbering in the hundred-thousand area, the data base could be said to be large, espe
cially if the software involved required a serial search of those elements. 

Now, finally, a fourth condition under which a data base could be said to be large, again independently of the previ
ous three, appears primarily when we get away from bibliographic data bases - and I believe that this Conference should 
address this question - because as bibliographic experts, we have led the field. We have been at the "head of the pack", 
so to speak. In defining Information Science activities, designers of management systems, for example, are just begin
ning to think about "large data bases" in the way we in the bibliographic area have been thinking of them for years. This 
last condition, (Slide 5) under which a data base might be said to be large, would be in the number of fields and/or files 
associated with the intricate make-up of the individual data base. 

We will be addressing all four of these areas - all four of these definitions of "large data bases" - during our dis
cussion this morning. If, during the discussion, there is disagreement between what is said by two people, myself 
being possibly one of them, or two people within the audience during the question and answer period, it is quite possible 
that the difference lies in the assumed definition of some of the terms, including this one. 

I would now wish to raise another question from a definition standpoint. (Slide 6) Who, or what, is the user? We 
have been inundated recently with calls for standardization of systems specifications of systems intercourse. There 
have been a wide variety of complaints about having to learn multiple disciplines of access for multiple large data bases. 
I wish to propose to the Conference a hypothesis and suggest that it be the subject of some discussion here, not formally, 
but over cocktails, if necessary. Is it not possible that the reason there is such a dichotomy of user interaction specifica
tions is that the individual definitions of what and who the user is vary? The attributes that are ascribed to this person 
called "the user" by system-one vary and differ greatly from the attributes associated with this person called "the user" 
by system-two. Until we have some commonality of understanding, until we agree on the minimum set of attributes for 
this thing called "the user", we will continue to have a dichotomy of systems. 

The understanding and agreement as to what a user is are important in still another area. The on-line interactive 
use of data bases, large or small, is in its infancy. As the user population grows, it is quite logical to assume that the 
profile (make-up) of that population will continue to change. Unless we, as an industry, understand this changing phenome-

1 



A second example, already in use, is the AND condition (Slide 18). We are all fully aware of the relationship under 
standard Boolean logic of the "&" and the "OR" condition. Since there is an implied ambiguity, the expression "A and B 
or C" can have either of the following meanings (the word "AND" used linguistically rather than formally): 

(A & B) or C 

A & (B or C) 

Classically the defined expression "A and B or C" has the meaning (A & B) or C, which linguistically is "the combination 
of A and B or the single element C". This is exemplified by the actual conversational expression "Doctor & Patient or 
Lawyer". A great deal of effort and a great deal of rigorous mathematical definitions have gone into all of the ramifica
tions of this logic. Witness DeMorgan's law in which the reversal of operators is effected by the establishment of paren
thetical (Slide 19) nesting of the NOT-operator: 

NOT (A or B) is identical to (NOT A & NOT B) 

People, on the other hand, do not always think in a Boolean manner. In fact, it is this author's opinion that a great 
many people think in the reverse form and, without any other specification, the expression "A and B or C" tends, in nor
mal conversational discussion, to take on the meaning established in the second line above, spoken as "the single element 
A in combination with either B or C". A conversational example is "DOCTOR and HOSPITAL or OFFICE". This defini
tion of logic has never been passed through the rigor of mathematical treatises, except in the use of parenthetical notation. 
No "not-reversal" (DeMorgan's duality) has been defined, and all of the rigor of the combination of the two has not been 
defined except by use of actual parenthetical notation. It is believed the "NOT (A and B or C)" would be, based on paren
thetical notation, the same as saying "NOT A or the combination of NOT Band NOT C". It is time that we in the Informa
tion Science profession applied the rigor of logic to this preceding linguistic expression so that our users, who are not 
necessarily mathematically oriented, are able to express themselves in their language either way, rather than having our 
language imposed upon them. Based upon the opinion that both forms of the logical AND need to be defined and used by 
users, both a superior (to "OR") and inferior AND are definable in (DATA/CENTRAL). In this writing, the word "AND" 
is considered to be superior while the "&" is considered inferior: 

A and B or C means A & (B or C) 

A & B or C means (A & B) or C 

A second area is one in which there is at least one anomaly in normal logic expressions, as found in general com
puter-oriented languages. Consider, for example, the two search requests shown in Figure 2: 

1.#AUTHOR = JONES AND#DATE-:;_ JUNE, '71 

2.ttcAUTHOR JONES AND#DATE- >JUNE, '71 

Figure 2 

(Notethat the pound sign refers to the field in which the conditions are to be satisfied, while the operators are defined as, 
for this example, ~ meaning "less than or equal to" and the operator --.)meaning "not greater than".) 

In normal algebra, the two statements have identical meaning! It is possible that in data base systems they do not. 
Definition of negation: The logical definition (in normal expression) of the negation process requires the removal, from 
the set of possible answers, of any answer satisfying the positive form of the negative expression - for example: 

"Any hotel but not the St. Francis" - means to find a list of "All Hotels" and remove from that list 
any hotel positively named "St. Francis". 

Take a simplified form of the example. The entries are edited such that, on input, the field name DATE can contain 
only one value - the date of publication. That value, however, may be an actual date or it may be an indication of an 
unknown date. Please note that an unknown date is definitely not a date of zero time. An entry with an author named 
JONES with an "UNKNOWN" indication (absence of the date) would not satisfy the first statement; therefore, it would not 
be an answer. By not having a date, it can not be considered to be not greater than and it would not be removed from the 
set of answers. Therefore, the only criterion valid to determine the satisfaction to the search is the initial "JONES" 
criterion; it, therefore, satisfies the second statement. 
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7. (Field 1 ER Field 2) (operator) (Value 1 or Value 2) means that either Value 1 or Value 2 or both Value 1 & 
Value 2 must appear either in Field 1 or in Field 2 but not in both fields. 

8. (Field 1 ER Field 2) (operator) (Value 1 & Value 2) means that both Value 1 & Value 2 must appear in either 
Field 1 or in Field 2 but both values are not to appear in both fields. 

9. (Field 1 ER Field 2) (operator) (Value 1 ER Value 2) means that either Value 1 or Value 2 (but not both values) 
are to appear in either but not both fields. 

• We have run some preliminary studies attempting to define the results of both the positive and negative uses of these 
three connectors in nine combinations yielding 144 unique expressions. The definition of the negation operator(-,) , it is 
believed, bears repeating: the negation operator, applied to a value, asks for any entry containing the presence of that 
value to be deleted from the set of answers to which it applies. The negation operator, applied to a field (or segment), 
asks for the complement of that segment's action with reference to the specified combination of values. 

In the study, there were 16 combinations of entries that were evaluated. In Figure 3, the "N" refers to the non
presence of the value in the segment (or field) while the "P" indicates presence. The table was generated, based upon 
the way an implementation might process the data: Evaluate the righthand portion of request first, but separately for 
each segment (or field) specified on the left side (independent of the "sign" associated with the segment); reverse, if 
necessary, for the sign of the segment; and combine, based upon the connector between the segments. Ergo, for entry 
number 9, for the following request (one of the 144 expressions), the processing is specified in Figure 4. 

TO PROCESS: 

[~FIELD 1 OR ~ FIELD 2] = 

[VALUE 1 & VALUE 2] 

FOR_#_9 __ _ 

FIELD 1 FIELD 2 
VALUE 1 VALUE 2 VALUE 1 VALUE 2 

N p p p 

"'F/ '\.._T/ 

t t 
T--------- -------F 

T 

Figure 3 

16 COMBINATIONS: 
FIELD 1 FIELD 2 

ENTRY VALUE 1 VALUE 2 VALUE 1 VALUE 
1 p p p p 
2 p p p N 
3 p p N p 
4 p p N N 
5 p N p p 
6 p N p N 
7 p N N p 
B p N N N 
9 N p p p 

10 N p p N 
11 N p N p 
12 N p N N 
13 N N p p 
14 N N p N 
15 N N N p 
16 N N N N 

Figure 4 
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a whole series of "G-connectors" will need to be defined to aid the non-ADP oriented user in expressing a request for 
the solution to his problem. 

For example, the defined GOR is an inclusive concatenation of the fields under consideration. It is highly probable 
that, as usage of information systems grows, the need for a definition of the exclusive concatenation, referred to as 
GER, would be required. It could be defined as: 

"The inclusive concatenation "MINUS" those entries in which the same value appears in both segments. " 

Additionally, the concatenation - intersection (G&) might well be required. In both of these connectors, the loca
tion of the value in the multi-valued segment may wish to be used as opposed to the normal "GER" and "G&" where only 
the presence of the word is used. As a final example, consider the following for a special G-negation: 

An application is defined with one logical file containing 78 segments or fields. A predefined pseudo-segment 
called "SEG80" is defined as the concatenation of Segments 1, 7, 13, 17, and 18. 

Thus: 

Seg 80 = (Seg 1 GOR Seg 7 GOR Seg 13 GOR Seg 17 GOR Seg 18) 

A user, on an interactive terminal, wishes to access the file with the following request: 

(Seg 1 GOR Seg 7 GOR Seg 13 GOR Seg 17 GOR Seg 18) = (Word & WD) 

It is identical to: 

Seg 80 = (Word & WD) 

Another user might wish to access the same file except that, for this user, the concatenation should not include 
"Seg 13". The special G-Negation (G-) would allow this as: 

(Seg 80 G- Seg 13) = (Word & WD) 

As long as only the GOR and the G- are the only available "G-connectors", the processing formalism is not too 
complex; once, however, other "G-connectors" are required (especially the GER & the G&), the composite meaning 
may become most complex. 

As can be seen, we've attempted to define four areas (Slide 28) in which additional man-machine conversational 
linguistic expressions can and, we believe, should be defined to make easier the way our users may communicate 
with the computer. To define his search strategy (especially as the user becomes more knowledgeable), the user 
will want ever-increasing capabilities with even more simplified forms of expression until, in the long run, the 
user will be able to converse verbally in natural language with the computer. 

Thank you. 
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• WHAT IS . A "LARGE DATA BASE" 

? ? ? . . . 

SLIDE I 

LARGE NUMBER OF ENTRIES! 

LARGE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN STORAGE! 

SLIDE 3 

LARGE NUMBER OF ENTRIES! 

SLIDE 2 

LARGE NUMBER OF ENTRIES! 

LARGE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN STORAGE! 

LARGE NUMBER OF SELECTABLE ELEMENTS ! 

SLIDE 4 



A AND B OR C 

SLIDE 9 

A AND B OR C 

DOCTOR AND PATIENT OR LAWYER 

DOCTOR AND HO SPIT AL OR OFFICE 

A AND B OR C 

DOCTOR AND PATIENT 

OR LAWYER 

SLIDE 10 

SEARCH-ONYMY 

- BEYOND SYNONYMY 
- DICTIONARY DISPLAY 
- CONTROLLED THESAURUS 

- BROWSING 

SLIDE 12 



EXCLUSIVE OR !CALLED er) 

IA er Bl 

IA OR Bl & _, IA & Bl 

SLIDE 17 

De MORGAN'S LAW: 

~ IA OR Bl MEANS l~ A &-, Bl 

SLIDE 19 

A AND B OR C 

DOCTOR AND PATIENT OR LAWYER 

DOCTOR AND . HOSPITAL OR OFFICE 

SLIDE 18 

[FIELD 1 { {~} FIELD 21 = 

[VALUE 1 { {~} VALUE 21 
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[JOB-HISTORY-EXTERNAL 

OR 

JOB-HISTORY-INTERNAL 

OR 

CURRENT-POSITION-DESCRIPTION) = 

[MISSILE & AIRCRAFT) 

SLIDE 25 

REALLY -

[JOB-HISTORY-EXTERNAL G OR 
JOB-HISTORY-INTERNAL G OR 

CURRENT-JOB-DESCRIPTION) = 

[MISSILE & AIRCRAFT) 

"G OR" IS DEFINED AS 

A "CONCATENATION" CONNECTOR! 

SLIDE 27 

WHAT ABOUT: 

[JOB-HISTORY-EXTERNAL OR 

JOB-HISTORY-INTERNAL) = 

MISSILE 

AND 

[CURRENT-POSITION-DESCRIPTION = 

AIRCRAFT) 

ETC.? 

SLIDE 26 

1. ADDITIONAL [COMPLEX) 
LOGICAL EXPRESSIONS 

2. ARITHMETIC EXPRESSIONS 
THAT DEFY ALGEBRAIC LOGIC 

3. MULTI-DIMENSIONAL EXPRESSIONS 

4. CONCATENATION & OTHER 
G-CONNECTORS 

SLIDE 28 
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MORE ERGONOMIC "NO NO'S" 

To the Editor: 
Enclosed are a couple of pages in 

answer to your recent cover photo of 
ergonomic " no-no 's" (May 1992 
ONLINE). 

Your answers list caught a number of 
the errors relating to glare and improper 
monitor contrast that I missed. But the 
answer list missed the one about carpal 
tunnel syndrome. Namely, that Heather's 
w rists were positioned be low her 
keyboard, and not supported in any way. 
The stress oi typing in this position would 
soon lead to l igament and muscle 
damage in her wrists. 

The attached pages illustrate a well
designed computer table in w hich the 
monitor is both shielded from glare, and 
set low enough to prevent "document 
whiplash ." That is neck and back 
iatigue brought on by having to rapidly 
transfer one 's attention between a 
document on the desk and the 
document on the screen . It might 
appear that the designs have limited 
space ior spreading out papers and 
books, but the company that makes the 
tables has always said they are happy to 
design custom systems for their clients . 

Becky C. Davis 
Librarian 
Van Nuys, CA 

Astron Computer Products , 2331 Abalone 
Ave ., Suite #102, Torrance , CA 90509; 
213/320-1503; 800/634-4884. 

letters to 
the editor 

CAUTION: ERGONOMIC HAZARDS Tam Dalrymple 
OCLC, Manager 

To the Editor: Reference Services Marketing 
I loved your May 1992 cover and the Opportunities and Projects Section 

article on ergonomics. I think the poor y 
searcher illustrating the ergonomicp-'DATA CORPORATION ONLINE 
problems has some serious safety OFFERING PRE-DATES DIALOG 
hazards to contend with in her work AND ORBIT 
environment. I'm amazed you 'd let her 
get away with propping up her PC on 
two flimsy software boxes. If her "house 
oi cards" tips over, that overhanging 
monitor and CPU could easily iall in 
her direction . And , if I were her, I 
wouldn 't be real thrilled about sitting so 
close to the assorted cables from my 
neighbor's PC. 

By the way, w hy does she have so 
many pencils? Is it for those times when 
the equipment collapses and she has to, 
heaven forbid, resort to manual methods 
of publishing? 

Sincerely, 
Sophie K. Hudnut 

EPIC CAN "STOP THE CLOCK" ON 
SEARCHES, TOO 

To the Editor: 
ONLINE's article, "Stop The Clock, 

Hold The Search, And Take A Break" 
(May 1992), pointed out the benefits oi 
being able to logoff for a bit, then return 
to find one's search strategy intact. 

I ' m happy to report that the EPIC 
Service, from OCLC, also has th is feature 
as part of its STOP command. Here's how 
it works: When you want to interrupt a 
session, enter STOP WAIT. The system logs 
you off, with the message, Retaining your 

search information. 

The system holds searches for ten 
minutes, and greets you with the message 
Reconnected to EPIC. Then just enter the 
REVIEW command to look at your search 
history and proceed. 

The "wait" feature works with the EPIC 
logoff command STOP and all its 
synonyms, too: logoff, bye, off, and quit. 

To the Editor: 
This letter is in response to your 

article titled "Maxwell Online At The 
Crossroads" as published on page 29 of 
the May 1992 issue of ONLINE. 

While I found the article to be most 
insightful , I must take issue with the 
content of one portion. In the middle of 
the second column on the first page of 
the article, you indicate that " In 1972, 
ORBIT and DIALOG became the fi rst 
two commercial providers of online 
information ." That statement is 
incorrect! Attached is a recap of the 
development effort with which I was 
associated in the late ' 60s. As you can 
see, two Mead Corporation subs idiaries 
were the first. (Editor's Note: Attached 
list of dates is not reprinted here. -NG) 

The Data Central full-text technology 
was commercially demonstrated in the 
fall of 1968 at the ASIS convention in 
Columbus, Ohio, by Data Corporation, a 
Mead subsidiary. Starting then and 
continuing u1itil the business was 
transferred to the new subsidiary, Mead 
Data Central, Data Corporation was in 
the commercial full-text online 
inform ation retriev al business . The 
business, concentrated on pri v ate 
material, w as supported from two 
commercial (Washington , DC and 
Dayton , Ohio) and one government 
center (Wright-Patterson Air Force Base). 

In early 1970, the Information Systems 
Division of Data Corporation became the 
nucleus of the new subsidiary, Mead 
Data Central , Incorporated. This sub
sidiary expanded the business to include 
the selling of full text of public data to the 
legal profession; this business became 
what is now known as LEXIS/NEXIS. 
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If your date (1972) is correct, you can 
see that the Mead Corporation was at 
least two years ahead of either ORBIT or 
DIALOG. More importantly, by using full 
text, Mead was technologically ahead of 
those two whose business in those days 
was limited to bibliographic retrieval. 

Richard H. Giering 
Libertyville, IL 

EUROPEANS "SPEAK" MANY SEARCH 
LANGUAGES 

To the Editor: 
In this letter I want to pay attention to 

a few aspects concerning the 
differences in the use of online systems 
between the U.S . and Europe, 
especially Finland. It should be noted 
that this letter reflects my personal 
view-somebody else might ha ve a 
different view on the subject. 

All information specialists are (or at 
least shou Id be) frequently following 
the most important magazines in the 
industry. Every now and then one may 
read comments like " No longer is the 
online industry dominated by one or 
two online systems ... " (Nancy 
Garman , ONLINE, March 1992, p. 8). 
I have to disagree. 

The world is not limited to the land 
between the coasts of the U.S. Nor has 
the online industry been so limited here 
in Europe as one might think. Because of 
the differences in cultures, countries, and 
languages in Europe , we have been 
obliged to skip the comfort of using only 
one or two systems since the beginning. 

This does not mean that information 
special ists do not have their personal 
favorites or The System-that they mostly 
use. It means that besides using 
different systems and search languages, 
we have to use even different natural 
languages. It is not exceptional for an 
information specialist in Finland to use 
five systems and three different 
languages during one working day. 
(Our information service has access to 
60 different on line systems!) • 

Using different natural languages is 
much easier than people usually think. 
Of course you can never be sure that 
you find all relevant information, but at 
least you find some-no matter what 
kind of lingual capabilities you have in a 
certain language. So, after all, it is only a 
matter of attitudes. If you are trying to 
find information on French nuclear 
power plants, you have to search the 
French online systems. (Guess if I can 
speak any French!) 

:i • 

The March issue of ONLINE included 
many interesting articles concerning the 
use of different systems. For the reasons 
mentioned above, I think that in some • 
cases the ways to see the topics were too 
narrow. At least for me the key question 
for using different systems is not that one 
system gives cheaper print formats than 
another. I choose different systems 
because they simply include information 
that cannot be found anywhere else. That 
is why I sometimes feel conversations on 
which system is the best a re quite 
frustrating. My customer is not interested 
in where I have found the information. 
He or she just wants to get it---€ven in 
Japanese-there are often pictures or 
tables in the articles. 

Jaakko Anttila 
M.Sc. (Eng.) Information Specialist 
Technical Research Centre of Finland 

Letters to the Editor are welcome, not only 
by conventional mail to 462 Danbury 
Road, Wilton, CT 06897-2126, but to any 
of our electronic mailboxes: On Tyme
CLASS. ONLINE; DIALMAIL-10045; 
CompuServe-76077, 1320; or Fax 
203/761-1444. 

Watch for this box each month in the LETTERS TO THE EDITOR column in both ONLINE and DATABASE. 
Clip and post it by your terminals, and remember to use this time to sharpen your searching skills. 

AUGUST 
BAS 

Physician Data Query Cancer Information (PDQB, PDQC, 
PDQD, PDQI, PDQP)-One hour free connect time; 
telecommunications and print charges still in effect 

Data-Star 
Bibliodata Fulltext Sources Online (FULL)-August 20, 21, 

30 minutes free online usage (telecommunications charges 
still in effect) 

D&B Country Files (D&B)-August 21, 27, one free connect 
hour; document and telecommunications charges still in effect 

Financial Times Business Report (FTBR)-August 28, 30 
minutes free online usage (telecommunications charges 
still in effect) 

DIALOG 
DIALOG CHRONOLOG NEWSLETTER (File 410)-Up to $15 

free combined connect time and online display charges 
EPIC 

PsyclNFO-Up to $35 free connect time; telecommunications 
and print/display charges still in effect 

STN 
LCASREACT-Free connect time; telecommunications 

charges still in effect 

SEPTEMBER 
BRS 

PsyclNFO (PSYC)-One hour free connect time; 
telecommunications and print charges still in effect 

Data-Star 
D&B Country Files (D&B)-September 4, one free connect 

hour; document and telecommunications charges still in effect 

Predicasts Aerospace/Defence Markets and Technology 
(PTDT)-September 3, 4, 30 minutes free online usage 
(telecommunications charges still in effect) 

DIALOG 
Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology Abstracts (File 
315)-Up to $75 free combined connect time and online 
display charges 

Kompass Canada (File 594)-Up to $54 free combined 
connect lime and online display charges 

STN 
LCASREACT-Free connect time; telecommunications 

charges still in effect 

Compuscience-One free connect hour 

These schedules are subject to change; check exact availability with each online service prior to use. 
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Search Strategies and User Interfacet 

RICHARD H. E ERING 

Mead Technology Laboratories, Research Park, Dayton, Ohio 45432 

Received August 30, 1974 

This paper discusses what in The Mead Corporation have found to be certain aspects of. 
search strategy with respect to searching large data bases and certain problem areas that 
remain. The paper defines some problem areas, especially problem areas in the freeing-up of 
the interface language between the user and the search process. Four specific areas in the 
interface language are defined, and a recommendation is made concerning basic research 
Into some linguistic meanings for the four areas. 

What is a large data base? I would venture a guess that 
although each one of us has our own definition of a large 
data base, there are some subtle differences between those 
·definitions. We at The Mead Corporation are involved with 
large data bases in many classes, and I have found that the 
people involved with large data bases of the bibliographic 
class are far ahead of others in their thinking concerning 
the use of large data bases in general. But the problem 
areas for ot!ier types of large data • bases (large for other 
reasons) alsu present some formidable difficulties. 

Now, under what criteria can a data base be large? First, 
a data base can be large because the number or records or 
entries in that data base is large. Five hundred thousand 
entries in a data base represent a large data base, indepen
dently of the size of each of the individual entries. A data 
base containing merely bibliographic information, includ
ing a limited number of manually assigned index terms (on 
the 500,000 entries), could well require storage of a mere 50 

. to 100 million characters of information. Not a very large 
amount of storage in anyone's evaluation, but a large num
ber of entries. 

The second criterion for defining a large data ·base, then, 
could be the numbers of characters involved. Again, a bibli
ographic data base with only 10,000 entries in it, but with 
each entry being the full text of the document involved, 

• represents a data base whose character count is on the 
order of a billion. 

A third 1nec1sure against which a data base could be con
sidered is a measure very important to the search or selec
tion process. If the number of selectable elements, possibly 
a controlled thesaurus, is on the order of a thousand, inde
pendently of the size of the data base in characters or 
entries, the data base could be said to be small. On the 
other hand, in a full-text operation, where every potential 
word and every potential value, including all variants, are 
search-selectable elements numbering in the hundred
thousa..'1d area, the data base could be said to be large, 
especially if the software involved required a serial search 
of those elements. 

Now, finally, a fourth condition under which a data base 
could be said to be large, again independently of the previ
ous three, appears primarily when we get away from biblio
graphic data bases-and I believe that this Conference 
should address this question-because, as bibliographic ex
perts, we have led the field . We have been at the "head of 
the pack," so to speak. In defining Information Science ac
tivities, designers of management systems, for example, are 
just beginning to think about large data bases in the way 
we in the bibliographic area have been thinking of them for 

years. This last condition, under which a data base might 
be said to be large, would be in the number of fields and/or 
files associated with the intricate make-up of the indi";dual 
data base. 

We will be addressing all four of these areas-all four of 
these definitions of large data bases-during our discus
sion. If, during the discussion, there is disagreement be
tween what is said by two people, myself being possibly one 
of them, or two people within the audience during thP 
question and answer period, it is quite possible that the dif 
ference lies in the assumed definition of some of the terms, 
including this one. 

I would now wish to raise another question from a defini
tion standpoint. Who, or what, is the user? We have been 
inundated recently with calls for standardization of sys
tems specifications of systems intercourse. There have been 
a wide variety of complaints about having to learn multiple 
disciplines of access for multiple large data bases. I wish to 
propose a hypothesis and suggest that it be the subject of 
some discussion. Is it not possible that the reason there is 
such a dichotomy of user interaction specifications is that 
the individual definitions of what and who the user is vary? 
The attributes that are ascribed to this person called "the 
user" by system one vary and differ greatly from the attrib
utes associated with this person called "the user" by sys
tem two. Until we have some commonality of under
standing, until we agree on the minimum set of attributes 
for "the user," v:c \~'ill continue to h:::.ve a dichotomy of sys-
terns. 

The understanding and agreement as to what a user is 
are important in still another area. The on-line interactive 
use of data bases, large or small, is in its infancy. As the 
user population grows, it is quite logical to assume that the 
profile (make-up) of that population will continue to 
change. Unless we, as an industry, understand this chang
ing phenomenon, we will not be adequately ready to sup
port the end user. I am going to describe th.is end-user now 
by my definition-this is the definition of the end use~ 
profile as we in The Mead Corporation see it. Up until re
cently, end users, that is, the users on the terminal, have 
had at least a smattering of training in the Information Sci
ences technology. They have been able to assimilate mean
ings of terms such as ·"Boolean logic," "operators," "argu
ments," etc. For the most part, we have been buildino- the 
system for our own inner circle of users. That is not the 
definition of the user as The Mead Corporation sees it. The 
definition I am about to give you looks into the future 
where, via the advanced technology of such things as cable 
TV, the end users of both large and small data bases will be 
scared out of their wits by such terms as Boolean loo-ic 

t Presented in the "Conference on Large Data Bases," sponsored by the even tho~gh_ in their normal day-to-day, natural langu:g~ 
NAS/NRC Committee on Chemical Information, National Academy of Sci- commumcatwn, they use an "AND" and an ' 'OR" all the 
ences, May 22- 2:3, 1974. time. • 

~~::1 
6 Journal of Chemic:°al Information and Computer Sciences, Vol. 15. No. 1, 1975 



SEARCH STRATEGIES AND USER INTERFACE 

Definition: the end user of an on-line interactive data 
base system has no knowledge of formal logic, of formal 
discussion, of formal anything, but rather is a professional 
in a profession outside our Information Science profession. 
He is in a profession we do not understand, and , more im
portantly, he does not understand our profession and 
doesn 't want to. 

This, then, leads into search strategies. What search 
strategy can an individual of this category use. Frankly, we 
are back to search strategies that .we always refer to as "K
I-S-S," Keep It Stupidly, Simple. For the most part, the 
users always refer to the most universally accepted term
whether that's a manually assigned thesaurus term or a 
text term. He thus obtains a large set of answers, which he 
then reduces until he sees a set that he thinks he can worl< 
with. Note that I am taiking about ';he thinks," "he can 
work with," "his discussion," and "his term." 

What about the help he needs. It is very critical, in our 
estimation and in support of search strategy process, that 
the user has access to an on-line, interactive, multi-level tu
torial to help walk him through, so to speak, the process of 
selecting the answers he wishes to use. 

Obviously, such a user-one who is not oriented in the 
intricacies of Information Science-would love to be able 
to communicate with the computer in something akin to 
natural language. We have found it necessary to start mak
ing some subtle additions to search terminology available 
to the end user. Let me give you an example. We all, I am 
sure,. understand the true meaning of an "AND" conjunct 
with respect · to an "OR." We understand the implied 
meaning of the expression "(A and B) or C" as it is ex
pressed with parentheses-and, by the way, the end user 
hates parentheses. They have absolutely no meaning be
cause he never speaks with parentheses, nor does he ever 
write with parentheses. Linguistically, that expression may 
be simplified as "(DOCTOR and PATIENT) or LAW
YER." This is implicit-we know that DOCTOR and PA
TIENT go together. 

Using the same linguistic expression, "DOCTOR and 
HOSPITAL or OFFICE,'' this exemplifies another form of. 
"A and B or C," and it has a completely different implied 
meaning. Here, DOCTOR is associated with either of them, 
and the parenthetical notation of the meaning of that 
linguistic expression is different A and (B or C). (DATA/ 
CENTRAL) allows for both expressions because, in a 
search strategy, a user needs to be able to communicate in 
the wav he is thinking of the auestion. Again. basic search 
strategy is to keep it ;imple. Obtain a lar-ge s~t of answers 
and narrow it down to the appropriate set needed. But it is 
also important that the user be able not to lose any sets 
and, if his narrowing process takes him too far down, he 
must be able to backtrack, move in another direction, and 
to wipe clean the other areas because he doesn't want to be 
reminded of those areas-he doesn't want to be constantly 
shown his previous mistakes. 

Now this brings us to another part of the definition of 
who the user is. A professional in his own profession, utiliz
ing a very complex thing called a computer, is exceptionally 
peer conscious. \Vhat do I mean? He surely does not want 
his peers to see him make a mistake. The more flamboyant 
a terminal is, the less likely a man is to use it. A loud, clat
tering tdetype is a very flamboyant terminal; a large screen 
blinking as a monster is a very flamboyant terminal. A 
much more usable terminal would be the private desk-top 
unit, an example of which is shown (Figure 1). This one 
happens to be on my desk, but it is this kind of terminal 
that we find to be extremely important for the end user, 
especia lly the ones who are extremely peer conscious. We 
can discuss the intricacies of search strategy, but the actual 
search strategy used is highly dependent upon the profile 
of the user, and the user is not likely to try anything spe
cial. He will not try any special kind of combinations that 
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he is not quite sure of if he feels that somebody might well 
be looking over his shoulder at what he is doing. I might 
add that this includes monitoring his activity. He doesn't 
want anybody to laugh at him; including those "stupid 
computer people," those "holier-than-thou Information 
Science experts." "I'll do it my own way before I do some
thing that lets them get one up on me"-that's his attitude. 

Now let me address another area of search strategy with 
respect to full-text systems. That area is synonymy or 
equivalences-we refer to it as "search-onymy." Of course, 
there are certai·n terms that will always and forever, within 
the context of a particular. data base, be synonymous. 
These equivalent terms will, of course, be used by the ap
propriate data systems automatically. I would like to ignore 
that part of the problem since all of us have addressed that 
problem. People use them, they are used by the computer, 
and generally they are completely transparent to this ter
minal end user. He doesn't have to think about them; he . 
knows about them when he sees the synonymous term 
"highlighted," but normally he doesn't have to worry about 
it. This applies to plurals and other forms of the word. 
What, however, about those terms that are synonymous 
sometimes, under certain contexts, and not synonymous 
under others. The mere display in alphanumeric order of 
the different word forms surrounding the word (selected 
for search) alphabetically is not fully satisfactory, since the · 
display only answers the question of the various word 
forms and does not address the other question of synon- . 
ymy: "is head synonymous with cranium?." One alternative 
solution is the display of a controlled dictionary or thesau
rus in which broader and narrower terms are related to the 
individual term; the old controlled thesaurus used for man
ual indexing now has another use: aiding in search strategy. 
In fact, I would venture a guess that the use of the con
trolled thesaurus will increase in this area because the end 
user needs help. But the problem here goes well beyond 
that! What about the terms that have been forgotten in the 
controlled thesaurus? One cannot afford to continually 
update this thesaurus with every word seen in the text of 
the material on hand-it is just too expensive. We now 
come to the area that we have found to be extremely im
portant in search strategies. And that is the ability to 
browse through a set of answers textually. The user can 
then subtly, and without realizing he is doing it, make use 
of a facet of natural language writing that indicates that 
the . same term should not be used too many times in the 
same paragraph or set of paragraphs. Rather, synonymous 
expressions should be used to avoid monotony. As data 
bases, large data bases (and in this case I am using the term 
" large data base" especially with regard to the number of 
words (selectable words) in each entry and obviously the 
number of selectable terms in each data base), grow and 
they include more and more of the text, whether it be an 
abstract or the actual originating author's text, the ability 
to browse through the material, finding these searchonyrns 
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as we call them, as a result of using one term, immediately 
will trigger a new trend of thought in the eyes of the user. 
This allows him to return to the search process and modify 
with additional constraints. We find this to be extremely 
helpful-probably as helpful to the end user as any other 
method of aid in this area. 

Let us now consider the problems that I foresee showing 
up in the not too distant future, which I entitle A Call for 
Extended Logic for Use in Interactive Information Pro
cesses. 

A CALL FOR EXTENDED LOGIC FOR USE IN 
INTERACTIVE INF OR MA TION PROCESSING 

In the chapter entitled "The Rise of Abstract Algebra," 
Carl B. Boyer states: 

"The history· of logic may be divided, with some 
slight degree- of oversimplification, into · three 
stages: (1) Greek Logic, (2) Scholastic Logic, and 
(31 Mathematical Logic. Whereas in the first two 
stages logic theorems were divided from ordinary 
lanuuaues the third stage proceeds in a contrary 
ma~e;__i•t first CONSTRUCTS a purely formal 
system, and only later does it look for an interpre
tation in everyday speech. It's floruit date (the 
stage) is really the year in which Boole's first 
book appeared. '' l 

Since the days of Boole and DeMorgan2 (Boole's first 
work was published in 1847), the succeeding century has 
been spent in the association with the fundamental laws3 of 
logic defined in the formal system. All expressions can be 
defined in combinations of the basic fundamentals: inter
section (&) and inclusive union (or). 

With the rise of users of computer systems (which oper
ate on logical circuits and/or programs), who themselves 
are not trained in the formalism of mathematic logic (Boole 
rightly claimed that logic is associated with mathematics 
rather than with metaphysics), it is necessary to close the 
circle described above by defining the complex elements of 
logic, so that the user might use a more simple form of ex
pression in communicating his requirements. We may be 
entering into a fourth phase in the history of logic in which 
expansions of the basic two elements into formalized 
linguistic expressions are generated to allow for less ambi
guity in communication-not only between man ai1<l au
tomaton, but also man to man. 

This period in the history of logic is not without its own 
problems in construction of formal expressions. As will be 
seen further in this presentation, an additional basic logic 
element may be in the process of being defined . Additional
ly, logic has been explained using sets (Venn diagrams). 
Sets have been, up to today at least, a one-dimensional 
concept. It is barely possible that we have embarked (using 
operators and expressions) on the definition of a second di
mension in the set theory. We will discuss four problem 
areas requiring formal definitions: 

1. Additional (complex) logical expressions 
2. Arithmetic expressions that defy algebraic logic 
3. Multidimensional expressions 
4. Concatenation and other "G-connectors" 

As interactive information processing becomes more 
used by non-information science professionals, it becomes 
h.pparent that extensions to logic are necessary for this 
unique set of information, especially when the information 
being processed is multivalued (e.g., textural or periodic) . 
It is readily admitted that there is no specification that 
cannot be properly written by the user or properly pro
cessed by computers using standard conventional Boolean 

logic. How many non-ADP professionals, who would have 
use of an information system, are readily able to discern 
the difference between the subtle ramifications in Boolean 
logic in order to enter semantically correct and syntactical
ly definable elements of search? There are, of course, some, 
but their numbers are relatively few in comparison to the 
numbers of potential users of information systems. Exten
sions of logic, therefore, are needed in order to make easier 
the definition of the problem by nonprofessional users and, 
much more importantly, to make for efficient processing of 
the problem by the computer. 

We have, in some sense, already done it for one expres
sion. There is no need, in formal logic, to use the exclusive 
OR, defined, using the two basic elements, as: 

(A ER B) = (A or B) & -, (A & B) 

In programming, however, it has been found to be cumber
some to use only the fundamental elements; we have, there
fore, engineered an exclusive OR operation for program
mers to use. Other combination forms (called MACRO) for 
complexities of logic need to be defined, based upon combi
nations of the basic elements. 

A second example, already in use, is the AND condition. 
We are all fully aware of the relationship under standard 
Boolean logic of the & and the OR condition. Since there is 
an implied ambiguity, the expression "A and B or C" can 
have either of the following meanings (the word AND used 
linguistically rather than formally): 

(A & B) or C 
A & (B or C) 

Classically the defined expression "A and B or C" has the 
meaning (A & B) or C, which linguistically is the combina
tion of A and B or the single element C. This is exemplified 
by the actual conversational expression "Doctor & Patient 
or Lawyer." A great deal of effort and a great deal of rigor
ous mathematical definitions have gone into all of the ram
ifications of this logic. Witness DeMorgan's law in which 
the reversal of operators is effected by the establishment of 
parenthetical nesting of the NOT operator: 

NOT (A or B) is identical to (NOT A & NOT B) 

People, on the other hand, do not always think in a Boo
lean manner. In fact, it is this author's opinion that a great 
many people think in the reverse form and, without any 
other specification, the expression "A a..l'!d B or C" tencis, in 
normal conversational discussion, to take on the meaning 
established in the second line above, ~poken as "the single • 
element A in combination with either D or C." A conversa
tional example is DOCTOR and HOSPITAL or OFFICE. 
This definition of logic has never been passed through the 
rigor of mathematical treatises, except in the use of paren
thetical notation. No "not-reversal" (DeMorgan's duality) 
has been defined, and all of the rigor of the combination of 
the two has not been defined except by use of actual paren
thetical notation. It is believed the NOT (A and B or C) 
would be, based on parenthetical notation, the same as 
saying NOT A or the combination of NOT B and NOT C. 
It is time that we in the Information Science profession ap
plied the rigor of logic to this preceding linguistic expres
sion so that our users, who are not necessarily mathemati
cally oriented, are able to express themselves in their lan
guage either way, rather than having our language imposed 
upon them. Based upon the opinion that both forms of the 
logical AND need to be defined and used by users, both a 
superior (to OR) and inferior AND are definable in 
(DATA/CENTRAL). In this \yriting, the word AND is con
sidered to be superior while the & is considered inferior: 

A and B or C means A & (B or C) 
A & B or C means (A & B) or C 
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A second area is one in which there is at least one anoma
ly in normal logic expressions, as found in general com
puter-oriented languages. Consider, for ex_ample, the two 
search requests shown in Figure 2. Note that the pound 
sign refers to the field in which the conditions are to be sat
isfied, while the operators are defined as, for this example, 
~ meaning "less than or equal to" and the operator-.> 
meaning "not greater than." 

In normal algebra, the two statements have identical 
meaning! It is possible that in data base systems they do 
not. Definition of negation: The logical definition (in nor
mal expression) of the negation process requires the remov
al, from the set of possible answers, of -any answer satisfy
ing the positive form of the negative expression, for exam
ple: 

"Any hotel but not the St. Francis" means to find 
a list of All Hotels and remove from that list any 
hotel positively named St. Francis. 

Take a simplified form of the example. The entries are 
edited such that, on input, the field name DATE can con-

• - tain only one value, the date of publication. That value, 
however, may be an actual date or it may be an indicatio_n 
of an unknown date. Please note that an unknown date 1s 
definitely not a date of zero time. An entry with an author 
named JONES with an UNKNOWN indication (absence of 
the date) would not satisfy the first statement; therefore, it 
would not be an answer. By not having a date, it cannot be 
considered to be not greater than and it would not be re
moved from the set of answers. Therefore, the only criteri
on valid to determine the satisfaction to the search is the 
initial JONES criterion; it, therefore, satisfies the secof;id 
statement. 

Admittedly, the above can be expressed in a different 
manner by the additional specification of the editing crite
ria that the field must contain either a valid date or it must 
contain the word UNKNOWN. Then the second search 
could be rephrased (to make it the same, logically, as the 
first statement) into: 

#Author = Jones and #Date (-,> June '71 or = Unknown) 

This becomes a human engineering or user-interface 
problem because it is beyond reason, in our belief, to expect 
the novice (or the non-information science oriented) termi
nal user to remember all of the various editing criteria for 
files that can and do contain in excess of a hundred fields 
and especially for files in which the fields were added at 
different times by different people. The solution, then, is to 
extend the language such that the concept desired can be 
expressed without resorting to looking up the edit criteria. 

As information processing takes on more and more of the 
job of handling multivalued or textual data, we must un
derstand the subtle difference between the two. Textual 
data here are defined as any data found in fields of individ
ual entries (records) such that the structure of the data 
cannot be predefined; multivalued, on the other hand, re
fers to fields that can contain multiple separately searcha
ble values. This, of course, includes the name of a person in 
a personnel record, his address, the name(s) of the 
school(s) he attended, etc., prior to the preestablishment of 
arbitrary codes for these data. 

Now for a third area where extensions to logic (and espe
cially their meanings for processing purposes) are neces-

sary. (The "or" as used below is the normally used inclusive 
OR; the ER used below is the exclusive OR) . In normal file 
handling logic, only two of the following nine possible com
binations have defined meanings: 

(Field 1 /0~) Field 2) = (Value 1 {o~) Value 2) 
ER ER -

Normally, the use of the conjunctive "&" connector and 
the exclusive OR-(ER) to the right of the operator is not 
defined. In the meaning below, the phraseology of the verb 
"appear" is used as though the (operator) is the logical ap
pearance operator. The reader is reminded that the defini
tions have slightly subtle changes of meaning if the opera
tor is different. Here we define all nine as follows: 

1. (Field 1 or Field 2) (operator) (Value 1 or Value 2) 
means that the occurrence of either value (or both values) 
(a value may be a word, phase, or-if the operator is arith
metic-an arithmetic value) iI). either field (or both fields) 
satisfies the request and any such entry is considered valid 
for the retrieval and display process.* Example: Find all 
documents whose country-of-publication or country-of
nationality is Germany or France. 

2. (Field 1 or Field 2) (operator) (Value 1 & Value 2) 
means that both Value 1 and Value 2 must occur in ei;·_\,-.•!· 
Field 1 or Field 2 for the entry to satisfy the search amt t.H': 

available for retrieval and display. Example: Find all medi -• 
cal histories in which either Record-of-Treatment or Post
Operative-Care deals with both the heart and kidneys . 

3. (Field l or Field 2) (operator) (Value 1 ERValue 2) 
means that either Value 1 or Value 2, but not both, must 
appear in either Field 1 or Field 2. Example: Find ail medi
cal histories in which either Record'-of-Treatment or Post
Operative-Care deals with either the heart or the kidneys 
but not both. , 

4. (Field 1 & Field 2) (operator) (Value 1 or Value ~ 
means that either value must. exist in both fields for the 
entry to satisfy the search. Example: Find all projects that 
had as both primary objective and methodology the use of 
either rockets or missiles. 

5. (Field 1 & Field 2) (operator) (Value 1 & Value 2) 
means that both values must occur in both fields for the 
entry to satisfy the requirements of the search. Example: 
Find all chemical compounds that have both hydrogen and 
fluorine listed in the two fields: elements-used and ele
ments-reacted. 

6. (Field l & Field 2) (operator) (Value 1 ER Value 2) 
means that either Value 1 or Value 2, but not both, must 
appear in both Field 1 and Field 2. 

7. (Field 1 ER Field 2) (operator) (Value 1 or Value 2) 
means that either Value 1 or Value 2 or both Value 1 and 
Value 2 must appear either in Field 1 or in Field 2 but not 
in both fields . 

8. (Field 1 ER Field 2) (operator) (Value 1 & Value "
means that both Value 1 and Value 2 must appear in either 
Field 1 or in Field 2 but both values are not to appear in 
both fields. 

9. (Field 1 ER Field 2) (operator) (Value 1 ER Value 2) 
means that either Value 1 or Value 2 (but not beth values) 
are to appear in either but not both fields. 

We have run some preliminary studies attempting to de
fine the results of both the positive and negative uses of 
these three connectors in nine combinations yielding 144 
unique expressions. The definition of the negation operator 
(--,), it is believed, bears repeating: the negation operator 
applied to a value, asks for any entry containing the pre( 

* An e~ample of the form when one value is textual and the 
other is arithmetic would be: 

(Field 1 or Field 2) (= Value 1 & < Va lue 2) 
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ence of that value to be deleted from .the set of answers to 
which it applies. The negation operator,. applied to a field 
(or segment), asks for the complement of that segment's 
action with reference to the . specified combination of 
values. 

In the study, there were 16- combinations of entries that 
were evaluated. In Figure 3, N refers to the nonpresence of 
the value in the segment (or field) while P indicates pres
ence. The table was generated, based upon the way an im
plementation might process the data: Evaluate the right
'hand portion of request first, but separately for each seg
ment (or field) specified on the left side (independent of 
the sign associated with the segment); reverse, if necessary, 
for the sign of the segment; and combine, based upon the 
connector between the segments. Ergo, for entry number 9, 
for the following request (one of the 144 expressions), the 
processing is specified in Figure 4. 

(-i Field 1 or -, Field 2) = (Value 1 & Value 2) 

(It is noted that this request, as is the case for all of the 
rahnuo ,...,...,"'rl;r-;,..,.,.,S, r--::1....-- ho ct~torl in i-osrms nf tho h-::1cl,... l=tnn_ 

lean elements. It is believed that this would be: 

(-. Field 1 = Value 1 & Value 2) 
or 

(-. Field 2 = Value 1 & Value 2).) 

It should be apparent that many anomalies appear when 
the "not" operator is evaluated. Some of the propositions 
needing rigorous proof seem to be the following. 

Proposition 1: The negative of an expression is not nec
essarily the negative of the parts. 

Proposition 2: A not sign, applied to a complete Boolean 
request expression, can be applied only to the fields or to 
the values, but not both under discussion, and then De
Morgan's Law applied for values and does not affect the 
field specifications. 

Proposition 3: When applying DeMorgan's Duality Law 
to the "taking in" of the NOT operator, parentheses may 
riot be removed, as they normally define hierarchic rela
tionships. 

• Now for the fourth area of discussion needing expansion. 
It has become apparent that many users of information 
systems (especially those processing text) will have a dis
tinct requirement to specify relationships of the various 
segments (or fields) of information such that the fields can 

be considered to be concatenated without necessarily re
structuring the physical file. A highly simplified example 
should suffice to define the problem. Consider a personnel 
file in which three of the fields or segments of that file are 
defined as · Job-History-External, Job-History-Internal, 
Current-Position-Description. Please note that each of 
these fields contains large amounts of text. Consider the re
quest: Search the records for anyone having experience in 
Missiles and also in Aircraft (disregard, for purposes of this 
problem, the additional words that might satisfy the re
quirement). It is not merely satisfactory to say: 

(Job-History-External or Job-History-Internal or 
Current-Position-Description) = Missile & Aircraft 

The true logic of the expression above states that both 
words, Missile & Aircraft, must appear in any combination 
of Job-History-External, Job-History-Internal, or the Cur
rent-Position-Description fields. The condition expressed 
below is, in fact, that which is implied by this verbalization 
of the problem: 

((Job-History-E:,,.1:ernal or Job-History-Internal or Cur
rent- Position) = Missile & Aircraft) or 

((Job-History-E:,,.1:ernal or Job-History-Internal) = Mis
sile & Current-Position = Aircraft) or 

((Job-History-External or Current-Position)= Missile 
& Job-History-Internal= Aircraft) or 

((Job-History-Internal or Current_-Position)=.i 
Missile & Job-History-External - Aircraft) 

Obviously, the statement of the expression of the problem 
as defined above is a bit horrendous for a nonprofessional 
to attempt. One solution is to restructure the file with the 
three previously defined fields now concatenated into one. 
A terminal user could then request the occurrence of both 
words in the one new field. He would, of course, have to 
wait (at the terminal) while the restructure (just for him, 
probably) took place; he would most likely become frus
trated. It is believed, therefore, that the best approach is to 
define a new Boolean connecting expression called a GOR. 
Using the GOR, the problem can be defined thusly: 

(Job-History-External GOR Job-History-Internal GOR 
Current-Position) = (Missile & Aircraft) 

As can be noted, the expression of the problem is now 
much simpler. Of course, the GOR has (currently) no 
meaning when used between two or more values to the 
right of the operator. It also has no meaning when the sign 
associated with any of the five elements (three segments, 
two values) is positive and the connector between the two 
values is OR. When either condition exists, then the answer 
is unique with respect to single connectors. This is caused 
by the fact that the concatenation (inclusive GOR) of the 
segments is based on positive values (presence of the 
value). Postulation: The negative of the concatenation is 
not the concatenation of the negative (nonpresence). An
other way of saying it would be: absence of the same seg
ment pair. It is believed that, as the science of automated 
information processing advances, a whole series of G-con
nectors will need to be defined to aid the non-ADP orient
ed user in expressing a request for the solution to his prob
lem. 

For example, the defined GOR is an inclusive concatena
tion of the fields under consideration. It is highly probable 
that, as usage of information systems grows, th·e need for a 
definition of the exclusive concatenation, referred to as 
GER, would be required. It could be defined as: "The in
clusive concatenation "MINUS" those entries in which the 
same value appears in both segments." 
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Additionally, the concatenation-intersection (G&) might 
well be required. In both of these connectors, the location 
of the value in the multivalued segment may wish to be 
used as 9pposed to the normal GER and G& where only the 
presence of the word is used. As a final example, consider 
the following for a special G-negation: 

An application is defined with one logical file containing 
78 segments or fields. A predefined pseudo-segment 

called SEG80 is defined as the concatenation of 
Segments 1, 7, 13, 17, and 18. 

Thus: 

Seg 80 = (Seg 1 GOR Seg 7 GOR Seg 17 GOR Seg 18) 

A user, on an interactive terminal, wishes to access the 
file with the following request: • 

. (Seg 1 GOR Seg 7 GOR Seg 13 GOR Seg 17 GORSeg 18) = 
(Word & WD) 

It is identical with 

Seg 80 (Word & WD) 

Another user might wish to access the same file except 
that, for this user, the concatenation should not include 
Seg 13. The special G-Negation (G-) would allow this as: 

Seg 80 G- Seg 13) = (Word & WD) 

As long as only the GOR and the G- are the only avai' 
able G-connectors, the processing formalism is not tt 
complex; once, however, other G-connectors are requireu 
(especially the GER & the G&), the composite meaning 
may become most complex. 

As can be seen, we have attempted to define four areas in 
which additional man-machine conversational linguistic 
expressions can and, we believe, should be defined to make 
easier the way our users may communicate with the com
puter. To define his search strategy (especially as the user 
becomes more knowledgeable), the user will want ever-in
creasing capabilities with even more simplified forms of ex
pression until, in the long run, the user will be able to con
verse verbally in natural language with the computer . 
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Data security is a rich and complex subject dealing with the protection of the computing ca
pability from all threats to its continuity. Some fundamental elements of the process of 
achieving a reasonable, prude!'II measure of that prn!ecfiQ!'! are ,;onsidered. 

Data security is a rich and broad topic, one that is of in
creasing concern to data-processing-oriented people at all 
levels, and is receiving more (and more formal) attention 
from users and manufacturers alike. The definition of data 
security should indicate the scope, complexity, and perva
sive nature of the subject: it is simply the safety of data 
(and necessarily also of the system) from improper disclo
sure, modification, or destruction-whether these are acci
dentally or intentionally caused. Note that this definition 
applies as well to the inanual as to the EDP operation. 
Note, too, that it is a global definition; no threat to the con
tinued well-being of the operation is excluded. I intend this 
to be a complete-however brief-discussion, so you may 
expect me to deal with all sorts of situations that threaten 
the safety of data, ranging from technologically complex 
penetrations of computing systems by highly trained in
truders, to earthquakes, to coffee spilled into the machine
ry, and so on. 

t Presented in the "Conference on Large Data Bases," sponsored by the 
NAS/NRC Committee on Chemical Information, National Academy of 
Sciences, May 22-23, 1974. 

In fact, when you yourselves deal with data security, 
keep this breadth of scope in mind. After all, to protect 
data you must understand the threats to those data. To 
protect data completely against all threats is an unrealiza
ble goal; to protect data to some reasonable extent against 
reasonably predictable and probable threats is a prudent 
and practical goal. To accomplish the latter, you must un
dertake a risk assessment, which involves gaining the clear
est possible understanding of the nature of that which you 
must protect and also of the relative probabilities of the 
events that threaten the well-being of what you must pro
tect. If you do not have this understanding, you cannot as
sess risks; if you cannot assess risks, you cannot prudently 
determine protective measures; and if you cannot prudent
ly undertake protection you cannot know that you are pro
tected. 

It is my intent to review some fundamental elements c{ 
the process of achieving protection. One of these element's 
is a clear understanding of the need for protection, and this 
need-which you all must have to one degree or another
springs from a number of sources: 
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INTRODUCTION 

Since the information contained herein has been gathered from various sources, 

it is incumbent upon the reviewer to delineate his sources as an indication of the vali

dity of the data. Additionally, Data Corporation (the reviewer) by its involvement in 

one of the reviewed systems, might be considered prejudiced in evaluating its own 

• system. This possibility was recognized throughout the investigation and an attempt 

was made to remove any bias. 

0.1 Sources 

0. 1. 1 Information on the various IDHS systems was gathered through the 

following documents and additional data (to clarify questions) was recieved in direct 

verbal communication with members of the Systems Operations Support Branch at 

DIA. The documents are: 

0. 1. 1. 1 The DIAM 65-9 series titled ''Intelligence Data Handling 

System (IDHS) 1410 Formatted File System (1410 FFS)" with various dates, published 

by the DIA. {This document covers Mark II). 

0.1.1. 2 Mark ill 1410 Formatted File System, Preliminary User's 

Reference Manual dated 10 February 1967 by DIA. 

0.1.1. 3 A series of three manuals dealing with 7094 FFS revised 

during June 1966 and published by DIA. These manuals define Mod 7. 5 7094 FFS. 

0.1.1. 4 IBM Document No. N-0661 titled "Mod 8 7094 FFS Program 

Capability Changes dated 5 May 1967 and published by IDHS, Contracting Agency, Rome 

Air Development Command, Griffiss Air Force Base, New York. (This document 

defines the changes to Mod 7. 5 FFS to make it Mod 8.) 

0.1. 2 Information relative to the NIPS Systems were gathered primarily 

through discussions with individuals currently on the programming staff for the NIPS 

development effort. Clarification of details, however, was gathered from system plan

ning manual SPM 1-67 dated 31 January 1967, relating to the program design approach 

for S 360/50 FFS as published by the NMCS. 
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0.1. 3 An original IBM document No. E20-0179-0 relating to the description 

of the Generalized Information System (GIS) has been found to be erroneous. IBM 

representatives with whom discussions were held to gain additional information, re

ported this fact. The original GIS is now two separate systems, Document Processing 

System (DPS), the description of which may be found in the Application Description 

Manual No. 360A-CS-12X published about July 1967 by IBM. The remaining capabili

ties of GIS (once text processing specifications are removed) seem to be inherent in 

the second system currently called GIS. 

0. 1. 4 Information on the Informatics Mark IV data handling system capa

bilities is not available. Information relative to this system contained herein was gained 

through technical discussions with Informatics personnel. 

0. 1. 5 The source of (Data) Central information is self-evident. 

0. 1. ti Information on TDMS was found in an artical titled "Treating Hier

archical Data Structures in the SDC Time-Shared Data Management System (TDMS)" 

found in the Proceedings of 22nd National Converence, Association for Computing 

Machinery; "The Time-Shared Data Management System: A New Approach to Data 

Management", SDC No. SP-2747 dated 13 February 1967 by A. H Vorhaus and R. D. 

Wills; "A Data Management System for Time-Shared File-Processing Using a Cross

Index File and Self-DefiO,ing Entries," AFIPS Conference Proceedings dated 1966, 

Vol. 28, pags 79-86. Also available as SDC No. SP-2248 dated 21 April 1966, by 

E. W. Franks; "The Language Specifications for the Define Operations of TDMS," 

SDC No. TM-3370/003/00 dated 15 April 1967 by E. E. Grant and P. A. DeSimone; 

"COMPOSE/PRODUCE: A user-Oriented Report Generator Capability within the SDC 

Time-Shared Data Management System, "AFIPS Conference Proceedings, Spring 1967. 

Also available as SDC No. SP-2634, 8 February 1967, by W. D. Williams and P. R. 

Bartram. 
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1. 0 Minimum Hardware Configuration 

1. 1 Central Processor Type 

1.1.1 

1.1. 2 

1.1. 3 

1.1. 4 

Mark II - FFS is operational on a 1410. 

Mark ill - FFS will be operational on a 1410. 

NIPS 1410 is operation on a 1410. 

NIPS Phase I will be operation on a 360/50. It has been 

reported that the system will be able to operate once it becomes operational on 360/ 40. 

This has not been verified in any documentation. 

1.1. 5 

also applicable to Phase IT. 

1.1. 6 

1.1. 7 

NIPS Phase II - The comments applicable to Phase I are 

Mod 8 requires a 7094 Model 2. 

GIS is to operate on a 360/40 or 360/50 although the infor-

mation concerning the availability on a 360/ 40 is questionable. 

1.1.8 DPS when it is released in November will be operational 

on a 360/40. 

1.1. 9 ATS will require a minimum of a 360/40 and possibiy by 

implementation time (January 1968) will require a 360/50. 

1.1.10 Informatics Mark IV is to be operational on a 360/30 

and up. 

1.1.11 (Data) Central is currently operational for a 360/30 and 

up. 

1.1.12 TDMS is written to be operational on a 360/50 or 360/65. 

1. 2 Central Memory (Size) 

1. 2.1 Mark II - FFS requires SOK characters of minimum 

storage. 
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1. 2. 2 

1. 2. 3 

1. 2. 4 

Mark Ill - FFS requires BOK characters of minimum storage. 

NIPS 1410 requires BOK characters of minimum storage. 

NIPS Phase I will require G (12BK) memory, as long as no 

remote processing is desired. It will require H memory for remotes. 

1. 2. 5 NIPS Phase II will require G (12BK) memory, as long as no 

remote processing is desired. It will require H memory for remotes. 

1. 2. 6 

1. 2. 7 

1. 2. B 

Mod B requires 32K words memory. 

GIS requires either G or H memory. 

Document processor will be operational with G memory non-

remote. Memory requirements for remote processing are as yet undeterminable. 

1. 2. 9 

1. 2.10 

Memory requirements for ATS are undeterminable. 

Informatics Mark IV can operate under E (32K) for DOS. 

However, when operational under OS will require F memory. 

1. 2.11 

1. 2.12 

(Data) Central is operational under F memory. 

TDMS requires H memory (256K bytes). 

1. 3 Magnetic Tapes (Number). 

1. 3.1 

1. 3. 2 

1. 3. 3 

1. 3. 4 

Mark IT - FFS requires six tape drives. 

Mark III - FFS requires six tape drives. 

The 1410 NPIS requires a minimum of eight tape drives. 

NIPS Phase I requires no tape except that if that portion 

of the output package defining tape output is used then one drive is needed for this 

feature. · 
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1.3.5 NIPS Phase II requires no tape except that if that portion of 

the output package defining tape output is used then one drive is needed for this feature. 

1. 3. 6 Mod 8 requires a minimum of twelve tape drives (17 are 

recommended) and these tape drives must be on three channels. 

1. 3. 7 Information has not been released. 

1. 3. 8 DPS requires no tapes, however, the documentation indi

cates that disk files are the normal mode of operation. 

1.3.9 

implementation of ATS. 

This information has not been released with respect to the 

1. 3.10 Informatics Mark IV per se does not require any specified 

number of tape drives as a minimum; however, since Mark I.Vis primarily a tape 

oriented system and for this the data is on tape as well as the output, normal operation 

will require a minimum of one for the old master, one for the new master, one for 

any sub-file, and one for output possibly. 

1. 3.11 (Data) . Central per se requires no tape drives; however, it 

can use them for I/O if they are available. 

1. 3.12 TDMS also requires no tapes; however, the documentation 

indicates that disk files are the normal mode of operation. 

1. 4 Secondary ·(on-Line, Mass) Storage 

operation. 

operation. 

1.4. 1 Mark II - FFS requires a minimum of one 1301 disk for 

1. 4. 2 Mark III - FFS requires a minimum of one 1301 disk for 

1. 4. 3 NIPS 1410 requires a minimum of one 1301 disk for operation. 

1. 4. 4 NIPS Phase I requires a minimum of four 2311 disk packs. 

1. 4. 5 NIPS Phase II requires a minimum of four 2311 disk packs. 
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1.4. 6 Mod 8 does not require any secondary mass storage; how-

ever, if a 2303 disk is available it will be used. In addition, if gross file and multi

file processing is desired a disk i.s required. 

1. 4. 7 

1. 4. 8 

Information has not been released on GIS. 

DPS per se requires no disk .except that if a disk is ~vail-

able its use is preferred for storage of at least the inverted file. 

1. 4. 9 

implementation of ATS. 

1. 4.10 

This information has not been released with respect to the 

Informatics Mark IV - The comments above in paragraph 

1. 3.10 (Magnetic Tape) apply here also. 

1. 4.11 (Data) Central is primarily a direct access system and 

requires direct access storage of sufficient quantity to cover the data base plus one 

2311 (or greater) disk pack for system residency. 

1. 4.12 TDMS per se requires no disk except that if a disk is avail-

able its use is preferred for storage of at least the inverted file. 

1. 5 Remote Stations 

1. 5.1 Terminal Cluster - None of the checked systems seem 

capable of inputting from other than typewriter devices; ergo, a cluster if it is present 

is superfluous. 

1. 5. 2 Teletype/Typewriter - NIPS 1410, NIPS 360, both Phase I 

and II, Administrative Terminal System, (Data) Central, and TDMS all may use these 

devices. Only (Data) Central and ATS requires them. IDHS, Mark II and III, as well 

as SAC Mod 8 are not contemplated to use remote terminals of any type. GIS, DPS, 

and Mark IV report a consideration being given to remote terminal operation of a type

writer type. 
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1. 5. 3 CRT - With the exception of (Data) Central and TDMS, 

no system requires nor can use CRT's. Both (Data) Central and TDMS are currently 

programming for the inclusion of CRT capability (estimated 1 January 1968 for (Data) 

Central and June 1968 for TDMS. There has been some discussion of the use of CRT's 

with NIPS; however, no plans have as yet been consummated to this reviewer's knowledge. 
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2. 0 Operating System 

2.1 With the exception of TDMS and SAC Mod 8, all systems operate 

under the operating system specified for the particular hardware. SAC Mod 8 operates 

as a separate non-communicative system under IBSYS and contains its own resident 

• monitor. TDMS will operate under a SCD owned and maintained operating system called 

System 360 System on the 360 and is using the TSS-LUCID System on the An/MSQ-32 

computer in test phase currently. 

2. 2 With the exception of (Data) Central, TDMS, and ATS, none of the 

systems are multi-programmed. ATS is to be multi-programmed in its deliverable 

state shortly after the first of the year. TDMS is currently operational in multi-pro

grammed environment under TSS (see above). (Data) Central is currently not multi

programmed; however, is being multi-programmed currently for delivery approximately 

1 January 1968. 
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3. 0 Sub-Operating System 

3. 1 Recovery Procedures - All checked systems except (Data) Central, 

• TDMS and A TS will have no direct recovery procedures but will by-pass to the next 

job in the job stream (this includes the batch and the remote terminal queue). (Data) 

. Central has extensive recovery as part of its conversational mode operation to allow 

recovery to various levels of re-operation. TDMS reports that it will also have an 

extensive user recovery capability. 

3. 2 Operations Recording - Information relative to transaction recordings 

for GIS, DPS, and ATS is not available. All three IDHS (Mark II, Mark ID and SAC 

Mod 8) have relatively extensive recordings procedures for printout only. These re

cording procedures cannot be considered as audit trails; however, because they are 

not maintained. (Data) Central has no direct operations recording and Mark IV reports 

audit trails of some type that can be considered as a form of operation recording. TDMS 

saves if requested a transaction tape recording all operations. Documentation as to the 

level of recording is meager. 
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4. 0 File Format 

4.1 Structured Data - With the exception of DPS and ATS, all systems are 

capable of handling structured data. DPS can handle structured data; however, since 

it is primarily designed to process text, its capability is relatively limited in structured 

data area. ATS is not designed to handle anything but voluminous documents and as such 

cannot process structured data. 

4. 2 Textual Data - All systems can retain textual material in formatted 

fields (or in the case of DPS in the field) and this paragraph deals with the direct tex

tual processing capabilities primarily from a search and maintenance standpoint. 

4.2.1 Searchable - Only the Document Processing System and 

(Data) Central has any capability to search textual material for selective retrieval. 

(Data) Central can do it on any field of the file, where the document processing system 

is limited to this capability in one available variable length field. 

4.2.2 Maintenance Capability - With the exception of ATS no 

system has direct textual maintenance capability. However, it has been rumored that 

TDMS is planning for this capability sometime next year. ATS primarily to do this 

job has a rather extensive repertoire of operators for textual maintenance. 

4. 3 Field Length and Typ~ 

4.3.1 Mark II - FFS allows for fixed length fields of up to 910 

characters, each with a maximum of 299 fields per logical entry plus the one variable 

length test field. Although fields may be defined up to 910 characters in length, during 

the query phase, only the first 56 characters are available for searching and during the 

output phase only the first 52 characters are available for use with the conditional state

ments of the output subsystem. All 910 , however, are printable and for fields defined in 

excess of the above (52 or 56) parameters, the system will treat the data as pure un

searchable free text. 

4.3.2 

4. 3. 3 

Mark Ill - FFS is the same as above. 

NIPS 1410 allows for 99 fixed length fields (length unknown) 

with a maximum of 2700 characters per logical entry. 
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4.3.4 NIPS Phase I has the capacity to handle any number of 200 

character fixed length fields per logical entry. A limit of approximately (available data 

is sketchy here) 250 fields are allowed for the fixed set data plus approximately the 

same number for each logical segment where a logical segment can be a group of one 

or more periodic sets. In addition one variable length text field may be assigned per 

segment. 

4.3.5 

4. 3. 6 

NIPS Phase II - Same as above. 

Mod 8 allows for 200 fixed length fields of 126 characters 

each (except that arithmetic data is limited to 36 bits) and allows for up to 5820 char

acters per logical entry. 

4.3.7 A maximum of 750 field-names are usable across three 

files; e.g. 250 for each of 3; 375 for each of 2, or 1 file of 750 names. Each field is 

limited to 256 characters in length. 

4. 3. 8 DPS may have up to 255 fields of data assigned per logical 

entry. The length of all but one field is restricted to 249 characters except that the 

total length for these fixed fields must be less than 1638 characters. In addition to these 

fixed fields, DPS allows for processing of free text (keywording) and phrasing against 

one variable length field. 

4.3.9 There are no fields allowed for ATS and the complete docu-

ment entered into the system is considered as one huge variable length field. 

4.3.10 Informatics Mark IV reports no limit on the number of 

fixed length fields and the length of the logical record is limited only by core availability. 

4.3.11 (Data) Central allows for 256 times 64 fields, all either 

variable or fixed in length with no restrictions placed on the number of characters per 
I 

i logical entry. 

I 
I 4. 3.12 TDMS reports "some large number" of fixed length fields 

each a maximum of 256 characters per logical entry. The logical entry size is not 

restricted. 

11 
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4. 4 Field and Entry 

· 4. 4.1 Mark II - FFS allows for a maximum record length of 

5400 characters. 

4. 4. 2 Mark III - FFS allows for a maximum record length of 

5400 characters. 

4.4.3 NIPS 1410 is restricted to a maximum length of 2700 

characters. 

4.4.4 NIPS Phase I allows for approximately 13,000 characters 

per logical entry. The approximation is dependent on the use of segments in storage 

of physical records. NIPS allows for a multiplicity of segments where in general a 

segment is made up either of the fixed data or of one periodic set data and each seg

ment is restricted to a maximum length of 1000 characters. The number of segments 

per logical entry at this stage in development has not been finalized but is believed to 

be on the order of 13. 

4.4.5 There is no change contemplated in entry size restrictions 

for NIPS Phase II at this point in time. 

4.4.6 

4.4. 7. 

Mod 8 allows for 5820 characters per entry. 

It has been reported for GIS that there will be no direct 

limitation placed on the characters size per logical entry except that it is believed that 

one logical entry must be able to fit into c_ore restricting it by core space. In addition, 

it has been reported that GIS will allow for segmentation and .there will" be theoretically 

no limit on the Sl?gments, except that each segment will have a length limitation depen

dent on equipment (e.g. disk track length) . 

4.4.8 DPS has no restriction on the size of the entry by virtue of 

the inclusion of one variable length by field. See paragraph 4. 3. 8 above. 

4. 4. 9 There is no restriction imposed on the length of an ATS . 

document. 

12 



4.4.10 

4. 4.11 

See paragraph 4. 3.10. 

(Data) Central places no restriction on the number of 

characters per logical entry. 

4.4.12 

acters per logical entry. 

TDMS also reports no restriction on the number of char-

4. 5 Maximum Number of Simultaneous Files 

4.5.1 Mark II - FFS, all three versions of the NIPS, Document 

Processing System, Administrative Terminal System and TDMS all report no multi

file capacity. 

4.5.2 Both Mark ill - FFS and Mod 8 can process a multiplicity 

of files in one batch query; however, the actual process is one file at a time where data 

is held (and/or merged) between single file processings. 

4.5.3 Informatics Mark IV reports the capability for simultaneous 

processing of up to five files. 

4.5.4 (Data) Central processes simultaneously up to 64 files. 

4. 6 Keywording 

4.6.1 With the exception of the Administrative Terminal System, 

all systems are capable of processing user supplied keywords in that the individual 

words (and/or phrases) are placed in separate fields for query purposes. The ATS 

system, because of its primary design for the maintenance of documents rather than 

the selective retrieval thereof, does not allow for this capacity. 

4.6.2 Only the Document Processing System and (Data) Central 

report any current capability for processing system generated keywords. In both cases 

the teJ..'tual material is broken down into keywords and separately stored for query. 
I I In addition, TDMS, in the proceedings of the 22nd Conference of the ACM, reports the 

I planned inclusion of keyword ability. It is anticipated that this will not be available 

prior to the end of 1968. 
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4.7 Pre-stored Output Formats (in Object Form) - Mod 8, DPS, and 

ATS do not have this capability. All other systems either do or will have this capacity. 

4. 8 Unit of Measure Conversion (Quantified Data) - TDMS and (Data) 

Central both report automatic unit of measure conversion in the system. TDMS, 

however, does not report the level of conversion or the form the conversion takes 

(the conversion is currently being designed into the proposed system and should be 

available with it). 

·4. 9 Security Codes 

4.9.1 Mark II - FFS, Mark III - FFS, NIPS 1410, Mod 8, GIS, 

DPS, ATS, and Mark IV all do not use any internal security codes. 

4.9.2 NIPS Phase I and Phase II, and TDMS have a file security 

mark, which prohibits the use of the file to anyone not appropriately cleared. 

4.9.3 (Data) Central uses a security flag at the sub-field (word) 

level allowing for the inclusion of multi-level security information into a given field. 

4. 10 Retrieval (Substitution) Tables - TPS, Mark IV, ATS, and (Data) 

Central do not use retrieval tables, although (Data) Central is considering this for 

future inclusion. All other systems report the capacity for retrieving against inter

nal tables or using internal tables for the substitution in printout of readable material 

for internal codes. 

4. 11 Repeating Data Sets (Periodicity) 

4.11.1 Mark II - FFS allows for eight periodics, all at the same 

level. 

4.11. 2 Mark III - FFS when it becomes operational is to have pro-

visions for up to 50 periodics, all at the same level. 

4.11.3 NIPS 1410 also allows for eight periodics, all at the same 

level. 

4.11.4 NIPS Phase I allows 1250 periodics, all at the same level. 

14 
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4.11.5 

4.11.6 

4.11. 7 

NIPS Phase II allows 1250 periodics, all at the same level. . 

Mod 8 allows for a single level of nine periodics. 

The information for GIS is not available. Discussion, how-

ever, reveals that multiple level periodicity (to about 15 levels) will be available; the 

total number of sets definable is not available. 

4.11. 8 DPS does not allow for any periodics and none is planned. 

4. 11. 9 ATS allows for no fields of any kind. 

4.11.10 Mark IV is designed to handle 99 periodics in any combination 

of up to nine hierarchical levels. 

4. 11.11 (Data) Central does not allow for any· periodicity; however, 

system modification currently being considered will allow for 256 periodics for combi

nations of up to 15 levels of hierarchy. 

4. 11. 12 Information has not been released. 

15 
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5. 0 File Maintenance 

5.1 Update Language - All systems except DPS allow for an update 

language. DPS requires the complete entry to be deleted and re-entered without re

gard to a language per se. 

5. 2 Logical Maintenance - Logical maintenance here is defined as the 

capability of the system to modify all records (or entries) in the data base that set 

a given query condition. This differs from ordinary maintenance in that ordinary main

tenance normally sets up a condition only on the record ID and logical maintenance 

allows for the condition on any field. 

5.2.1 All versions of IDHS (Mark II, Mark Ill and SAC Mod 8) 

plus GIS, Mark IV, (Data) Central, and TDMS all allow for logical maintenance. 

5.2.2 Both versions of the NIPS allow for logical maintenance 

from a linguistic standpoint as the only maintenance parameters. 

5.2.3 Document processor and ATS have no logical maintenance 
.• 

capacity. 

5. 3 External File Conversion 

5.3.1 ATS, Mark IV, Mark IT - FFS, and Mark III - FFS allows 

for external conversion of position formatted data only. The above statement is a 

bit s_uperfluous in the case of Mark IV in that Mark IV processes the data from a posi

tion formatted file directly and does not require conversion . . The others actually 

convert to the internal structure. 

5.3.2 Mod 8 allows for the external conversion of both position 

and comma formatted data. 

5.3.3 

5.3.4 

(Data) Central and TDMS reports _no restrictions. 

All versions of the :NIPS allow for external file conversion 

but only indirectly. The use of the assembly language POOL (and its 360 replacement) 

and the compiler level program language PCAL (and its 360 replacement) allows a pro

gramming user to convert external files, however, a separate program must be written. 

16 
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5. 4 Internal File Restructuring - NIPS 360 Phase I, DPS and ATS do 

not have any capacity for restructuring the data base. All other systems report that 

this capacity is inherent to the design. 

5. 5 User Supplied Standard Updates (Stored) - DPS and ATS do not have 

this capacity. (Data) Central is planning this for inclusion sometime next year. All 

other systems report that it is either operational for the second generation systems 

or will be operational when the system, itself, becomes operational (for third gener

ation systems). 

5. 6 Audit Trails - TDMS and Mark IV are the only two systems that 

generate any type of audit trail, although a similitude of an audit trail is generated by 

all of the IDHS FFS's in their operational recording. No other audit trails are available. 

17 
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6. 0 Query (Search and Retrieval) 

6.1 Mode 

6.1.1 Conversationality - Only (Data} Central and TDMS have 

any type of direct conversationality in query. Although it could be said that ATS in 

maintaining the data base is really maintaining a document, the maintenance is in . 

conversational mode. All other systems have no conversationality. 

6.1. 2 Queued Operation 

6. 1.2.1 

input from local card readers only. 

6. 1. 2. 2 

input from local card readers only. 

6.1. 2. 3 

Mark II - FFS allows for batch mode card 

Mark ID - FFS allows for batch mode card 

NIPS 1410 allows for batch mode card input 

from local card readers and from remote terminals. 

6. 1.2.4 J\TIPS Phase I allows for batch mode card input 

from local card readers and from remote terminals. 

6.1.2.5 NIPS Phase II allows for batch mode card 

input from local card readers and from remote terminals. 

6.1. 2. 6 

from local card readers only. 

6.1. 2. 7 

local card readers only. 

6.1. 2. 8 

local card readers only. 

6.1. 2. 9 

6 .. 1. 2.10 

Mod 8 allows for batch mode card input 

GIS allows for batch mode card input from 

DPS allows for batch mode card input from 

ATS has no queued mode operation. 

Informatics Mark IV allows for batch mode 

card input from local card readers only. 

18 
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6.1. 2.11 (Data) Central is currently planning to include, 

under its time sharing operation, a queued niode.·· 

6.1. 2.12 TDMS reports that it is primarily a conversa-

tional mode system and as such except for the necessity of a time sharing queue does 

not operate in queued mode (this means no batch capability). 

6. 2 Language and Capabilities - All systems with the exception of ATS 

have query language. 

6.2.1 Stored Query 

6.2.1.1 

have no stored query capability. 

6. 2.1. 2 

Mark II - FFS, Mark ill - FFS, DPS, and ATS 

(Data) Central does not currently have the 

capacity to store queries; however, this is being planned at this time. 

6. 2.1. 3 All other systems have the capability to store 

standard user queries. 

6. 2. ·2 Search Method 

6. 2. 2.1 Mark II - FFS is generally a serial search 

system. At file set up time, however, two fields of the file may be specified for 

indexing and the system will generate an index based upon the contents of these fields 

and for these fields then the system is index sequential. 

6. 2. 2. 2 

6. 2. 2. 3 

6. 2. 2. 4 

sequential for the record ID field. 

6.2.2.5 

6. 2. 2. 6 

6. 2. 2. 7 

Muk II - FFS is the same as the above. 

NIPS 1410 is only a serial search system. 

NIPS Ph~se I is serial except that it is index 

NIPS Phase Il is the same as the above. 

Mod 8 is a serial search system. 

GIS uses an index sequential system. 
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6. 2. 2. 8 DPS uses a complicated set of inverted lists 

and parameters referring to inverted lists for its method of operation. It operates 

serially through the series of inverted lists and in this respect might be considered to 

be a form of chained mode where the inverted lists are themselves chained one to the 

other. 

is using a serial search. 

6. 2. 2. 9 

6.2.2.10 

6. 2. 2.11 

ATS is an index sequential search system. 

Mark IV being primarily a tape oriented system 

(Data) Central utilizes one inverted file (inverted 

at the word within field level) for the whole data base. 

6. 2. 2. 12 TDMS utilizes an inverted file concept except 

that for hierarchical (periodic) data, separate chained inverted lists are maintained. 

6. 2. 3 Multi-File 

6. 2. 3.1 Mark II - FFS can process one file at a time, 

however , it is capable of merging the data from one file into ,a sub-file for future use. 

6. 2. 3. 2 

6. 2. 3. 3 

6.2.3.4 

Mark III - FFS is the same as the above. 

NIPS 1410 processes one file at a time. 

NIPS Phase I can process one file at a time, 

however, it is capable of merging the data from one file into a sub-file for future use. 

6. 2. 3. 5 

6.2.3.6 

NIPS Phase II is the same as the above. 

Mod 8 can process one file at a time, however, 

it is capable of merging the data from one file into a sub-file for future use. 

6. 2. 3. 7 A maximun1 of 750 field-names are usable 

across 3 files; e.g. 250 for each 3; 375 for each of 2 or 1 file of 750 names. 

6. 2. 3. 8 

6. 2. 3. 9 

DPS has no multi-file capability. 

ATS has no multi-file capability. 
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6.2.3.10 

6. 2. 3.11 

6.2.3.12 

Mark IV can process up to five files simultaneously. 

(Data) Central can process 64 files simultaneously. 

TDMS has no multi-file capability. 

6. 2. 4 File Associated Tables 

6.2.4.1 

do not use file associated tables. 

NIPS 1410, 360 Phase I, 360 Phase Il and ATS 

6. 2. 4. 2 All other systems can or do use file associated 

tables. 

6. 2. 5 Operators Query Language 

6. 2. 5.1 Logical Operators {AND, OR, NOT) - Only 

ATS which is not a querying system can not use all three operators directly. 

6.2.5.2 Arithmetic Operators (LE, EQ, GT, etc.) -

ATS is the only system that does not allow for arithmetic operation. All other systems 

allow for arithmetic searching. Both (Data) Central and TDMS however allow for 

automatic unit of measure conversion in arithmetic searching. 

6. 2. 5. 3 Between Operators - The Three NIPS systems 

and TDMS have the between operator for direct use against any arithmetic field. (Data) 

Central allows the use of the between operator (ALL) only for the record ID field. No 

other system uses between as a direct operator. 

6.2.5.4 Geographic Searching - Only the military sys-

terns (all IDHS and NIPS systems) currently have the geographic search capability. 

(Data) Central is currently planning this inclusion for sometime immediately after 

the first of the year. No other system bas this capability. 

6. 2. 6 Language Features 

6. 2. 6.1 Keyword-Key Phrase Capability - (Data) 

Central allows for full keywording and phrasing on all fields of the file. DPS allows 

for keywording and key phrasing on only the one variable length field defined. None 
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of the other evaluated systems have keywording except that TDMS reports planning this 

capability for inclusion approximately the end of 1968. 

6. 2. 6. 2 Partial word and Universal Character - Docu-

ment Processing System has the partial word capability on suffixes specified. It does 

not have a universal character capability. (Data) Central has a universal character 

capability and the universal character when located at the end of a word can stand for 

any number of characters rather than only one. As a result the suffix word capability 

also is present. No other system has either capability. 

6. 2. 6. 3 Masking - Mark II - FFS, Mark ill - FFS, 

the three NIPS, (Data) Central and DPS all allow for masking by use of the universal 

character. No other system has this capability. 

6. 2. 6.4 Query Value Synonymy and Distance Searching -

Both the DPS and (Data) Central have full syr..onym, equivalence and distance capability. 

The remaining systems have no capability in this respect. 

6. 2. 6. 5 Control Break Search - NIPS Phase I and II, 

ASTS, and, indirectly, the TDMS has control break search capability. Mod 8 has a 

control break capability except that it exists in the output package rather than the query 

package. All other systems have no capability in this respect. 

6. 2. 6. 6 Weighted Searching - None of the studies sys-

tems seem to have any direct weighted searching c apability. TDMS as well as the 

output packages of the NIPS and the IDHS _FFS' s give the indirect capability by virtue 

of programming a counter.and outputting based upon the value of the counter. It is 

noted, however, that this is not a direct capabilit-y but rather an indirect capability. 

6.2.6.7 Security Check - NIPS Phases I and II and the 

TDMS set up an overall file classification mode to prohibit at the file level the use of 

this file to unauthorized persons. (Data) Central establishes at the sub-field (word) 

level a security classification to prohibit individual items of data from unauthorized 

disclosure rather than prohibiting the complete file. All other systems have no direct 

security restrictive capabilities. It is noted, as in the previous paragraph, the capability 
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does exist indirectly by defining ,one or more security fields externally in the file 

and outputting based on the contents thereof. 

6. 2. 6. 8 Field Named Synonymy - NIPS 1410, NIPS 

Phases I and II, Mark IV and the TDMS allow for the use of field name synonymy. 

Other systems do not have this capability. 
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7. 0 Maintenance Language 

7. 1 Language Type 

7 .1. 1 Mark II and ill - FFS, (Data) Central and TDMS have a com

piler level maintenance language. Object decks are generated and used with the run. 

7.1. 2 The three versions of the NIPS systems have an assembly 

level and highly structured compiler level (very similar to COBOL language used for 

maintenance. In both cases, object decks are used. 

7.1. 3 The remaining systems use an interpretative operation and 

system maintenance language control cards or parameters (in all cases very highly 

structured) are interpreted at run time, and no object program is available or storable. 

7. 2 Language Functions 

7. 2.1 Delete - All syst1::ms have the capability to delete, in main-

tenance, complete entries from. the filiz. 

7. 2. 2 Replace - None of the defined systems utilizes the replace 

operator directly. The function is indirectly accomplished by a combination of delete 

and insert. 

7. 2. 3 Insert (Add) - All systems have the capability of inserting 

(that is add) a new logical entry to the file. 

7. 2. 4 Modify - The term "modify" as used here refers to the 

capacity of a system to modify an entry by the replacement of data in an existing field 

of the file. All systems studied have this capacity. 

7.2.5 Randomizing and Conditional Logic in Maintenance - Condi-

tional logic as used here is defined to relate to the combination of the function of logi-

cal maintenance and control break search. That is to say where under logical main

tenance all entries of a file are to be maintained if they meet some conditional restric

tion(s). In conditional logic, this same function is accomplished only until an additional 

parameter has been satisfied (e.g. a control break) such as doing it only to the fields of 
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records until a record is found that meets the condition. It has been reported that 

Informatics Mark IV may hava this capability. None of the other systems have either 

the conditional logic or the randomizing capability and in fact, systems that are not 

either index sequential or inverted search could not use the randomizing function. 
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8. 0 Output Capabilities 

8. 1 Language 

8.1.1 Type 

8.1.1.1 Mark II and m, the three NIPS versions, (Data) 

Central and TDMS operate from a compiler level capability. 

8.1.1.2 DPS and ATS have no output formatting capabil-

ities directly. 

8.1.1. 3 Mark IV and Mod 8 utilize an interpretive mode 

of output language. 

8.1. 2 Pre-programmed or Stored Output Packages - An output 

package is considered stored in this sense regardless of its form (source or object). 

The systems listed above that operate at the compiler level can all store (ergo, pre

program the output package). Of the two interpretative mode operations only Mod 8 

(not Mark IV) can store the output package in its source form. It is noted here, how

ever, that the output package cannot be stored alone but must be stored as part of a 

query package. 

8. 1. 3 Specified at Query Time - The subject of specification of 

output at query time relates to two separate functions; First the capability to specify 

which of the stored packages is desired (obviously if a.package can be stored it 

must be able to be called) and. second the capability: to specify the contents of the package 

' at run time. Of the compiler level operations only TDMS is .capable of handling a 

"load and go" operation. The remaining compiler level systems are restricted to pre

compilation. The interpretative mode operations (Mod 8 and Mark IV) are always 

specified at one time. 

8. 1. 4 System Generated - All ·systems that have any output capa

bility (that is all except ATS and DPS) have the capability to allow for an internal sys

tem generated format, when no other format is specified. 

8.1. 5 User Controlled Volume 
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8.1. 5.1 Mark II, Mark ill and the three NIPS operations 

allow for user controlled volume by virtue of an automatically generated queriable page 

number. Volume is therefore controllable in page groups. 

8.1.5.2 Under Mod 8, DPS, ATS and Mark IV, there is 

no user controlled volume capability. 

8.1. 5. 3 In both (Data) Central and TDMS the conversa-

tionality of operation gives a complete user controlled volume at the record and/or 

field level. 

8. 2 Sort 

8. 2.1 Multi-File - Only Mark IV and (Data) Central have a 

multi-file sort capability. 

8. 2. 2 Multi-Key 

8.2.2.2 The three 1410 systems (Mark II, Mark III, and 

NIPS) allow for any combination of up to 25 characters in the sort key. 

8. 2. 2. 3 Mod 8 allows for specified seven different fields, 

one major and six minor, as the sort key except that for any field whose length is 

specified as being greater than 30 characters only the first 30 characters are used for 

the sort. 

8.2.2.4 Mark IV allows for nine fields to be specified as 

a sort key and it is believed there is a character count restriction, although no docu

mentation has been found to substantiate this impression. 

8.2.2.5 Currently (Data) Central only allows for one 

sort key. A multiple key capability of unknown amount is currently being planned. 

8. 3 Generations 

8. 3.1 Sub-File DPS and ATS cannot generate any sub-file. 

All other studied systems seem. to have some capability in this respec't. 

8. 3. 2 Summary File - (Data) Central by virtue of its conversa-
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tionality has not found a need for a summary file generation directly. ATS and DPS 

also do not have this capability. The remaining systems can generate a summary file 

during query phase for use during output phase. 

8. 3. 3 Graphics 

8.3.3.1 The current version of TSS-LUCID which SDC 

is operating as the developmental model for TDMS seems to have an extensive report 

generator package. It has been reported (although not confirmed) that this includes 

bar graphs, pie graphs, and a complete statistical evaluation sub-package. 

8. 3. 3. 2 Mod 8 as well as earlier models of 7094 FSS 

have a graphic display capability for printing only. This output package includes the 

capability to generate bar graphs and point graphs (both vertically and horizontally) 

with the scale of the graphs being system generated. In addition, it has the capability 

to generate minimal map overlays. 

8.3.3.3 (Data) Central is currently programming a 

graphic capability (the CRT was delivered within the last month). 

8. 3. 3.4 All other systems have no graphic capability. 

• 8. 3. 4 System Controlled Volume 

8.3.4.1 Mod 8 in system generation allows for the speci-

fication of a line item counter for system controlled volume. 

8. 3. 4. 2 

also has system controlled volume. 

8.3.4.3 

only during test phase. 

8. 3, 4. 4 

volume. 

8. 4 Output Features 

TDMS, it is reported, (but it is not confirmed) 

NIPS 360 will, as a system, control the volume 

The remaining systems have no system controlled 

8. 4.1 Output conditional logic - DPS and ATS have no output condi-

tional capability. All other systems have this capacity. 
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8. 4. 2 Output Arithmetic Operators - The above comments apply 

here also. 

8.4.3 Output Statistic Operators 

8.4.3.1 If TDMS uses the aforementioned specifications 

for its output package, the statistical capabilities which include regression analysis, 

etc., will be vastly superior to any other RPG. 

8.4.3.2 Both Mod 8 and Mark IV have the capability of 

specifying average only, taken over arithmetic fields. 

8. 4. 3. 3 (Data) Central using the operating systems 

RPG has a full range of statistical direct operators including average and deviation 

but no statistical analysis capability such as regression. 

8. 4. 3. 4 The remaining systems have no reported statis-

tical capability. 

8. 4. 4 Output Summary (Totals, Counts, Sub-Totals) etc. 

8.4.4.1 Mark I, Mark III, the three NIPS all have total 

and count capability but no "sub" capabilities. 

8.4.4.2 Mod 8 has the capability to summarize to two 

levels (e.g. counts and totals, sub-counts and sub-totals). 

8.4.4.3 Mark IV has the capability for taking nine 

levels of totaling. 

8.4.4.4 Both (Data) Central and TDMS have an unspeci-

fi.ed number of levels for summarization capability. 

8.4.4.5 

8. 4. 5 Sorting 

8.4.5.1 

DPS and ATS have no capability in this respect. 

All remaining systems have a measure of the 

capacity to specify the order of the output except that in both Mark II, and ill and NIPS 

1410 this capability is inherent to the query package rather than the output package. 
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8. 4. 6 Edit - All systems have a measure of this capacity. 

8. 4. 7 LIST, DISPLAY, etc. - With the exception of DPS and 

ATS, all systems, dependent upon equipment availability, can specify various types 

of output such as list, punch, (referring either to cards or paper tape) and magnetic 

tape. 

L~GEND: 

Y = Yes 

N = No 

(P) = Planned 

N = Note N 

p = being programmed 

S = sequential (serial) 

INV = Inverted 

IS = Index Sequential 

A = Assembly 

C = Compiler 

I = Interpretative 

Kc = 1000 characters 

Ch = Characters 
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NOTES: 

1. Information is not released. 

2. "E" storage for DOS; "F" storage required for OS. 

3. "G" storage for non-remote operations; "H" storage required when remote 

processing is available. 

4. None for system per se except that if files take up all (sic) available disk 

space, then tapes are needed for sorting. 

5. TDMS requires per se neither tape or DASD, Purchaser must have something, 

however, for both system and data base residency. 

6. Resides as a separate system on the IBSYS system tape. 

7. One variable length field only allowed per entry. 

8. One variable length field allowed per segment. 

9. Limited by core availability. 

10. System is primarily a tape system - in addition a disk (2311) is needed if 

running under DOS. 

11. Limited by DASD availability. 

12. Via format number. 

13. The only type allowed. 

14. Position formatted files only. 

15. Position and comma formatted only. 

16. By writing a special (assembly or compiler) language program. 

17. Index sequential on Record ID field only - otherwise serial. 

18. Two fields can be specified at file set-up time for indexing and the system 

will allow for index sequential on these two fields. 

19. Serial through a series of inverted lists - quite complicated set of lists. 

20. Merge only - one file at a time into another. 

21. By use of the universal character. 

22. At the complete file level. 

23. At the sub-field (word) level. 

24. Essentially a control break search does exist except that it occurs in the 

"output" package rather than the query package. 
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25. Average only. 

26. An extremely extensive RPG package exists here, which includes bar graphs, 

pie graphs, point plots and regression curves which implies a complete statistical 

evaluation sub-package must also be available. 

27. Yes - answers here are dependent on equipment availability. 

28. Although seven sort keys (fields) can be defined for sort purposes, only the 

first 30 characters in any of the specified fields are available for sorting. 

29. IDS (Integrated Data Store) has been evaluated separately. IDS is not con

sidered to be a data handling system in the same sense as the other specified systems. 

It is an addition of a series of VERBS to the COBOL language and to the COBOL com

piler on the General Electric 600 series computers. It allows a PROGRAMMER 

(rather than a user) to affect the chained storage of data for any program that he is 

writing. All of the normal COBOL capabilities (and limitations) are present in the 

compiler; which affords the programmer a comprehensive set of tools with which to 

write a COBOL program for the processing of data. IDS, it is believed in the opinion 

of the viewer, should be evaluated with other programming systems (e.g. FORTRAN, 

RPG, JOVIAL, etc.) rather than with general purpose file-manipulating data handling 

systems. 

30. Per segment rather than per entry. 

31. A maximum of 750 field names are usable across 3 files; e.g. 250 for each 3; 

375 for each of 2 or 1 file of 750 names. 
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that lumped together a number of different searchers. Only gross generaliza

tions were available regarding whether end users were carrying out their own 

searches, whether searchers were frequently switching between data bases, or 

whether they tended to use video terminals instead of teletypes. After the 

site visits and before the workshop, matrices were drawn up summarizing the 

degree to which each of the eleven systems incorporated various features. At 

the workshop the matrices were used to structure discussion between designers. 

Revised versions of the matrices have been included as an appendix to the 

report. Revisions have been made partially at the request of designers and 

partially to make the matrices an accurate summary of the total report. 
• . 

System representatives have also reviewed the chapters of the report dealing 

with their systems and have made revisions so that the report accurately states 

the status of their systems as of April, 1973. C';,.f. 
We would like to thank Donald Black and Robert Katter from System 

Dev-elopment Corporation, Mark Radwin and Roger Summit from Lockheed, Lawrence 

Stevens and Howard Coleman from Informatics, Stanley Friedman from IBM, David 

Colombo and John Fried from Battelle Memorial Laboratories 

fr01:1 Mead Technology Laboratories, Donald Hillman and Louis Stern from Lehigh 

' Univer sity, Benjamin Mittman and Wayne Dominick from Northwestefn University, 

Richard Marcus from MIT, and Charles Goldstein from the NASA Lewis Research 

Cent~r for their contributions to the workshop and report. 

In addition to the written report, a twenty-minute color 16mm. film 

called "Access" has been prepared for introducing college level students to 

int:eracti.ve searching. It is being distributed by the Extension Media Center, 

University of California at Berkeley. In the film, viewers are informed 

that searching is like looking for a needle in a haystack and that it 
. \. 
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2.0 THE SYSTEMS SELECTED 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 
V - / 

Eleven systems (Battelle's BASIS, IBM's STAIRS, Lockheed's DIALOG, 
~ ✓ 

MIT's INTREX, NASA Lewis Research Center's NASIS, Lehigh's LEADER, Mead 

Technology Laboratories' ~ Informatics' RECON, System 
v· :.,.. 

Development Corporation's ORBIT II, Northwestern's RIQS, and Stanford's 
~ 

SPIRES II) were chosen for inclusion in the comparative analysis. The 

criteria used for selecting systems were that the system had to be 1) opera

tional, 2) on-line and interactive, 3) able to handle multiple users simul

taneously, 4) able to handle multiple data bases, 5) able to process data 

bases with variable length entries and elements, 6) demonstrable to the 

public, and 7) primarily oriented toward information storage and retrieval. 

In only one case was an exception made from these criteria: INTREX does not 

customarily handle more than one data base . 

. Many systems met the criteria of the comparative analysis but were not 

included. A number are close relatives of systems included in the analysis 

(ELHILL, NASA/RECON, BCN, LEXIS) so could be excluded without prejudicing 

the generality of the comparison. The versions included in the analysis 

were chosen because the person making the greatest contribution to the 

design of the system could represent it. Both DIALOG and RECON were in

cluded because Roger Summit of Lockheed and Larry Stevens (of NASA in 1968, 

of Informatics during the comparative analysis) worked together to establish 

the specifications for the original NASA/RECON. 

Other systems were developed outside of the United States (QUIC/LAW 

of Canada, ISIS of Sweden) and it was felt that since system representatives 

11 
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2.2.7 

2.2.8 

DATA CENTRAL was developed at Mead Technology Laboratories 

and was first put into service during 1968. At various 

times before April, 1973 it was used for searching Psycho

logical Abstracts, Epilepsy Abstracts, and the case law of 

the state of Ohio. DATA CENTRAL is intended for use as a 

data base management system. Either the software can be 

leased or data bases can be placed on the parent system. 

Since April, 1973 the system has been revised and is 

currently being reprogrammed to run on the DEC PDP-11 

series of computers. 

RECON was developed by Lockheed for NASA and is maintained 

by Informatics (in conjunction with their STIMS file main

tenance package). Since 1968 the system has been extended 

in many different ways. RECON is installed not only at 

NASA, but also at the Department of Justice, the National 

Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration, and other 

government agencies. Informatics supports RECON at these 

installations as well as selling service and making their 

computer available for storage of data bases. 

Since April, 1973 The Environmental Protection 

Agency's ENVIRON data bases and George Washington Univer

sity's POPINFORM data base have put onto the system. The 

TOXICON data base has been removed and has become the 

TOXLINE data base on ELHILL. 

16 
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2.3.3 

2.3.4 

2.3.5 

d. NTIS 
Chemical Abstract's Condensates 
* Science Information Associates handled 

marketing of searching service. 
e. Chemical Abstract's Condensates 

COMPENDEX (IEEE's Engineering Index) 
** Metascience handled marketing of searching 

service. 

In addition to the sites mentioned in 2.3.2, 

system software was also being used at the 

following locations. 

a. Department of State 
Karolinska Institute (Stockholm, Sweden) 
State University of New York 

(Syracuse) 
b. Department of Justice (JURIS) 
c. House of Representatives (Bill Status System) 
d. Environmental Protection Agency 

Wright-Paterson Air Force Base 
Union Carbide 

e. Carnegie-Mellon University 

In addition to the data bases mentioned in 2.3.2, 

large data bases were available on the parent system 

for in-house use. 

a. COMPENDEX 
IBM's Technical Documents 

b. MARC (Library of Congress's Machine 
Readable Cataloging data base) 

c. ERTS (NASA's Earth Resources 
Satellite imagery data base) 

d. the INTREX data base 

As of April 23, 1973 the system was being used for 

some data bases that were neither bibliographic nor 

primarily textual. 

20 
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a. ORBIT 
b. RECON 
c. STAIRS 
d. DATA CENTRAL 
e. NASIS 

a. STAIRS 
b. SPIRES 
c. NASIS 
d. INTREX 

RECON 
DATA CENTRAL 
BASIS 
SPIRES 
NASIS 
RIQS 
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iild of the news/editorial department, the library can 
est ally. If the library is crowded and disorganized, if 
copies of articles, if subject classification is inconsis
"', if photos are often missing, if reference books are 
it's not surprising that users are dissatisfied. It's 
ement tolerates the situation. 

ive to an inadequate library. But good libraries don't 
·spaper's management chooses to commit itself to an 
ion, then an improved library, as an integral part of 
isl be included in that commitment. The cost can be 
the benefits immense as the information system 

IPGRADING THE LIBRARY 

i, valuable tools for improving a newspaper library 
rewspaper Libraries, written by members of the 
I Special Libraries Association and published by and 
1erican Newspaper Publishers Association, and the 
i,aper Division. The Division provides a consultation 
ontinuing education seminars, lllVIUal conference 
ape presentations. Aimed at increasing levels of 
se activities are geared to practical working situa-

1te books, equipment, and an adequate number of 
el, and generally supportjng library policy are keys 
:lent library operation wt.ch improves the quality of 
uding the· library in the plannin& process can help 
seared to cban&ina atSer needs. 

:an mQe the difference between a plldging half-an
lic ~ffort which contributes the historical per
~researcb article, the newsworthy angle In an 
ws story, or the information that sparks a feature. 
Mlay's paper were backed by library research? How 
1? . 

lluslry, where the business is the dissemination of 
1> more lmponant btwness than maldng that infor
iccunte. And that's the bl.a&ness of the newspaper 

I 
' . 
~ 

B. ELECTRONIC APPROACHES 

by Ernest Perez 
Librarian, Chicago Sun-Times 

(Part of this article appeared in Editor and Publisher, 
January 12, 1980. 

Several pioneering newspaper library operations are demonstrating that 
computerized library systems for news information and research are both 
practically and economically justifiable. Increased efficiency, reliability 
and recent cost decreases suggest .that computerized library systems will 
be selected by many newspapers during the coming decade. Other factors 
are also making computer library systems attractive to newspaper man
agement as an addition to and improvement of present editorial library 
information service capabilities. 

The traditional newspaper research system has been the clipping file. 
Editorial staffs have used manual clip files since the 1800s, with varying 
degrees of success. The clipping file can be compact, systemati~, con~e
nient and timely - a fast information source limited only by phystcal filmg 
capabilities. It meets the editorial requirement for convenient access to full 
text of new clippings (or other information) on a single subject, "Get me 
everything we have on ... " 

But the clipping file can also be bulky, inconsistent, cumbersome, and 
prone to misfiling, losses and physical deterioration. It also su!fers fro~ i~ 
very portability, the ability to wind up in the back of a reporter s desk, m his 
car, at home, or at his favorite bar. 

Editorial research demands fast and convenient access to the complete 
text of previously printed stories or information file material. This full text 
may be viewed in several ways, including manual clipping files, mic~fi~m 
images and reprints, or electronic VDT displayS( ~ewspaper ~tonal 
staffs do not operate in the leisurely research fashion of acadenucs or 
scientists who are content with printed or computerized access to index 
listings oi articles or publications. Although indexes can assist ~n resear~h, 
most editorial people need the detailed facts and backgrOWld mformauon 
contained only ln the complete text. Indexes, ev~n those ~ilh headlines_ or 
abstracts simply cannot convey the subtleties of mfonnauon content which 
took a writer tumdreds or thousands of words to cover in the original 
story. 



dex listings, however sophisticated, also put substantial time and labor 
:..:t 1:: resear~h end of the system, unless there is automated access to 
t e; 

1
matenal._ A ':"riter or library staff member must first manually 

e, sp _a~ for Viewing, and probably reprint, each item of ible 
e to see if it really does contain needed Information. Lots of phoioc . 
nade, money gets S_Pent'. and labor and researcher time invested,o:,:s 
scover that the desired information Is not really there, after all. y 

,mputer library systems are still evolving but there are several d 
lable a~ cost-efficient systems already In ~ratioo at major news e~ 
• These include the Bo!lton Globe the Louisville c · r pa 
into GI be & M ·1 • our,er-uournal the · 

. 
0 m and the Philadelphia Newspapers Inc (/ ' . 

Da,ly New,r;). • nquirer 

irrently, two approaches are used for automated storage and ulck 
;ss to full text, mi~rofll_m images and electronic storage. One exi~ting 
ry system use~ ~1crof1che photography for storage of text from velox 
eup ~opy or chppings of published articles; the other systems capture 
trondrucally readabl~ text as a byproduct from the computerized editorial 
t-e and production system. 

either cas~, the system software acts as an index locator or pointer to 
ex~~• :::c:llon _of .~~e full text of a particular item on microfiche or 
ne ic s • l"!"s internal index'' then calls up full text from disk 
i:; ~or VDT display or printout; or calls up the microphotograph of the 
r item on an automated microform reader/printer terminal. 

MICROFORM STORAGE SYSTEMS 

iveral microform systems appear to be theoretically satisfacto but 
>nJy actual installation is Info.Ky, developed at the Loui ·11 Cry, 
Journal by th~ir Dissly Research Corp. subsidiary. In::/ w:;· in
ed at the Courier-Journal in 1972. After extensive testin ~he 
Journal closed ils clip file in 1976. The Info.Ky system ha~• also ~u-
1lled at the Allent~wn (PA) Call-Chronicle (19n), the Owensbo;: 
) Me!!!lenger-lnquirer (November 1979) and is d f . 
Edmonton (Alberta) , 1 . ' ue or installation at uourna m January, 1980. 

f0-Ky uses a dedicated PDP-IJ minicomputer. The sm~llest v . 
_a P~P-11/04 to control a single VDT and microfic e~1on 

unal inquiries. A typical installation for a major ::::;:;~p::~;~ 
Ide four VDTs, a PDP-11/34, a pair of disk drives, tape drive line 
:;a~:'e~:::~al of the computer-controlled microfiche reader/printer 

r 
I The Info-Ky system uses standard 4x6 microfiche with 192 frame format. 

Each frame measures 11" x 14" in original size and ls reduced 42X by 
microphotography. 1be 11" x 14" frame can be filled with clippings or other 
desired items. These microfiche are then stored in computer-controlled 
microfiche retrieval devices with reader/printer capabilities. The micro
fiche retrieval devices, about the size of a large VDT, can store 780 
microfiche. A conservative estimate of 2 clips per frame would allow about 
Dt,000 clipphJIS to be stored in a single device. Since only a single copy of 
each item is photographed, this will typically permit storage of -.pproxi
mately 3 years of clippings for a major newspaper in ooe microfilm 
retrieval device. When capacity is reached, a newspaper has options of 
adding more retrieval Wlits to the system, or of storing infrequently used 
older fiche "offline" in other retrieval devices or manual files. 

Info-Ky software stores fU' internal reference index which is manually 
created by library system personnel. Each item or article is examined and 
described by a skilled library classifier, then manually keyboarded into a 
VDT. The lnf~Ky entry includes source, full headline, byline information, 
date and page citation, location on microfiche, and a short index descrip
tion. The index descripion includes "keywords," meaningful names and 
terms appearing in the item text. lnf~Ky classifiers also "enrich" the 
description with synonyms or important words that do not appear ln the 
text. To aid in enrichment, Info-Ky has also developed a simplified classifi
cation system of about 120 defined broad terms and 33 news categories such 
as "editorial," "interview," "awards/hOnors," or "obituary." lbis simpli
fied lmrichment system is useful and powerful in getting efficient retrieval 
results. No story abstract is produced, since Info-Ky allows fast, automated 
display and reprint from the microfiche image of the original article. 

Info-Ky is primarily designed for use by editorial staff, and features 
wicomplicated natural-language computer commands. To do research, a 
reporter goes to a work station consisting of an Info-Ky VDT next to an 
interfaced microfiche retrieval device. The reporter types in the terms and 
subject categories describing his information request. For example, the 
reporter could enter "Brown AND Ronstadt," to instruct the computer to 
locate only those articles indexed under both of those names. The system 
responds first with information about the items satisfying the query, and 
can then go on to display individual index entries. If desired, the user can 
then view articles displayed on the computer:.Controlled microfiche reader 
screen, and make any desired photocopies of the located items. If the 
number of items retrieved is too large or small, or not quite what is wanted. 
the user can modify the original query to limit, expand or redefine the 
search. 



Info-Ky software automatically produces system use statistics which aid 
system management, problem area identification and information needs. 
stem statistics at the Courier-Journal show that 62% of all information 
arches on the system are being conducted directly by the editorial staff 
indication of its acceptance and usabilit~. ' 

ELECTRONIC STORAGE SYSTEMS 

fieveral electronic storage systems for newspaper text systems are 
·eady operationaJ or in development sta es at ma ·or news rs. The 
rliest o rati • • " at the oron. • 

and Mail, and Mead Data Centr s "NewsMeadia" at the Bos 
obe", both fully operation • systems were adaptations of 

nevaJ systems originally used for legal case law and 
tutory •~~ts, ~he Ame~c~ LEXIS system and the Canadian Ob-system. 
er modification to editonal research requirements, the systems were 
:epted, and both newspapers have closed the old clipping files. 

lL has also been selected by the Los Angeles Times and the Philadel
:a Inquirer and Philadelphia Daily News, and is in installation stage at 
se newspapers( 1be Daily News has been testing the system, found it 
:eptable, and wilJ close the clipping file the. end of 1979. lbey will begin 
system operation with an electronic full text file going back to January, 
I. 1be Inquirer wtll begin storing text on the QL system starting in 
1uary, 1980, and wtll run a dual clipping file/computer text operation for 
onth. final testing period. 

~ early 1979, Mead Corp. annoW1Ced that it is 1"Vithdrawtng the specia-
~ NewsMedia software package from the market. No other newspaper 
ept the &ston Globe had evef actually installed the system. 

he &ston Globe, along with the Chicago Sun-Time•, is currently 
Ing a prototype system being developed jointly by Atex, Inc. and Jnfotex 
1,ciates (Dayton, OH.) 

nother system, now in development stage at the St. Louis Poat-Dia
:h, is UNIVAC'S UNIDAS/1100 system. Although UNIDAS/1100 will 
e full text on disk, it wtll retrieve Information by searchinl manually-
gned index terms. . 

~and NewsMedia both require an IBM maJnframe on a time-sharing 
s. UNIDAS/1100 will run in time-sharing mode on a UNIV AC 1100 
puter. The lnfotex system is designed for a dedicated PDP-11/34. 

ii, 

lnfotex will be a scand-alone system. although it can be interfaced 111 

editorial lront-end systems. Alex is planning lo create lhe interface lO thc11 
front-end syste_m when the lnfolex testing phase nears completion. Such .i 

system interface should be done by or in cooperation wilh a front-end 
system vendor to avoid negative effects upon lronl-end system perfor 

mance. 
An electronic full text system will normally process selected texl cap 

tured from the front-end system for input into lhe library dala base 
Magnetic tape is an obvious method for transferring the _lext, allhougl, 
system interface could allow disk-to-disk transfer, and ehmmale lhe sep.a 
rate tape input step. 

The electronic full text systems will store full text of articles or inform a 
lion items on magnetic disk. During input processing, system softwan 
automatically indexes every meaningful word appearing in the full text a11t 1 

creates index pointers to location of full text in disk storage. Indexing 0 1 

"noise" or meaningless words that would use up disk space for no valuahl , 
purpose is avoided by creation of a "a stop word" list by library sys1e11 . 
managers. The indexing software then ignores these d~f!ned stop_ words . I' 

stop word list usually includes common articles, preposauo~s, conJun~uo11~ 
and terms like •~whereof," "almost,''. "very," "perhaps, etc. Add1uon.i 
defined lists of synonyms, abbreviations and irregular plurals will direct 1h, 
system to automatically locate equivalent terms. 

Electronic full text systems software also allows text enrichment inpu 
by library staff, to permit addition of subjective concepts, synonyms, o, 
terms not appearing in the text. For example, "Mafia" or "Syndicate" bot I 

could be added to a story about organized crime. 
The internal index is not printed or meant to be used by a hum.a , 

researcher. It is a literal index to location of every word in the entire dat 
base. The system software uses it to locate full lexl in answer to us1 • 

information requests. 



A TYPICAL ON-LINE SEARCH 

A typical electr?nic storage system search begins with VDT entry of 
ords or phrases hkely to have appeared in the desired stories or to have 
i~n added as enrichment tenns. Complex term relationships can be 
!f1_ned by use of "connectors" such as "AND," "NOT," "OR,"and "ADJ" 
dJa~ent). The system will typically respond with display of the number of 
ims m the data base which meet defined conditions. If the user is satisfied 
th searc~ res~ts, he can examine full texts or sections of texts to either 
t he de~•r~ mfonnation or discover necessity for refinement of his 
c1~ch defi~t10n. For example, entry of a city councilman's name may 
tneve 497 items: adding "AND building code" may narrow results tu 27 
ms; further limiting ~arch to ~rticles dealing with a particular company 
project, or to a particular byhne may restrict results to 5 or 7 items. 

Electronic full text systems can then quickly display full text of the 
ilred st~ries on special system VDTs located in the library or other 
ias, on interfaced editorial system VDTs, or at remote locations via 
!phone couplers. The5e systems can also output retrieved information In 
~r forms, inch~ling hard copy printout from line printers, tape or disk 
tes for customized _delivery of specialized files to other systems, for 
Ill lo phototypesetting systems for reprinting, or for production of 
:rofi_lm via CQmputer Output Mlcrfllm (COM). The COM specialized 
; m_ight be useful for system backup, for specialized editorial files on 
rofllm to be used at remote bureaus, on the road, etc., as an alternative 
ulky printout or clipping files. 

he computerized newspa_~r library systems described are tum-key 
ill~ations, but do have DeXJbility for customizing to a particular newspa
~ mput format_ or to de!ined information file specifications. The systems 
- multiple options available for VDT screen display format command 
ua~e, display order, etc., and a system installation gets '11s normal 
•ational appearance by the selection of automatic or "default" options. 
other optional modes are still available on request, but the default 
ces are used automatically, if no other command is given. 

-

COSTS 

Computer library system costs have come down to a point where auto 
mated newspaper library systems offer a realistic and perhaps superio, 
alternative to the traditional manual library systems. 

The Info-Ky system ranges from $150,000 to $300,000 depending upo1 , 
configuration and complexity. This includes software, complete hardware 
installation and trai • g in operation. 

The QL retrieval software is available for $15,000/yr on lease basis, or fo , 
purchase cost of $50,000. Associated text editing software costs $5,000/yr lo , 
lease, or $15,000 for purchase. A percentage of lease payments can h 
applied to purchase cost. QL retrieval and editing systems run in tinH 
sharing mode in single partition of an IBM 360-30, an IBM 370-125, or largt· 
IBM computers. QL also requires nonnal IBM peripheral hardware. 

The lnfotex system is still in pre-product.ion testing stages. Total installt·, 
cost for a system capable of supporting a large metropolitan newspapt: 
editorial operation is estimated at $400,000 to $500,000. This includes 11i . 
complete package of software rights, PDP 11/34 and peripherals, systea 
VDTs, disk drives sufficient to hold approximately 5 years of full tex, 
complete installation customizing and staff training. A system suitable for 
smaller newspaper would cost around $200,000. 

UNIDAS/1100 is In developmental stage of newspaper text file applic,, 
lion, and no definite price information was available. 

These are the major computerized newspaper library systems in ac1u, 
use and development at newspapers on this continent. Similar systems exi : 
at publications in Europe. Utilization of today's more powerful mirµ-con . 
puters, hardware cost reductions and the dramatic and continuing redu, 
lions in storage costs seem certain to make the computerized newspapt 
information file a practical and commonplace reality. All these develo1 
ments, especially storage technology advances, appear to be progressing " 
a rate which will prevent newspaper text library system operaling cos1 
from ever becoming a real problem. 

There are operating and cost advantages immediately available fn11 , 
these systems. Obvious benefits are library time and labor savings fro , 
elimination of the manual file: space savings from stopping further manu,. 
file expansion, and reducing the old manual backfile to more pennane, 
and organized microfilm form; the security and permanence of text f11 

records, assuming the security backup of any well-designed automa1t· 
system. lbis last factor can be contrasted to the inevitable lost, destroyc, 
or stolen individual clippings and whole files in traditional newspapt 
libraries. 



EDITORIAL RESEARCH BENEFITS 

1 addition to the improved capabilities for published text access, com-
r library systems make possible efficiencies in maintenance and crea
of valuable library peripheral file information. A system could include 
:ialized data bases for listings of physical library file holdings and dates 
le coverage, photo and photo negative holdings, book or pamphlet file 
:ction listings, present obits, Wlpublished or overset material with 
able information content, etc. Some computer library systems might 
be able to function as location status files, with file location informa
or indication of physical file checkout by editorial staff members. 

reporter or editor could inquire as to "what we have" on" John Doe" at_ . 
,rary system or Interfaced editorial system VDT, and learn in a few 
!tents that "we have" microfilmed clippings on John Doe from 1957 to 
, a photo file from 1957 to present, 14 envelopes of staff photographer 
1tives including photos of him (with a description of each photo assign. 
it), a recent pamphlet about Doe's company, and the fact that George 
is, the Photo Editor, checked out the photo me yesterday. 

Jt computer library systems will Immediately add new capabilities for 
>rial staff. These systems offer all the incredible power of online VDT 
rination retrieval to editorial staff previously limited by manual lnfor
ion files. The systems will give power and speed to speclftc and general 
rmation retrieval; allow multiple editorial users to have simultaneous 
!SS to the same material; provide Immediate positive or negative 
mation about total file contents. Writers and editors will have near-in-
1 a,ccess to all background or factual information ln the library data 
:, or know immediately that "we haven't done anything on that." 

>mputer library systems will effectively automate journalistic re
ch, the link that ls now the slowest and most expensive part of the whole 
>rial and prdouction chain. It seems ironic that the power of onllne 
:mation systems has been almost Ignored by print joumallsts, the main 
-mation professionals. But In the past, this has been due to the experi
tal and unreliable nature of the systems, and hip stOl"qe costs. 

dine news library systems will give new powers to ediorial staff, 
rutting a new kind of Journallstlc lnvestlgallve approach. Full text 
~ms. for example, can enable a reporter to quickly aearch through the 
-e library data base to find any occurrence of a name, or word 
ping, to check for related facts or incidents uslng spelling variations, 
~t names or addresses, datelines, ages, residential areas, professioos, 
1y other defined specifications. This power ls something that journalists 
: never had, and will really have an effect on editorial content qual-

These systems can also automatically create all the specialized editorial 
specialist files that the library has never had the Lime or money or space to 
be able to offer. A full text electronic file would, in effect, "create" high 
school sports files; files under every name of divorce, marriage, obituary 
listings; files of editorials; action line columns, fashion and society col
wnns; recipe files, etc. 

All stories in these files would be identifiable by type, date of publication, 
length, wire service or local, byline, page or section, etc., as well as by 
every meaningful word in the story. A full text system would enable the 
Editorial Library to offer this kind of research power to every specialized 
department and individual user at no extra cost, and also relieve editorial 
personnel from the labor and time and space costs of maintaining all the 
special files that seem to exist everywhere in a newspaper. Editorial staff 
members can then devote more attention to the primary journalistic task, 
increasing their own productivity and improving the editorial product 
quality. 

Newspaper librarians have a strong interest in the capabilities and 
features of the developing computer library systems, so that they will be 
able to offer the kind of system performance just described. For a number 
of years, members of the newspaper librarian professional group have 
conducted an extensive analysis of system features with vendors and with 
the users of the initial installations. 1be Automation Committee of the 
Newspaper Division, Special Libraries Association, chaired by Jim Scofield 
of. the St. Petersburg (FL) Times and Evening Independent, has now 
approved a set of performance standards for electronic storage systems. 
This document, "Basic Specifications for A Full-Text, On-Line Newspaper 
Library System" will be available shortly from the Special Libraries Assn. 
(Editor's note: Plans were changed and it was prepared by the Division.) 

NE'WS FILE MARKETING 

1be final intriguing possibility is that of using the library information 
system as a new profit center, of marketing the library data base lo 
outsiders via remote VDT and printer connections. The profitability of 
remote data base marketing has been demonstrated by systems such as the 
New York Times Information Bank, the Dow-Jones data base, the LEXIS 
~egal systems, Lockheed DIALOG, Systems Development Cor -
poration's ORBIT, etc. The demands of our information-hwtgry society has 
made all of those operations profitable, even though most are only indexes, 
not full text, requiring specialized training and lots of text location labor 
for efficient information retrieval. 



Most of these data bases are created by manual Indexing and input, thus 
have a high cost for original data base creation. But full text newspaper 
data bases have the ability to generate new Income from a service depart
ment normally regarded as an unavoidable overhead expense. Both micro
form storage library systems and the electronic storage full text systems 
can cost-justify on their own merits as efficient service department opera
tions. But both types of systems offer the possibilities of functioning as 
profit centers, with potentially strong regional markets for information 
content, as well as lesser national markets. For example, the Loui..,ville 
Courier-Journal's Info-Ky has already made several remote installations 
of their data base; and the Toronto Globe and Mail's "INFO GLOBE" 
subsidiary had 110 remote VDT users signed up in November, 1979, the first 
year of its marketing operations. 

Passive and active information communications systems using cable 
television or broadcast transmissions are now being tested throughout the 
world. Distribution systems such as Prestel, Teletext and Qube offer the 
possibility of profitable mass-marketing of computer library system news
paper file information to private users, as well as to companies or organiza. 
lions having sophisticated VDT remote access capabilities. Newspaper full 
text systems have an advantage for this kind of an information distribution, 
since they can offer remote display of information at no extra cost, as a 
by-product of their editorial front-end and library text systems. Library text 
systems could interface to the communications system and permit remote 
paid access to authorized "Public file" material for private citizens, home 
viewers, students etc. 

News information stored primarily for editorifl) research value could 
thus be resold repeatedly, lowertn& system operating expense and very 
possibly generatill8 profits. Inexpensive distribution systems deliverill8 
individualized text information to private users suggest that newspaper 
libraries could function as the .. lnformatioo utility companies" of the 
future. The electronic news library with mass distribudoo capability could 
outperform the dally publication as an Information delivery outlet, because 
of the sheer volume of Information contained. It could not compete with 
current publication in advertising revenue, at least not at du point ... these 
possibilities are yet to be explored. 
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FOREWORD 

These technical specifications relate to a proprietary system and, as such, 

are themselves considered proprietary. 

The form that was used in preparing this report was the form used by the 

"CODASYL SYSTEMS COMMITTEE" in its report titled "A Survey of Generalized 

Data Base Management Systems," non-copyrighted except that the source is hereby 

acknowledged and appreciation for the work of the committee is tendered by this 

author. Copies of the "CODASYL" committee report are available through the ACM, 

1133 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10036. 

This report may be reproduced as long as appropriate bibliographic reference 

is made to this report. Additional copies are available upon request. 



I. INTRODUCTION TO SYSTEM 

1. 1 Identification - Data Central Information Handling System is a proprietary 

software system developed and made available by Data Corporation (a subsidiary of 

The Mead Corporation), 3481 Dayton-Xenia Road, Dayton, Ohio 45432. 

1. 2 Status - Data Central is fully operational for System 360/370 computers. 

The system is complete with the use of major subsystems. 

1. 2. 1 The on-line subsystem operates in an interactive manner from on

line terminals for the search and retrieval of material stored in Data Central data 

bases. 

1. 2. 2 The update subsystem operates in a "batch" environment allowing for 

additions, deletions and/or changes to individual fields (segments) of the file entries. 

1. 2. 3 DBD subsystem allows for a flexible specification of the file(s) in 

a data base. 

1. 3 System Background - In early 1966 a feasibility prototype of a total infor

mation system with an inverted file at the word level was operated. This proved the 

feasibility of approaching information processing in the manner Data Central now 

approaches it. Concentrated development effort was implemented in mid-1967. By late 

1967 and early 1968, enough progress had been made in this developmental system to 

allow for it to be used operationally in support of corporate objectives. Since that 

time constant enhancement has taken place such that the system herein described is 

fully operational including all enhancements specified herein. It is being and has been 

used in many applications. A few examples are listed: 

1 



1. 3.1 COMPUTERIZATION OF LEGAL RESEARCH - Mead Data Central, 

Inc. (another subsidiary of The Mead Corporation) applies the same technology to 

assist lawyers in research. A current contract with the Ohio State Bar Association 

allows Ohio lawyers to search all the statutory and decisional law in the State of 

Ohio. Additionally, a contract was signed with the New York State Bar Association, 

and several other state negotiations are in progress. The MDC corporate objective 

is to mount di!lta bases comprised of the law covering the fifty states and the Federal 

Government. The first phase of the Federal data base is represented by a contract 

with the Internal Revenue Service. The data base, for Ohio alone, exceeds a half-

) billion characters of source data. 

1. 3. 2 AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION - The American 

Psychological Association has created a data base containing the past four years' 

Psychological Abstracts. APA performs a service to its members by allowing them 

\ to retrieve information from the Psychological Abstracts both in an on-line mode or 

batch mode. APA hopes to increase the content of their data base by offering other 

"soft sciences" files in addition to the Psychological Abstracts file. 

1. 3. 3 DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE - HEW 

has created a data base that monitors an inventory (list) of all publications produced 

I by any of its components (i.e., Food and Drug Administration, National Institutes of 

Health, etc.). A sample record describing a publication includes its title, its publica

tion number, the issuing agency, a brief description, and cost information. These 

data are available to HEW through on-line query. Additionally, the capability to 

produce a computer "typesetting" interface has been created to allow HEW to produce 

quarterly and annual catalogues of these publications automatically from Data Central. 

1. 3. 4 PERSONNEL (MEAD CORPORATION) - Mead Corporation is main

taining files of all their employees' personnel records, including each individual's 

safety record. This is a very dynamic file and represents a replacement for their 

manual record keeping system. 
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1. 3. 5 WALTER REED ARMY MEDICAL CENTER - A data base containing 

all relevant documents in the field of biological effects of non-electromagnetic radiation 

~ (BEER) has been created. This data base will allow medical researchers to discover 

quickly previously published research papers that are relevant to work they might be 

pursuing. 

1. 3. 6 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY - This project entails a 

network of terminals spread throughout the entire nation in most EPA Regional Offices. 

The data base contains a wide variety of technical and management data. Some -
examples of these data are active research and development projects, proposed 

research projects, all oil and hazardous spills that have occurred nationwide, and 

information regarding all water quality monitoring stations throughout the nation. 
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1. 4 Major Characteristics 

1. 4. 1 The system provides for multiple level data structures. Groups 

may be defined in an N-level hierarchy or in single-level super-set configurations 

or both. 

1. 4. 2 Generalized Processes Provided 

1. 4. 2. 1 For applications or systems oriented ADP personnel, the 

system provides for data base definition (a file is considered to be one hierarchy below 

data base), data base creation and updating and interface to specialized functions and 

formats written in any of the existing programming languages. 

1. 4. 2. 2 For non-ADP oriented terminal users the system provides 

for data base, file and/or field level interrogation at the "WORD" level (where a 

"WORD" is defined as a string of characters between two delimiters [see Section 3. 2. 1. 3 

belowl in a field, and for on-line tutorial (or CAI) upon request. 

1. 4. 3 Language Type(s) - Four different language types are employed by 

Data Central. 

1. 4. 3. 1 Data base definition is a specialized procedural language. 

1.4. 3. 2 Data base creation and updating is a replacement-procedural 

data content oriented language. 

1. 4. 3. 3 Input and output/display format generation is allowed via 

any of the existing procedural programming languages. 

1. 4. 3. 4 Data base inquiry is a specialized procedural language 

employing high level procedural operators and Boolean connectors. 
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1. 4. 4 Language Form 

1. 4. 4. 1 Data base definition language is tabular. 

1. 4. 4. 2 Data base creation and/or updating is predominately 

string-oriented with tabular control. 

1. 4. 4. 3 Display formatting is either string (if language used is 

higher level) or tabular (if language used is Assembler). 

1. 4. 4. 4 The inquiry is completely string (quasi-English) oriented. 

1. 4. 5 The internal file structure of Data Central is a completely controlled 

proprietary index sequential structure wherein the data content of the user-defined data 

base(s) is stored in both a sequential (serial-indexed) and inverted (word-indexed) mode 

(see Section 4 below). The structure is oriented toward terminal-inquiry response and 

the user has no physical control over the internal structure. The user has 100% control 

over the "apparent or logical" file structure with which he interfaces. 

1. 4. 6 Modes of use 

1. 4. 6. 1 On-line use is available for interactive interrogation and 

display "browsing''. 

1. 4. 6. 2 Batch use is available for all of the non-interactive 

functions (e.g., data base creation, definition, updating, etc.) and is also available 

for large-volume retrieval displays resulting from interrogation. 

1. 4. 7 Data Central operates on any 360/370 equipment and supports the 

following terminal types: TTY, 1050, 2740, 2741, 2260, CC-30. 
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1. 4. 8 File Media 

1. 4. 8. 1 Data input is via any machine-readable media including 

tape, cards, OCR, cartridge, etc. 

1. 4. 8. 2 Data storage is primarily in direct access mode (disk or 

data cell) with tape providing backup. 

1. 4. 9 Operating System Environment - Data Central operates under either 

DOS or OS with its own teleprocessing roll-out/roll-in executive. 

1. 5 Overall Philosophy - The basic design philosophy of Data Central is to 

enable a non-ADP class user to ask questions in an unsophisticated manner of an 

existing data base and receive rational and direct answers to that query in a 

reasonable amount of time. 

As a result of this philosophy, the following design criteria have been embodied. 

1. 5. 1 Interrogation Oriented - Data Central is an interrogation-oriented 

system. All other functions available within the design philosophy of Data Central 

are subordinate to the function of answering questions when questions are posed. It 

has been stated that people have literally spent billions of dollars building data bases, 

but were not able to use them to answer the questions when they were posed. It took 

time to get the answers. Relatively speaking, immediate response is a design criteria 

of an interrogation-oriented system. 

1. 5. 2 The communication between man and machine must be in quasi

English and understandable form and it must be supported by a fully usable tutorial 

(or computer aided instruction) capability. The interrogators generally will be 

unsophisticated with respect to the use of ADP-oriented equipment. 
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1. 5. 3 The Data Spectrum - Since the human beings interrogating the 

system are unsophisticated with respect to ADP, the chances are they will have little 

or no use for any system fully predicated on codes of any type. Data Central is 

therefore capable of handling codes but is not limited to that. All words in a textual 

orientation of fields as well as arithmetic values are available for use as a search 

criteria. 

1. 6 Documentation - available in proprietary form. 

1. 6. 1 Terminal Operator User's Manual (Black Book) 

1. 6. 2 Data Base Management Manual (Blue Book) 

1. 6. 3 Computer Operator User's Guide (Green Book) 

2. DATA STRUCTURE 

Since the internal data structure of Data Central is unique and proprietary, the user's 

data structure (externally viewed structure) bears little correlation to the internal 

storage structure. The external vs. internal structure is exemplified in the figure 

on the following page. The physical file and structure are that with which the D. C. 

programmers operate; the logical structure (left side) is that viewed by the user. 

2.1 Item 

2. 1.1 System's term for items: Segment. 
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2. 1. 2 Item Naming - Item names are strings of up to 40 alphanumeric 

characters in length. No embedded blanks or commas are allowed, nor is a leading 

dollar sign allowed. Item synonyms are allowed to any level and output "headers" 

are definable (synonyms may use the same header or may use different headers). 

2. 1. 3 Data Item Types - Each segment is considered to be made up of 

words (defined as a string of characters - not necessarily a valid natural language 

word - between two delimiters as defined in the file keywording rules). Additionally, 

segments defined as being "arithmetic" may have as the "initial set of words" a 

group (or series) of values (numbers associated with a predefined or implied unit of 

measure) followed by "text." Using the rules established in the "arithmetic conversion 

rules," the data are transformed into a single searchable unit. Those acceptable in 

this mode include (but are not limited to): 

Dates of the form dd/MM/YY (numeric) 

MM/dd/YY (numeric) 

ddmmmyy (month alpha) 

yyymmmdd 

YYY/MM/DD 

Groups by table of units of measure (e.g., 5 meters, 

16 CM, 2 MM) 

Note that all data entered into the data base are considered to be directly displayable. 

External numeric data in any of the following forms are acceptable via an input for

matting subroutine: 

- Packed Decimal 

- Hexadecimal 

- Hexatridecimal (Base 36) 

- Zoned Decimal (character) 

- Binary (either fixed or floating point) 
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2. 1. 4 All segments are considered (by the system) to be of variable 

length. The data base designer has the option to constrain, at input time, a given 

segment to a given length. The variable length segments have a length limit of 

65,535 non-trivial words. 

2.1. 5 The system treats multiple valued segments as repeating (periodic 

groups). See 2. 2 below. 

2. 1. 6 Sub-items. Each segment is considered to be made up of a multiple 

number of sub-items at the word, word group, or phrase level. Additionally, items 

defined as containing arithmetic data may have sub-levels (see 2.1. 3 - Unit of Measure 

above). 

2. 2 Groups - Any segment may be defiried as a segment or grouping segment. A 

grouping or pseudo segment may have up to 255 associated "real" segments. Grouping 

or pseudo segments may be defined as one of two types: 

2. 2. O. 1 "OR Pointer" - The associated real segments for an "OR 

Pointer" pseudo segment are considered to be "OR" related in search. For example, 

assume two segments of a personnel file are "pay-location" and "work-location"; 

assume also a group (or pseudo) segment defines "location" as the "OR pointer" of 

both "pay-location" and "work-location." A search specified as "Find any entry whose 

location is Dayton in the state of Ohio," would be specified as: 

Location = Dayton and Ohio 

It is considered equivalent to: 

(pay-location= Dayton and Ohio) or (work-location= Dayton and Ohio) 
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2. 2. 0.2 "Concatenation" - In this form of pseudo-segment the 

associated real fields are considered to be concatenated together into one ''new" 

segment. For example, consider 2 other segments of the personnel file: "current

job-description" and "previous-job-history." A request to find all entries in which 

the "job-description" (defined as the concatenation of both segments) contains both the 

word Aircraft and the word Missile is stated: 

Job-description= Aircraft and Missile 

The "OR-Pointer" explosion of this request is: 

(current-job-description= Aircraft and Missile) OR 

(previous-job-history= Aircraft and Missile) 

The "concatenation" explosion adds the additional criteria (since the customer is 

looking at the pseudo as a new single segment): 

OR 

((current-job-description= Aircraft) and (previous-job-history = Missile)) 

OR 

((current-job-description= Missile) and (previous-job-history = Aircraft)) 

2. 2.1 A grouping segment is known as a "pseudo segment". 

2. 2. 2 Group structure (see 2. 2 above for two types of pseudos) - There 

is no limitation on the number of pseudo-segments that may be defined in a logical 

file (pseudo segments may be cross-file oriented). The total number of segments of 

ALL types (real or pseudo) is (2
16 

-4). The~e is no restriction on the number of 

pseudo-segments with which a real segment may be associated. Each unique pseudo

segment is identified by a segment name as are real segments. 
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2. 2. 3 Group relationships - The data base designer (who assigns the 

segment names) may use ANY method for defining intergroup relationships. Since 

segment names may contain parentheses, a common method is the implied subscript 

notation. This is not mandatory however and any method is allowed. Internally the 

real associations imply the hierarchic relationships. 

2. 2. 4 Group identification is via real segment association during the 

data base definition phase. 

2. 2. 5 Types of groups - see 2. 2 above. 

2. 3 Entries 

2. 3. 1 System Term - The system term for an entry is "ENTRY" - prior 

use included the term "DOCUMENT," although this term is slowly losing its use. 

2. 3. 2 Entry Types - There is only one entry type (defined as the "File 

Format" of segments) per logical file; 255 logical files are allowed by Data Central 

in one physical (and logical) data base. 

2. 3. 3 Entry Identification - The system assigns (or the computer may 

assign) a unique entry identification number to each entry. Entry number (E) may 

be such that: 

24 
1 < E < (2 -1) 

2. 4 Logical Files (reference is made to discussions in paragraph 2 above and 

its associated figure). 

2. 4. 1 System Term - Logical File(s) 
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2. 4. 2 File Type - Data Central allows for 255 unique file types. There 

is no restriction as to the make-up or interfile relationships. Additionally, pseudo 

files may be defined with real segment associations in a cross-file manner. No cross

file restrictions are placed on the data base designer. 

2. 4. 3 File Identification - The file is defined via an acronym of up to 8 

alphanumeric characters in length. No embedded blanks or comma(s) are allowed. 

2. 5 Data Structure Generalizations - See discussion of pseudo-segments in 

paragraph 2. 2 above and discussion of pseudo-files in paragraph 2. 4. 2 above. 

2. 6 Data Security - A user accesses the on-line system via an "access key". 

Associated with this key is a list of logical files he may access and a pair of numbers 

indicating his "security range". For the user to have access to the data in that seg

ment (either in search or retrieval) his range must include that segment's level. To 

recap, 3 levels of security are available, The access key obtains access to only 

certain data bases; certain files of the accessible data base may be "non-existent" 

to the user and certain segments in the available files may be "non-existent". 
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3. FUNCTIONS 

The functions available to Data Central users are multi-leveled. Many of the answers 

below will be multi-faceted as a result. The functions are: 

- On-line Interrogation 

. Search Specification 

. Retrieval Criteria 

. Display Format 

. Dialog Recursiveness 

- Data Base Creation and Update 

- Data Base Definition 

- Interface Programming 

3. 1 Language Form 

3.1. 1 Search Language -On-line interrogation is via free form (quasi

English) with high level operators and Boolean connectors. 

3. 1. 2 Retrieval and display specification is pre-stored in procedural 

tabular form; in use it is called for via an acronym. 

3.1. 3 Creation and update is procedure-implied tabular form. 

3. 1. 4 Data base definition is via a procedure-oriented tabular language. 

3. 1. 5 Interface programming is via any of the procedural languages 

available on the computer upon which Data Central is implemented. 

3. 2 Data Base Definition (reference is made to the discussion in Section 2 and 

the figure). 
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3. 2.1 Definition of data items is via the assignment of an alpha-numeric 

string ( ~ 40 characters in length) as the identifier (acronym) and the assignment of 

a unique "segment number". 

3. 2.1.1 Definition of Data Item Type - All segments are considered 

to be "logical" or textual in nature. In the assignment of the acronym, however, the 

designer may indicate (by punching in one tabular column) those segments that are also 

to be considered arithmetic in form. 

3. 2.1. 2 Item Length - Data Central requires no length specification. 

3. 2. 1. 3 Multi-valued definition is via the specification of the 

'1keywording rules" (for textual items) and the arithmetic conversion rules (for 

arithmetic units of measure). 

3. 2.1. 3.1 Keywording Rules - The rules for evaluating 

the strings associated with text (either in the update process against the source data 

or in the selection process against the arguments of the request) are known as key

wording rules. They are defined in three parts: 

3. 2. 1. 3. 1. 1 Punctuation Rules -All characters 

available in the character set are defined as either: 

- always part of a keyword candidate 

- always a delimiter between words 

- conditionally either of the above (e.g., under certain circumstances it 

MIGHT be desired to define the "comma" character as a conditional 

delimiter depending upon whether the preceding and/or following charac

ter(s) is/are numeric). 
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3. 2.1. 3.1. 2 Depluralization Rules - Data 

Central has the ability (if desired) to attempt to depluralize the words found. This 

assures that both singular and plural form of keywords are selected independent of 

which is specified in the selection criteria. 

3. 2. 1. 3.1. 3 Equivalences - Words, and 

word forms, can be made equivalent for the selection process. This requires that 

the equivalency be applied against the source data as well as against the selection 

specification arguments. 

3. 2. 1. 3. 2 Arithmetic Rules - The data base designer, 

when specifying the design of the various files in the data base, has the ability to 

establish the rules under which arithmetic data will be processed. This includes the 

specification of both external (or source) forms accepted as well as internal forms 

desired. Possibly the most important feature in this regard is the automatic unit 

of measure conversion process. By creating a table of authorized units of measure 

and their relationship to an arbitrary internal "standard", the data base designer can 

trigger the system into automatically accounting for equivalency relationships without 

programming. 

3. 2. 2 Groups - Groups are defined initially as any other segment name 

(see 3. 2.1 above) and are followed by a list of real segment associations. 

3. 2. 3 Entry type is implied by the file. 

3. 2. 4 Definition of files is by definition of unique and/ or synonymous 

tables of data (see section 2 and figure). 

3.2.5 N/A 

3. 2. 6 Security - Security level for a segment is defined by a number 

entered into a tabular position in the Segment Acronym Identification. 
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3. 2. 7 Data Validation - The initial program of the creation/update checks 

the "system validation" requirements discarding all segments whose character set 

includes invalid characters. 

3. 2. 8 Data Base Definition Revision - Revision of the DBD is available 

in Data Central and varies in work load complexity from a simple redefinition (when 

merely another pseudo is defined) to a complex reloading of the data base (e.g., the 

keywording rules change the "word position" relationships). It must be noted that, 

under normal circumstances, data base definition revision does NOT require the 

actual revision of the physical files. This cost saving capability is explained in para

graph 2. 2 above. 

3. 3 Data Central has complete internal control over storage structure. 

3. 4 Interrogation -- This is the heart of the Data Central system (see Design 

Philosophy - paragraph 1. 5.1 above). 

3. 4. 1 Selection Criteria 

3. 4.1. 1 Atomic Condition - terminology: There are four basic 

semantic components in the interactive specification of search criteria. These are: 

- Segment name - this is the specification of the segment or group 

of segments (see item 2. 2. 0 on pseudo segments above) in which the condition specified 

is to be checked. 

- Operator - this is the definition of the type of condition for which 

the check is made. 

- Argument - this is the expression of the "fl,rgument(s)" to be 

checked against. 

- Connectors - with Boolean connectors it is possible to combine 

atomic conditions. 
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3. 4.1. 1. 1 Comparative col!ditions on item values - In 

Data Central there are two basic comparative conditions available in the search 

specifications: logical (or word) conditions and arithmetic conditions. Both require 

the specification (either explicit or implicit) of segment name, operator and argument . 

3. 4. 1. 1. 1. 1 Logical (textual) comparative 

conditions - when the operator associated with a "simple search specification" is a 

logical operator, the argument following the operator is considered to be a word 

(see item 3. 4. 1.1. 3. 3 on phrases below) in the instructional portion of the segment. 

The logical operators and their meanings are: 

- EQUAL (semantically entered as "=" or "EQU") - With this operator, 

the component(s) following (until the existence of either a segment name or another 

operator) the operators are to exist in the specified segment. 

For example: 

$JOB-RESUME = MISSILE 

means that the word "MISSILE" is to exist (be found) in the segment (field) known 

as "JOB-RESUME." 

- NOT EQUAL (semantically entered as "/=" or "NEQ") - With this 

operator, the component(s) following the operator are not to exist (not to be found) 

in the specified segment. 

For example: 

$NAME NEQ RICHARD 

means that the word "RIC HARD" is not to exist (be found) in the segment lmown as 

"NAME." A special restriction exists upon the specification of this atomic condition -

since it negates from a universe - it can only be used when connected to some positive 

specification that pre-defines a unique universe. 

3. 4.1.1.1. 2 Arithmetic conditions - When the 

operator associated with the "simple search specification" is one of the list be low, the 
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component(s) following the operator are considered to be arithmetic in form and, in general 

(except for dates which are handled separately), to be of the form n ... n (decimal point) 

n ... n a ... a where n represents a numeric volume and alpha represents a unit of 

measure. Up to three of these specifications are allowed. 

For example: 

$BROAD-JUMP-LENGTH> 1. 0 YD, 1 FT, 8.1 IN 

the operators associated with this type of process (which includes arithmetic unit of 

measure conversion and combining) are: 

Arithmetic Equality (semantically "A=" or "AEQ") 

Arithmetic Inequality (semantically "A/= 11 or 11ANEQ ') 

Greater than (semantically 11 > 11 or 11GTR 11
) 

Not Greater than (semantically 11
/ >" or 11NGT 11) 

Less than (semantically 11 < 11 or "LSS") 

Not less than (semantically 11
/ < 11 or 11NLS") 

3. 4. 1. 1. 2 Non-existent data is handled in the form 

defined by "NEQ" in 3. 4. 1.1. 1. 1 above. 

3. 4. 1. 1. 3 Other Atomic Conditions 

3. 4. 1. 1. 3. 1 Distance Search - In this 

specification two logical components can be linked with one of four special operator

connectors as follows: 

- (Wn) - this is exemplified by: 

$PROJECT-STATUS= BALLISTIC (WG) MISSILE 

In this condition the two logical components must occur Within six words of each other. 

- (WMn) - This is exemplified by: 

$PROJECT-STATUS= BALLISTIC (WMG) MISSILE 

In this condition the first component must appear the specified number of words in 

front of (Minus) the position of the second specified component. 
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- (WPn) - this is exemplified by: 

$PROJECT-STATUS= MISSILE (WP6) BALLISTIC 

This is the exact reverse of the aforementioned condition. 

- (WPnMn) or (WMnPn) - This is exemplified by: 

$PROJECT-STATUS= BALLISTIC (WP2M4) MISSILE 

In this condition the length of each directional distance is separately specified (e.g., 

BALLISTIC must appea,r Within Plus 2 words or Minus 4 words of MISSILE). 

3. 4.1. 1. 3. 2 Pseudo Segments - In the 

specification of what otherwise seems to be a "simple search criteria" (or atomic 

condition) with one segment name, Data Central allows for the implied complex 

specification of segment definitions. These pre-defined (and stored) definitions do 

NOT require a restructure of the physical file - Data Central accounts for the ''REAL" 

structure internally. For the definition of the two types of pre-defined pseudo segments 

see Section 2. 2 above. 

3. 4.1. 1. 3. 3 Phrase Default - If two or more 

arguments are concatenated together in the atomic specification, the system assumes 

them to be a phrase specification, e.g.: 

$SEGMENT-NAME= BALLISTIC MISSILE 

3. 4. 1. 1. 3. 4 Universal Character (and/ or 

Root Condition) - The use of a universal character (asterisk *) in the argument allows 

for varients in spelling - e.g., SM*TH implies SMITH, SMYTH, etc. The use of 

multiple universal characters appended to a root word allows for root/stem e.h.rpansion, 

e.g., TAX***** implies TAX, TAXABLE, TAXPAYER, TAXPAYEE, TAXATION, etc. 
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3. 4.1. 2 Item Conditions - The use of Boolean connectors 

(defined below) to connect arguments for the same segment name is allowed, e.g. 

$DATE > JUN70 AND < JAN71 

Additionally, Boolean connectors are allowed between arguments without the 

respecification of the operator, e.g. 

$NAME= RICHARD OR ROBERT 

3. 4. 1. 3 Entry Selection Criterion - There are three basic ways 

in which total conditions for entry selection may be built up. 

3. 4. 1. 3. 1 Boolean Connectors - The system allows 

for two levels of conjunctivity and one level disjunctivity. They are defined as 

follows: 

A and B or C means A & (B or C) 

A & B or C means (A & B) or C 

3. 4.1. 3. 2 Dialog Recursiveness - specifically "MODIFY" -

Data Central is an interactive system, using the command "MODIFY, " the user may, 

at any point in the process (e.g., retrieval, display, etc.) return to the specification 

of selection criteria (called search mode). In doing so he is not required to restate his 

already defined and pre-stored selection criteria; he merely adds the additional criteria 

either increasing the universe of selection by entering the criteria with an 11OR" or he 

may decrease the universe of selection with an "AND." The recommended procedure 

is this latter form is to start with a simple criteria (which creates a large universe) and 

"NARROW" the universe with "AND" modifications. 

3. 4. 1. 3. 3 Data Recursiveness -Although cross-file and 

cross-entry logic is an inherent capability of Data Central, the direct multiple atomic 

cross-file conditions are normally of the "OR" type as entries usually belong only to one file. 

Data Central has the ability to use data generated from existing entries in the generation 
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of either subsequent multiple atomic conditions in "AND" modifications of the existing 

multiple conditions or as "stand-alone" multiple atomic conditions. This process how

ever, because of its complexity, requires the generation via any existing procedural 

language of the computation (or other processing) requirements necessary to generate 

the specific new set of conditions against which the search is to operate. 

3. 4.1. 4 Since Data Central operates in an interactive mode and 

the user is NOT required to view ALL entries (see "ENTRYING" in Section 3. 4. 2. 2. 7. 2 

below), no capability for weighting of selection condition exists. 

3. 4.1. 5 Each entry in the Data Central data base is defined by a 

unique Data Central assigned accession number. If this number is known, access to 

the data directly (bypassing the normal search criteria) can be made by issuing the 

condition: 

$NR {~~~} X, X, X, ... , X (where X stands for the known accession 

numbers). If the operator is "EQU" then each specified accession number is set for 

retrieval. If the operator is ''BTN" then the numbers are e.x.'Pected in pairs and each 

pair represents a range of accession numbers to be retrieved. 

3. 4. 2 Data Extraction - Reference is made to "File Output Definition" in 

the diagram associated with paragraph 2 above. In Data Central the output definition, 

in general, contains four parts: 

- extraction or retrieval requirements 

- sorting or sequencing requirements 

- the subroutine defining the display format (generally output unit dependent) 

- the device (terminal or printer) normally to receive the output 
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3. 4. 2. 1 Extraction Features - The extraction criteria in Data 

Central are based upon the entries which satisfy the multiple atomic selection criteria 

above coupled with the list (pre-stored as part of the output definition) of segments 

to be retrieved. Since Data Central is an on-line interactive system designed to be 

used by a non-programmer,the pre-stored set of segments to be retrieved is handled 

by ADP personnel and it is activated by the use of an output acronym. In specifying 

the segments to be extracted certain special criteria can be specified: 

3. 4. 2.1. O. 1 "ASK. TERM 11 
- In addition to the list of 

"always to be retrieved segments" a special segment name known as "ASK. TERM" 

can be specified. When this is specified, the terminal user has the option to specify 

additional segment (names) to be retrieved. 

3. 4. 2.1. O. 2 Pseudo-Segments - (see paragraph 2. 2 

above for definition of pseudo segments). Even though no data may exist in the file 

for pseudo segments, they may be specified for retrieval. All real segments associated 

with the definition of the pseudo are retrieved. Additionally, if the pseudo has been 

defined as a 11concatenation 11 type, the system will change the segment identification 

for the retrieved data such that they may be viewed as a true concatenation (a new 

simple segment). 

3. 4. 2.1. O. 3 11 IF HIT" - One possibility of establishing 

the selection criteria is via pseudos. Under this condition the user may only want 

retrieval of the segments in which the "hit11 occurred. As a segment is defined 

(either in its original form or as it is specified for retrieval) it may be specified as 

an "IF HIT" segment and retrieval of segment occurs only if the segment satisfied any 

of the atomic conditions (above). 

3. 4. 2.1. O. 4 Personalized Abstract - Although most 

segments of a logical file are relatively fixed (short) in length, many segments may 

contain voluminous lengths of data. When segments are specified for retrieval, it 
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may be desired that all data NOT be retrieved. If this is specified, a personalized 

abstract is created based on the arguments used in the selection criteria. Only 

those words used in the selection specification and a pre-defined number of words 

surrounding it (them) is retrieved. This abstract of the actual data is personalized 

to the terms of the user's request. 

3. 4. 2.1. 1 Sorting - Part of the output definition called 

for (via acronym) is sorting information. Sorting may be specified as MANDA TORY, 

OPTIONAL, or NOT-TO-BE-DONE based on the number of entries selected during the 

search process. If the sorting is mandatory or optional, the sorting parameters of 

segment, length, and mode (ascending or descending) are included from major to 

minor order. If the segment specified for a sequencing parameter is "ASK. TERM" 

(see paragraph 3. 4. 2.1. 0.1), the terminal user may enter his own special set of 

parameters, again from major to minor order. The specification of sequencing para

meters is independent of retrieval specifications. Although the system imposes no 

restrictions, certain implementations limit the amount of sequencing because of storage 

space available. 

3. 4. 2.1. 2 Item properties which are extractable - none. 

3. 4. 2. 1. 3 Discrete extraction sets per selection criteria -

lmown in Data Central as '1Recursive Output. " At any time in the browsing or display 

process the user may order the command "OUTPUT." With this command, the output 

definition (and/or device) may be changed. The user therefore may receive any number 

of "extraction sets" per selection criteria. This is an inherent capability of the inter

active mode of operation. 

3. 4. 2. 2 Report Capability - The report capability in Data Central 

must be defined in two parts. The primary report capability lies in the ability of Data 

Central to interface with formatting subroutines written in any of the existing procedural 

languages. This capability and interface (known as the OIF - Output Interface Format) 

allows for ANY report function to be utilized. Additionally, Data Central makes 

available one generalized subroutine. 
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3. 4. 2. 2.1 Content Lines - Data Central is designed to 

be operated by non-ADP personnel and report format specification is considered to be 

a programming function. Other procedural languages (COBOL, PL/1, RPG, etc.) 

are used. 

3. 4.2. 2. 2 Titles - Either a standard or a non-standard 

title is included in the OIF. The output definition defines which (see Section 3. 4. 2 above 

and 3. 4. 3. 2 below). 

3. 4. 2. 2. 3 Heading lines and footing lines - Pre-stored 

heading and footing lines are available (on call by the subroutine) from the Data Central 

system. This is handled via the pre-stored code conversion tables (see figure associated 

with paragraph 2 above), 

3. 4. 2. 2. 4 Other user specified text - conversion of codes 

to teA'tual data is available (on call by the subroutine) from the Data Central system. 

3. 4. 2. 2. 5 Editing and Formatting - This is handled 

procedurally via one of the existing languages. 

3. 4. 2. 2. 6 Derived Data - This is handled procedurally 

via one of the existing languages. 

3. 4. 2. 2. 7 Other 

3. 4. 2. 2. 7 .1 Color - The system (if defined 

in the output definition) has the capability to insert, at appropriate points in data, 

codes to effect color display on the currently available color CRT devices. 
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3. 4. 2. 2. 7. 2 ENTRY-ing - During the 

display or browse phase, the Data Central system allows the user to "skip" the 

remaining data in the report for one entry and move immediately to another entry's 

report. This is handled via the command: 

+ 
~ 
1 

m 

ENTRY 

where "+" means move forward and 11
-

11 backward; the number indicates the number 

of entries to which movement is desired. 

3. 4. 2.2. 7. 3 Abstract eA'Plosion (see 

3. 4. 2.1. 0. 4 above) - A command exists which causes Data Central to eA'Pand or 

contract the size associated with the conte.h.1: of the keywords in the personalized 

abstract. 

3. 4. 2. 3 Extraction of files for use outside the system - Using 

existing procedural languages this is possible. For example, Data Central output has 

been interfaced to automatic typesetting equipment. There is no restriction to the 

capability for using Data Central stored information eA1:ernal to the system. 

3. 4. 2. 4 EA1:raction of files for system's use - This capability 

exists in the following forms: 

3. 4. 2. 4. 1 Dialog Recursiveness - Through interactive 

dialog commands the following extracted files are available for the system's use: 

3. 4. 2. 4. 1. 1 "MODIFY" (see 3. 4.1. 3. 2 above) -

The file containing the user's entered request specification is extracted and used by the 

system to concatenate the semantic elements of the modification as the user enters them. 

This capability is commanded by the one-word command "MODIFY. " 
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3. 4. 2. 4.1. 2 "OUTPUT'' (see 3. 4. 2. 1. 3 

above) - The file containing the list of selected entries (and their associated para

meters) relating to the proper modification level are e.ll..iracted and used by the system 

to change the form, mode or location of output desired. Commanded by the single 

word "OLTTPUT". 

3. 4. 2. 4. 1. 3 "PRINT" - This recursive command 

also causes extraction of the file containing the list(s) of selected entries for use in 

redisplay. This is sili.1ilar to "OUTPUT" described in the preceding paragraph 

except that the form, mode and location parameters are unchanged. 

3. 4. 2. 4. 1. 4 - "ENTRY-ing" - (see 

3. 4. 2. 2. 7. 2 above). 

3. 4. 2. 4. 2 "OFF-LINE PRINT" - During the extraction 

phase, if the device specified is "PRINTER", the extraction criteria are applied to the 

files,creating a new file for subsequent physical formatting and outputting by the system 

in a batch mode. 

3. 4. 2, 4. 3 DBD - Those portions of the DBD necessary 

for processing are extracted and used by the system. These files are built and 

maintained by the data base designer. 

3, 4. 3 Many elements of the meaning associated with an interrogation are 

stored. Two examples are: 

3. 4. 3. 1 Equivalency (see Section 3. 2. 1. 3 above) - These 

equivalence relationships are stored as part of either (or both) of the keywording 

rules and/ or the arithmetic rules. 
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3. 4. 3. 2 Output Definition - (see paragraph 3. 4. 2 and 3. 4. 2. 2 

above) - Not only the report format (identified by the name of the formatting sub

routine desired) but all items of the extraction definition are stored as pre-defined 

parts of the interrogation process. Note that additive modification (if specified as 

allowable) is an inherent capability of the system. 

3. 4. 4 - Other features of the interrogation process 

3. 4. 4. 1 - Special Retrieval Criteria - A capability exists to 

pre-define and store certain special retrieval criteria. This exists in two parts: 

actual character set translation parameters and the name of subroutines to do special 

output or retrieval editing while using a "standard" format. 

3. 4. 4. 2 Special Sort Criteria - Although the segment, length 

and mode for sorting may be specified directly, the system allows for the specifica

tion (pre-stored) of the name of a subroutine to create special sort criteria. This 

sort criteria subroutine can create ANY sort parameters desired from a simple 

extraction of embedded data to a complex calculation of two or more segments. 
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3. 5 Update - The update subsystem in Data Central affects all of the processing 

to effect an update of entries of the data base. Updates of system (DBD) files are 

covered in paragraph 3. 2. 8. This processing for data base update includes the 

building of all indices, of the inverted file(s), etc. It does not include the update 

reformatting (and/or editing) of -the source data. The Data Central system converts 

the external data via a procedural language written subroutine. This subroutine is 

responsible for converting the form and format of the e)l..1:ernal data into Data Central 

format and passing it on to the interface in the defined form. This passing is referred 

to as the External Input Interface Format (EIIF). The system converts to Internal 

Input Interface Format (IIIF) and completes the update process. In creating the Data 

Base Definition for a given file of the data base, the designer can specify not only the 

input formatting subroutine (that routine that converts from the actual format coming 

into the EIIF) but also the name associated with input editing criteria called SEC 

(Special Edit Criteria). 

3. 5. 1 Selection Criteria - The EIIF specifies the selection (entry and 

segment) selected. 

3. 5. 2 Update Specification -Old data entering the update subsystem must 

be identified as to which entry and which segment is being affected. Insertion or 

deletion of either the entry or segment level is allowed as long as the segment of the 

file is defined in the DBD. A sub-level subroutine makes the "current" source data 

available to the programmer for "intra-segment" effects. This is known as "GETSF". 

3. 5. 3 "System" triggered updates are handled procedurally as a special 

input of the Input Interface Subroutine, written in ANY existing procedural language. 

3. 5. 4 _Input validation is handled in one of two methods, both of which 

are dependent upon the procedural language compiler(s) available. First, the editing 

can be done as part of the input formatting subroutine. As an alternative, D8ta Central 

could make available any "Special Edit Criteria (SEC) 11 subroutine. 
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3. 5. 5 Invocation of pre-defined update -Available via procedural routines 

written in their own language. 

3. 5. 6 Audit trails - a series of listings (including, in the worst case, a 

list of all EIIF data) is available on call as part of the update subsystem. 

3. 6 File creation is handled as an update of a "NULL" file except that the DBD 

for the file specified must have been generated (see Section 3. 2 above). 

3. 7 Global Functions 

3. 7. 1 Arithmetic Computations 

3. 7 .1. 1 Unit of Measure - see paragraphs 3. 2. 1. 3. 2 and 

3. 4. 1. 1. 2 above. 

3. 7 .1. 2 Output Computations - see paragraph 3. 4. 2. 2 above. 

3. 7. 2 Own Code - see paragraph 3. 4. 2. 1, 3. 4. 2. 2, and 3. 5 above. 

3. 8 Other Functional Capabilities 

The on-line tutorial or CAI ("WHAT") capability of Data Central has not been 

previously defined. As part of the DBD (see ~ectjon 2 above) the data base designer 

has the option of specifying either or both of: 

3. 8. 1 The actual semantics of messages from the computer to the user. 

3. 8. 2 A CAI type dissertation about both what the message means as well 

as the options for response. If desired, the capability may be presented to the user in 

multiple levels based upon the user's capability. All or none (or any intermediate 

level of tutorial) may be called upon by the user. 
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4. STORAGE STRUCTURE - The internal physical storae-e structure is not apparent 

to the user. He views the data base based on the logical definition(s) in the DBD 

(see paragraph 2. 2 above). He therefore needs (and has) no control over the physical 

storage structure. 

4. 1 Item Level Storage Representation - All data in an item (segment) of an 

entry in the data base is considered to be made up of a string of text of variable lengths. 

4. 2 Entry and Group Level Storage Structure 

4, 2. 1 Entry Level - A heading for the identification of the entry is 

provided ahead of the first occurring segment in the entry. 

4. 2. 2 Group Level - Since the group is a pseudo-identification and the 

association of real segments, paragraph 4.1 applies to each real segment in a group. 

4. 3 File Level Storage Structure - While paragraph 4. 1 and 4. 2 applies to the 

displayable data, inverted data and indices exist in a proprietary form. The inversion 

is at the argument (word or value) level. 

4. 4 Multiple File Storage Structure 

4. 4.1 Data Central is a multiple physical file system. Two files and their 

indices are eh-plained above. The third physical file (and its index) relate to the DBD. 

This file of data represents the manner of transformation from the user-specified logical 

concept to the physical data. As above, this physical file is NOT apparent to the user; 

it is built and maintained by the data base design (applications) engineer. 

4. 4. 2 The ability to switch data bases is a capability definable in one section 

of the DBD. This allows the user to switch from one set of multiple files for one data 

base another set of multiple files for another data baseo 
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5. OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT - Data Central operates with its own executive 

program (TTAM). With this executive Data Central appears, to the hardware/operating 

system complex, as a. single never-ending job. TTAM itself makes identical copies 

of Data Central available to the terminal user; in this manner, and with roll-out/roll-in, 

TTAM time shares Data Central. 

5.1 Hardware Parameters 

5. 1. 1 Minimum Basic System - Data Central is operational on IBM 360-40 

and up (including IBM 370 computers). The minimum core requirement is dependent 

upon the operation system and number of communication lines desired. It is possible 

to run Data Central in support of one terminal on a 65K machine (assuming a DOS 

supervisor). It requires two tape drives (for update), one disk (plus data base 

storage - dependent upon application data base size). Larger core and/or more disk 

space on larger systems effect greater efficiency of operation. 

5. 1. 2 Storage Media - Data Central supports ALL IBM direct access 

devices including: 

- 2311 disk 

- 2314 disk 

- 2321 data cell 

- 3330 disk 

5. 1. 3 Terminal Equipment - The TTAM executive supports, in a dial-up 

mode: 

- Model 33/35 TTY 

- IBM 1050 

- IBM 2740 

- IBM 2741 

- IBM 2260 

- CC-30 ( Computer Communications, Inc. terminal in color or 

black-and-white) 

- CC-70 (Computer Communications, Inc. front-end processor) 



NOTE - A given installation MAY restrict usage to a sub-set of the above by virtue of 

the hardware "port" availability. 

5. 1. 4 Hardware Transferability - The system operates on any IBM 360/370 

computer (see 5.1. 1 above). The internal design (and proprietary documentation) is 

in a machine-independent form. Data Corporation will entertain the requirement to make 

the system available for other manufacturer's equipment. 

5. 2 Operating System Parameters - While most operating modules of Data Central 

are operating system independent, the modules that affect the interface (primarily I/O) 

are operating system dependent. 

5. 2. 1 Basic Required Operating System - Data Central operates under either 

DOS or OS. Operation in either mode is identical and therefore the operating system is 

transparent to the terminal user. 

5. 2. 2 Significant Features - Since Data Central operates in any OS or DOS 

environment all capabilities are important; since it operates in an overlay structure in 

a roll-out/roll-in environment the use of the library is critical. 

5. 2. 3 Transferability Between Operating Systems - Although all data files 

(data sets) of Data Central are transferable between OS and DOS, the programs them

selves are not all transferable. Only certain modules (see 5. 2 above) are transferable. 

5. 3 Restart and Recovery - The TTAM executive "traps 11 all errors and issues a 

"technical trouble" message to the terminal generating the error. That terminal user 

is immediately restarted at the sign-on stage. All other time-shared terminal users are 

unaware of any error as they are recovered and their processing continues uninterrupted. 
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5. 4 System Operation Reports 

5. 4. 1 Usage Reports - The system (via TTAM) records and logs the 

time-on and time-off parameters for each user in the system. 

5. 4. 2 The system can (under control and only if desired) render 

message/response timing statistics. 
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INFORMATION PROCESSING AND THE DATA SPECTRUM 

Over the years, the state-of-the-art in information processing has gone from 

the edge-punched card to the SO-column card to the multiple-position single-record 

type file to the complex structured file "systems" we know of today. Each time that 

the discipline has advanced, it has done so in spite of the anguish of the "believers" 

of the preceding state. It is the author's opinion that another breakthrough is upon us! 

This time the change in the discipline deals with the manner in which we look at 

the data spectrum. How many_ of us have actually sat down and looked at the TOTAL 

universe of data that we are processing or that our customers wish us to process? 

The cries of the believers can now be heard: "what is this guy talking about; I know 

what DATA is; what's he trying to sell?" The question is raised because, contrary 

to popular belief, we in the information processing game have not been considering 

the broad range of the data spectrum in the design of information processing systems 

in this, the third generation of the state-of-the-art. Without realizing it, each of us 

has been specializing in only one small portion of the spectrum- one type of data; it 

is now time to put away the second generation ideas concerning the "economic feasi

bility" of the whole of the data spectrum in the same manner that we had to put away 

the "SO-column" ideas some time ago. 

What, then, is this data spectrum? In order to give examples in the description 

of this data spectrum let us discuss it, using but two of the functional characteristics 

of information processing: data search and data retrieval. (Figure 1), 

On one extreme of the spectrum one finds the meaningless (to a human) codes 

attached to some portion of the information universe. This would include classification 

codes and even account codes (numbers). All of us, at one time or another, have run 

into one of these coding schemes that either did not fit our unique situation or was so 

comprehensive as to require an expert with many years experience to use it. Witness 

some of the job aptitude codes. 

As one proceeds down the spectrum, he finds next the "standard abbreviations" used 

in many systems. These codes (and, for all intents and purposes, they are codes) are a.t 
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Figure 1. Contents of the Data Spectrum 



least meaningful to the lay user. This portion of the spectrum includes the abbrevi

ations for state, country, etc. These codes are less structured than are the previ

ously defined codes; -and, at least in the opinion of this author, they will remain a part 

of processing requirements as long as humans are a party to setting those require

ments. Being less structured, however, their meanings are sometimes ambiguous 

when taken by themselves. They must be "read" in context. 

On the other extreme of the data spectrum is the completely free text data. Here 

is where complete documents lie, including letters, memoranda, messages, etc. 

For the sake of discussion let us categorize the spectrum into the two parts 

defined above. On one hand there is the structured data (both highly and lightly struc

tured). This data is generally found in formatted fields. On the other hand one has 

the completely unstructured data (free text) and this is non-fielded. 

Wait a moment! ! ! Does all data fit into one of these two broad categories? 

(Figure 2) 

Actually, there is a third category. This third category has been largely ignored 

by the information processors to date. Into this category falls a mixture of the two 

previous categories; this is textual (unstructured) data, but it is in fielded form. One 

approaches the concept of processing this data with the "document processors" where 

there is a field for 'TITLE', another for 'AUTHOR', another for keyword descriptors, 

etc. In this example, search processing of this fielded data must be the same as the 

search processing of non-fielded text, e.g. keywording. 

But what about the generalized file processors that have been touted for so long? 

They are actually designed to process either the structured data in formatted files 

or (using the context and/or keywords) the completely unstructured data of a non

fielded file. We have too long ignored the center of the spectrum! What about the 

position title for individuals (whose data is maintained in your personnel formatted 

files); what about the actual description of a part (in your inventory control files); 

what about the name of the account (in your accounts receivable files)? 

Considering the state-of-the-art of a few years ago, one designed with only one 
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of the aforementioned extreme groups in mind (from a data search standpoint). For 

example, the systems designed to handle formatted files had (and, to a large degree, 

still have) no keyword search capability! On the other hand, text processors were 

~and, to a large degree, still are) incapable of processing structured, fielded data. 

Even the work currently going on in the third generation systems considers only one 

of the extremes. 

Well then, what is the breakthrough? It is the consideration of t.he center of the 

Data Spectrum! 

Upon study it becomes apparent the extremes of the spectrum are merely special 

cases of the center. In maintenance and retrieval everything is handled at the field 

level; that is, a complete field (or segment) is changed (in maintenance) or pulled and 

formatted on a page (in retrieval). Search, on the other hand, treats every non-common 

word (in this sense -- a code in a field is also considered a word) in all fields of the 

entry as a "keyword" or query handle. This approach differs from other systems in 

which only words from specified fields (e.g. Title only) or words deliberately and 

usually manually "coded" serve as keywords. As many of today's scientific disciplines 

are constantly in the throes of a breakthrough into a new technology, the above concept 

is of extreme importance. Prior to a breakthrough, a given set of words or phrases 

has one implied meaning (to the reader) while, after the breakthrough, the same set 

of words or phrases may have a completely different implication. The above concept 

then allows for the actual words, or phrases, throughout the complete record (report, 

document, or any other ADP record) to be used as query handle. 

The approach also differs from "accepted practice" in formatted file processing 

where no keywords are used in search -- a match across the complete field is required 

to achieve a "good hit." 

It was stated earlier that processors took into account "only one small portion of 

the spectrum." That is, formatted file processors do not allow for the use of keywords 

in search -- text processors do not consider the requirement for fielding (and obviously 

formatting). It has been said that "it is not economically feasible to process across 

the spectrum. " The one notable exception to these previously accepted rules is (Data) 
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Central -- a generalized information system programmed and implemented by Data 

Corporation of Dayton and Washington. 

(Data) Central processes across the data spectrum! And in an on-line conversational 

mode! How is this done? Doesn't keywording require a lot of main-frame time? 

The answer to the second question is "no." In order to answer the first question, it 

is necessary to get into a discussion of how (Data) Central works! 

Figure 3 indicates how (Data) Central looks at implementations. One customer's 

application becomes only one of many applications of the system, and this is referred 

to as a data base. Each application is made up of many file·s, arid each file is made up 

of many entries. During the second generation these entries were referred to as 

records because they were all logically stored as a single entity which, from a storage 

standpoint, is called a record. In order to differentiate between the storage notation 

of a record and the logical conglomeration of facts relating to a single subject, which 

previously was also called a record, (Data) Central refers to the conglomeration as 

either an entry, or a document, and uses the term "record" only to refer to storage 

problems. Each of these entries or documents is made up of a number of fields or, 

as we call them, segments . . The terms are synonomous. You will note then that 

each field is made up of keywords. A keyword is defined as any set of characters 

between two delimiters as long as the word does not appear in an exclusion list. Now 

that means that highly structured or coded data goes into this category because obviously 

a code in a field defines the field as containing only one keyword, the code itself. 

Under certain unique combinations we could also process down to the character and 

bit level.. Under normal circumstances, (Data) Central processes at the word, or 

sometimes called data value, level. 

Now what is this processing? (Figure 4). When one has a serial file, the normal 

or standard approach has been the definition of fixed length fields, shown in the figure 

as fixed block length character strings. This means that if the field is not used up, 

it is just padded with a bunch of extraneous material. Our approach to the serial 

file is to have one variable length character string per entry, preceded by what might 

be called a Table of Contents. This reduces storage drastically and allows us to 

process any variable length data. 
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Figure 3. Data Central System Approach 
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However, serial processing does not allow for the fast acquisition of data. For 

this the system required an inverted file (Figure 5). There are two methods available 

for inverting a file: one is an inversion at the field level, and this is considered the 

standard method; the (Data) Central method inverts the file at the word level. 

At the field lev~l, inversion is merely the establishment of a separate index 

by each field value. That is, all values for the field "name" would be stored together, 

and attached to each of these values would be the accession number or entry identifier 

to identify which document contains this value in the field called 11name." This still 

makes it difficult to do a keywording type of search on the field and allows generally 

for only the processing of structured data, where structured data now takes on the 

meaning of requiring a character for character match across the entire field. 

The (Data) Central method, as shown in Figure 5 takes every word (except noise 

words) in the file and places it in the inverted file in alpha-numeric order, making it 

a keyword. Associated with each keyword -- and I might add at this point a reminder 

that highly structured, coded or formatted-file type data is also considered a keyword 

under this concept -- is a series of associated information strings which specifies 

not only in which entry the keyword appeared but in which ·field, in which file, in 

which sentence of the field, and what its relative position was within that sentence. 

All this allows the system to reconstruct, if necessary, complete phrases. Other 

information is carried for each occurrence of a keyword, including secu:rHy classifi-

, cations and information relating to maintenance. This maintenance information allows 

the system to know first when the data entered the file and also when it was last 

checked or updated; this affords a handle to manage the maintenance of the data base 

and also to determine Selective Dissemination responses. 

Let's look now at an example of document entry (Figure 6). This is the upper 

half of a DD form 1498. It includes all types of data across the data spectrum; for 

example, the funding agency can be considered as coded or structured data; the 

contract amount as quantified data and such fields as the technology utilized . or the 

title or the name of the organization, etc. as variable length, unstructured, yet fielded 

data. How would (Data) Central access a file of this type? Assume, for purposes of 
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discussion, that a file exists containing entries for 1498 's. The file is defined as the 

"work unit" file and is assigned an acronym "WKUN." 

The first thing a user sees when he punches into the system (Figure 7) is the 

request by the computer to "Enter Format, ·File, · Output Device." In answer to·this 

question the user ent~rs a format number, in the example a format No. 5; the file 

acronym, in this case "WKUN"; and the word "Console." 

Here we have an example of the minimal ADP training required to operate this 

system. We do not expect that the customer-users will have to program a special 

type of format output. If they want a special format, it is a job for the programmers. 

A programmer utilizing the report generator package or COBOL, etc. would generate 

the format package and insert it under a temporary format number. The user need not 

code any type of program but need only refer to .a format.number. This.format 

NBR also is used to connect output to other sophisticated processors such as Fortran 

ENTER FORMAT, FILE, OUTPUT DEVICE 

5, wkun, console 

ENTER REQUEST 

$utilize equ 'mathematical model' and $title neq 'laser rese·arch' 

THERE ARE 0002 DOCUMENTS THAT SATISFY YOUR REQUEST. 

DO YOU WANT TO PRINT THE ANSWERS? - YES OR NO. 

yes 

DO YOU WANT THE DOCUMENTS SEQUENCED BY ONE OF THE RETRIEVED FIELDS? 

YES OR NO. 

yes 

ENTER THE NAME OF THE FIELD TO BE SORTED 

curnum 

SET PAPER TO PRINT ON PAGE BREAK PRESS SPACE. BAR TWICE AND CARRIAGE 

RETURN 

Figure 7. Computer/Console Dialog 
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statistical packages, etc. Later in this report there are two special formats defined 

that are universally used. This is an example of the differentiation (as far as the 

(Data) Central system is concerned) between programmers and customers. In the 

example the user also indicates that once he has processed a query against the file 

called WKUN, he wants the answer back on his console. 

Since format 5, by its design, requires certain fields of data to be retrieved, the 

system need not ask for this information. As a result, the system comes back 

immediately with the question, "Enter Request. " In the case at hand a simple request 

is generated: the user wants all documents or entries for which the field contains 

the phrase -- maybe alone or with others -- 'mathematical model', and the title of 

project field does not contain the phrase 'laser research.' Referring back to the 

inverted file concept, it is not necessary for the system to serially search every 

entry in the file. It is only necessary to go to that portion of the inverted file that 

relates to the words specified and determine which entries had the words used in 

the proper field and in the proper order. If it was used in another field, it would not 

fit the requirement. From the time the request is transmitted to the time the 

computer prints out the statement that "There are 002 Documents That Satisfy the 

Request." is somewhere on the order of five seconds, regardless of the number of 

entries in the data base. An additional four or five seconds of computer time is 

necessary for the remaining portion of the dialogue shown in the figure which also 

allows the computer to actually generate the report; the last part of the report is 

shown in Fig. 8. 

Figure 9 is another example of a query. In the Recon Central data base or 

application there are three files: one dealing with 1498's called WKUN, one dealing 

with project abstracts called RCCN, and one dealing with photographic equipment data 

called PHBK for Photo Bank. Let us assume that an integrated query. is necessary 

and that Figure 9 is that integrated query. Assume also that the field name "date" 

refers to the date in the 1498's, the "author" refers to the abstract author, and the 

"source" to that field in the photo equipment bank of data. In addition, the retrieval 

field "title" will also refer to the 1498's. Prior to entering the request a pseudo-file 

called INFO is defined containing this combination of fields, all currently existing in 
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TECHNICAL PROGRAM LISTING 

RC 018208 

N/A CURRENT NUMBER/CODE: 6. 25. 09. 01. R 5955 AO377 CD000 

TITLE: 
(U) AIRBORNE LASER 

PROFESSIONAL MANYEARS FUNDS 

PRIOR FY 1965 0. 00 PRIOR FY 

CURRENT FY 196'6 0. 00 CURRENT FY 

CURRENT FY+l N/A 

PROFESSIONAL MANYEARS 

PRIOR FY .10 

CURRENT FY 2. 60 

CUMULATIVE TOTALS 

FUNDS 

PRIOR FY 

CURRENT FY 

$120000. 

$0. 

$211,000.00 

$ 66,000.00 

Figure 8. Example of Format 5 

NOTE 

The data contained in this figure, as well as elsewhere in this document, are fictitious 
and are not related to actual data appearing on official 1498 forms. 

the other files. Currently this pseudo-file definition must be done at the computer site. 

We are currently working on phcing this capability on-line. Once the pseudo-file INFO 

has been generated, this query can be run. Again, the first question to the user is 

"Enter Format, File, Output Device." In the case at hand this user is asking for format 

99, arid this is one cif the special universal formats mentioned above. 

Format 99 essentially tells the computer that the user does not care about the 

actual format per se and, in fact, may not be aware of any format .that adequately 

satisfies his immediate requirements. He just wants a series of fields displayed in 

order, without regard to format. As a result, the next thing the computer asks for are 

the fields wanted or as shown on Fig. 9 "Enter Types to Be Displayed." The answers 
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YES 

ENTER THE NAME OF THE FIELD TO BE SORTED. 

DATE 

Figure 9. Computer Dialogue 



that the user has asked for are the title, source, text, author, and date, the complete 

set of fields for the pseudo-file called INFO. The computer is now ready to entertain 

the request. Please note in the request the uses of the Boolian operators as well as 

of the arithmetic operators. Again, the logic employed in solving this problem does 

not necessitate a serial search of all entries or even of all fields specified (as in 

other inverted file concepts); but rather the portion of the inverted file dealing with 

the word "Texas" is immediately accessed, and all uses of the word "Texas" in the 

field name "source" are held as possible solutions, then all instances of the occurrence 

of the word "instruments" in the same field in word position one greater than the word 

position of the word "Texas" are noted, which in fact reconstitutes the phrase "Tex.as 

Instruments," reducing the number of documents or entries that satisfy the request. 

The same thing is done for the words "Jones" or "Smith" in the field named "author." 

Finally, a sub-portion of the inverted file is used for the arithmetic data search ... 

One of the unique capabilities of (Data) Central is the unit of measure conversion. 

Every field in the system is logical in nature. In addition, certain fields are defined 

as being also arithmetic; and a certain standard unit of measure is established for 

all arithmetic fields in the file. Data, upon entry, is converted to this standard unit 

of measure and entered in numeric sequence in the arithmetic portion of the inverted 

file. The user's arithmetic request parameters are also converted to this same 

standard unit of measure; and this converted figure,rather than the quantity entered, is 

used for the search. This means that one user might have entered into a focal length 

field the value of six inches and at query time asked for focal length greater than 25 

millimeters. The quantity six is less than the quantity twenty-five, but the value six 

inches is greater than the value twenty-five millimeters. Having converted to a standard 

unit of measure internally, the system is able to accurately satisfy the request. The 

answer that would be received in this case would be six inches because in the serial 

portion of the file, which is used for retrieval, the data remains in its original -- not 

its converted -- form. The user never sees the converted form. 

It might be added, also, with respect to the dialogue in the figure, that this user 

knew in advance that there wo-;ild be more than just a few answers. Note that there are 

really twelve. As a result, he specified that he wanted the answers printed on the high-
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speed printer in the computer room; and, ilil' fact, that's what happens. The capabili_ty 

to specify "tape", using this same principle, would allow for data exchange, in machine 

readable form. 

What additional features are available in working with data in this third generation 

system? One of the ,capabilities is that there is an internal s ynonym dictionary; and, 

in fact, when the term "Aircraft" is used as a query parameter, the phrase "flying 

machine" and "airplane" also become search parameters. In addition, there is a 

universal character which means that the words "Smith" and "Smyth" can be searched 

for by specifying SM*TH; where the asterisk indicates to the system that any character 

in this position is legal. Thirdly, since the system obviously can reconstitute phrases 

by virtue of word position, this system also has, inherent to its design, a distance 

searching capability; that is, it is possible to search for the occurrence of the word 

"ballistic" and the word "missile", requiring that they be within some number of words 

of each other. Other capabilities to include root words, geographic searching, etc. 

are planned but not implemented at this point in time. 

Data (Central) processes across the data spectrum! And in an on-line conversational 

mode! The fact that it is operational and that it has been successfully (and profitably) 

implemented belies the statement concerning "economic feasibility; 11 the fact that the 

data is not only available but is currently. in existing files indicates that there is, 

indeed, a "requirement. " 

This then is the breakthrough. The concept of processing by context rather than 

by code is upon us; we can structure any and all data bases the way the customer thinks; 

we do not have to force man to think the way the computer does. In addition, new data 

bases are not needed; the new concept allows for the processing of existing automated 

files and, in fact, allows for the searching of fields in these existing files that were 

NOT previously searchable. Files can be either truncated in nature (like abstracts) 

or, at the option of the user, in a voluminous form. 

For years, we in the ADP profession have been talking about this cybernetic 

society of ours. We like to think that we have ascribed to the automaton many anthro

pomorphic qualities. In fact, because of the many involved coding schemes it is 

17 



actually the opposite; we have ascribed to the human user characteristics normally 

associated with the computer. In the past, this has been because the state-of-the-

art would not allow us to do otherwise; this is no longer true and we, as true profes

sionals, can return to the original path -- LETS MAKE THE MACHINE AN EXTENSION 

OF MAN, NOT THE REVERSE. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Since the information contained herein has been gathered from various sources, 

it is incumbent upon the reviewer to delineate his sources as an indication of the vali

dity of the data. Additionally, Data Corporation (the reviewer) by its involvement in 

one of the reviewed systems, might be considered prejudiced in evaluating its own 

system. This possibility was recognized throughout the investigation and an attempt 

was made to remove any bias. 

0.1 Sources 

0.1.1 Information on the various IDHS systems was gathered through the 

following documents and additional data (to clarify questions) was recieved in direct 

verbal communication with members of the Systems Operations Support Branch at 

DIA. The documents are: 

0.1.1. 1 The DIAM 65-9 series titled "Intelligence Data Handling 

System (IDHS) 1410 Formatted File System (1410 FFS)" with various dates, published 

by the DIA. (This document covers Mark II). 

0.1.1. 2 Mark ill 1410 Formatted File System, Preliminary User's 

Reference Manual dated 10 February 1967 by DIA. 

0.1.1. 3 A series of three manuals dealing with 7094 FFS revised 

during June 1966 and published by DIA. These manuals define Mod 7. 5 7094 FFS. 

0. 1.1. 4 IBM Document No. N-0661 titled "Mod 8 7094 FFS Program 

Capability Changes dated 5 May 1967 and published by IDHS, Contracting Agency, Rome 

Air Development Command, Griffiss Air Force Base, New York. (This document 

defines the changes to Mod 7. 5 FFS to make it Mod 8.) 

0. 1. 2 Information relative to the NIPS Systems were gathered primarily 

through discussions with individuals currently on the programming staff for the NIPS 

development effort. Clarification of details, however, was gathered from system plan

ning manual SPM 1-67 dated 31 January 1967, relating to the program design approach 

for S 360/50 FFS as published by the NMCS. 
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l. 0 Minimum Hardware Configuration 

1.1 Central Processor Type 

1.1.1 

1.1. 2 

1.1. 3 

1.1. 4 

Mark II - FFS is operational on a 1410. 

Mark m - FFS will be operational on a 1410. 

NIPS 1410 is operation on a 1410. 

NIPS Phase·! will be operation on a 360/50. It has been 

reported that the system will be able to operate once it becomes operational on 360/ 40. 

This has not been verified in any documentation. 

1.1. 5 

also applicable to Phase II. 

1.1. 6 

1.1. 7 

NIPS Phase II - The comments applicable to Phase I are 

Mod 8 requires a 7094 Model 2. 

GIS is to operate on a 360/40 or 360/50 although the infor-

mation concerning the availability on a 360/ 40 is questionable. 

1.1.8 DPS when it is released in November will be operational 

on a 360/40. 

1.1. 9 ATS will require a minimum of a 360/ 40, and possibiy by 

implementation time (January 1968) will require a 360/50. 

1.1.10 Informatics Mark IV is to be operational on a 360/30 

• and up. 

1.1.11 (Data) Central is currently operational for a 360/30 and 

up. 

1.1. 12 TDMS is written to be operational on a 360/50 or 360/65. 

1. 2 Central Memory (Size) 

1. 2.1 Mark II - FFS requires 80K characters of minimum 

storage. 
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1.3.5 NIPS Phase II requires no tape except that if that portion of 

the output package defining tape output is used then one drive is needed for this feature. 

1. 3. 6 Mod 8 requires a minimum of twelve tape drives (17 are 

recommended) and these tape drives must be on three channels. 

1. 3. 7 Information has not been released. 

1. 3. 8 DPS requires no tapes, however, the documentation indi

cates that disk files are the normal mode of operation. 

1. 3. 9 

implementation of A TS. 

This information has not been released with respect to the 

1. 3.10 Informatics Mark IV per se does not require any specified 

number of tape drives as a minimum; however, since Mark I:V is primarily a tape 

oriented system and for this the data is on tape as well as the output, normal operation 

will require a minimum of one for the old master, one for the new master, one for 

any sub-file, and one for output possibly. 

1. 3.11 (Data) . Central per se requires no tape drives; however, it 

can use them for I/O if they are ~vailable. • 

1. 3.12 TDMS also requires no tapes; however, tl;ie documentation 

indicates that disk files are the normal mode of operation. 

1. 4 Secondary ·(on-Line, Mass) Storage 

operation. 

operation. 

1.4.1 Mark II - FFS requires a minimum of one 1301 disk for 

1. 4. 2 Mark m - FFS requires a minimum of one 1301 disk for 

1. 4. 3 NIPS 1410 requires a minimum of one 1301 disk for operation. 

1. 4. 4 NIPS Phase I requires a minimum of four 2311 disk packs. 

1.4.5 NIPS Phase II requires a minimum of four 2311 disk packs. 
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1. 5. 3 

·~ J.' • ' 
1 ,-.: , : . 

CRT - With the exception of (Data) Central and TDMS, 

no system requires nor can use CRT's. Both (Data) Central _and TDMS are currently 

programming for the inclusion of CRT capability (estimated 1 January 1968 for (Data) 

Central and June 1968 for TDMS. There has been some discussion of the use of CRT's 

with NIPS; however, no plans have as yet been consummated to this reviewer's knowledge. 
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3. 0 Sub-Operating System 

3. 1 Recovery Procedures - All checked systems except (Data} Central, 

TDMS and A TS will have no direct recovery procedures but will by-pass to the next 

job in the job stream (this includes the batch and the remote terminal queue}. (Data} 

Central has extensive recovery as part of its conversational mode operation to allow 

recovery to various levels of re-operation. TDMS reports that it will also have an 

extensive user recovery capability. 

3. 2 Operations Recording - Information relative to transaction recordings 

for GIS, DPS, and ATS is not available. All three IDHS {Mark II, Mark ill and SAC 

Mod 8} have relatively extensive recordings procedures for printout only. These re

cording procedures cannot be considered as audit trails; however, because they are 

not maintained. (Data} Central has no direct operations recording and Mark IV reports 

audit trail~ of some type that can be considered as a form of operation recording. TDMS 

saves if requested a transaction tape recording all operations. Documentation as to the 

level of recording is meager. 
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4.3.4 NIPS Phase I has the capacity to handle any number of 200 

character fixed length fields per logical entry. A limit of approximately (available data 

is sketchy here) 250 fields are allowed for the fixed set data plus approximately the 

same number for each logical segment where a logical segment can be a group of one 

or more periodic sets. In addition one variable length text field may be assigned per 

segment. 

4.3.5 

4. 3. 6 

NIPS Phase II - Same as above. 

Mod 8 allows for 200 fixed length fields of 126 characters 

each (except that arithmetic data is limited to 36 bits) and allows for up to 5820 char

acters per logical entry. 

4.3.7 A maximum of 750 field-names are usable across three 

files; e.g. 250 for each of 3; 375 for each of 2, or 1 file of 750 names. Each field is 

limited to 256 characters in length. 

4. 3. 8 DPS may have up to 255 fields of data assigned per logical 

entry. The length of all but one field is restricted to 249 characters except that the 

total length for these fixed fields must be less than 1638 characters. In addition to these 

fixed fields, DPS allows for processing of free text (keywording) and phrasing against 

one variable length field. 

4.3.9 There are no fields allowed for ATS and the complete docu-

ment entered into the system is considered as one huge variable length field. 

4. 3.10 Informatics Mark IV reports no limit on the number of 

I fixed length fields and the length of the logical record is limited only by core availability. 
I • 

• 4. 3. 11 (Data) Central allows for 256 times 64 fields, all either 

variable or fixed in length with no restrictions placed on the number of characters per 

i logical entry. 
I 
I 
i . 

4.3.12 TDMS reports "some large number" of fixed length fields 

I each a maximum of 256 characters per logical entry. 

restricted. 

The logical entry size is not 
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4.4.10 

4.4.11 

~ · 

See paragraph 4. 3.10. 

(Data) Central places no restriction on the number of 

characters per logical entry. 

4.4.12 

acters per logical entry. 

TDMS also reports no restriction on the number of char-

4. 5 Maximum Number of Simultaneous Files 

4.5.1 Mark II - FFS, afl three versions of the NIPS, Document 

Processing System, Administrative Terminal System and TDMS all report no multi

file ·capacity. 

4.5.2 Both Mark ill - FFS and Mod 8 can process a multiplicity 

of files in one batch query; however, the actual process is one file at a time where data 

is held (and/or merged) between single file processings. 

4.5.3 Informatics Mark IV reports the capability for simultaneous 

processing of up to five files. 

4.5.4 (Data) Central processes simultaneously up to 64 files. 

4. 6 Keywording 

4.6.1 With the exception of the Administrative Terminal System, 

all systems are capable of processing user supplied keywords in that the individual 

words (and/or phrases) are placed in separate fields for query purposes. The ATS 

system, because of its primary design for the maintenance of documents rather than 

the selective retrieval thereof, does not allow for this capacity. 

4.6.2 Only the Document Processing System and (Data) Central 

report any current capability for processing system generated keywords. In both cases 

the te:,,,,1;ual :material is broken down into keywords and separately stored for query. 
j 
/ In addition, TDMS, in the proceedings of the 22nd Conference of the ACM, reports the 
I ., 
i 
i 

I 
I 
I 

planned inclusion of keyword ability. It is anticipated that this will not be available 

prior to the end of 1968. 

i 
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4.11.5 

4.11.6 

4.11. 7 

NIPS Phase II allows 1250 periodics, all at the same level. 

Mod 8 allows for a single level of nine periodics. 

The information for GIS is not available. Discussion, how-

ever, reveals that multiple level periodicity (to about 15 levels) will be available; the 

total number of sets definable is not available. 

4.11. 8 DPS does not allow for any periodics and none is planned. 

4.11. 9 ATS allows for no fields of any kind. 

4.11.10 Mark IV is designed t.o handle 99 periodics in any combination 

of up to nine hierarchical levels. 

4.11.11 (Data) Central does not allow for any periodicity; however, 

system modification currently being considered will allow for 256 periodics for combi

nations of up to 15 levels of hierarchy. 

4. 11. 12 Information has not been released. 
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5. 4 Internal File Restructuring - NIPS 360 Phase I, DPS and ATS do 

not have any capacity for restructuring the data base. All other systems report that 

this capacity is inherent to the design. 

5. 5 User Supplied Standard Updates (Stored) - DPS and ATS do not have 

this capacity. (Data) Central is planning this for inclusion sometime next year. All 

other systems report that it is either operational for the second generation systems 

or will be operational when the system,_ itself, becomes operational (for third gener

ation systems). 

5. 6 Audit Trails - TDMS and Mark IV are the only two systems that 

generate any type of audit trail, although a similitude of an audit trail is generated by 

all of the IDHS FFS's in their operational recording. No other audit trails are available. 

17 



6.2.3.10 

6.2.3.11 

6.2.3.12 

Mark IV can process up to five files simultaneously. 

(Data) Central can process 64 files simultaneously. ~ 

TDMS has no multi-file capability. 

6. 2. 4 File Associated Tables 

6. 2. 4.1 

do not use file associated tables. 

NIPS 1410, 360 Phase I, 360 Phase II and ATS 

6.2.4.2 All other systems can or do use file associated 

tables. 

6. 2. 5 Operators Query Language 

6. 2. 5.1 Logical Operators (AND, OR, NOT) - Only 

ATS which is not a querying system can not use all three operators directly. 

6. 2. 5. 2 Arithmetic Operators (LE, EQ, GT, etc.) -

ATS is the only system that does not allow for arithmetic operation. All other systems 

allow for arithmetic searching. Both (Data) Central and TDMS however allow for 

automatic unit of measure conversion in arithmetic searching. 

6. 2. 5. 3 Between Operators - The Three NIPS systems 

and TDMS have the between operator for direct use against any arithmetic field. (Data) 

Central allows the use of the between operator (ALL) only for the record ID field. No 

other system uses between as a direct operator. 

6.2.5.4 Geographic Searching Only the military sys-

terns (all IDHS and NIPS systems) currently have the geographic search capability. 

(Data) Central is currently planning this inclusion for sometime immediately after 

the first of the year. No other system has this capability. 

6. 2. 6 Language Features 

6.2.6.1 Keyword-Key Phrase Capability - (Data) 

Central allows for full keywording and phrasing on all fields of the file. DPS allows 

for keywording and key phrasing on only the one variable length field defined. None 
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6.1. 2.11 {Data) Central is currently planning to include, 

under .its time sharing operation, a queued mode.·· 

6.1.2.12 TDMS reports that it is primarily a conversa-

tional mode system and as such except for the necessity of a time sharing queue does 

not operate in queued mode {this means no batch capability). 

6. 2 Language and Capabilities - All systems with the exception of ATS 

have query language. 

6.2.1 Stored Query 

6. 2.1.1 Mark II - FFS, Mark ill - FFS, DPS, and ATS 

have no stored query capability. 

6. 2.1. 2 {Data) Central does not currently have the 

capacity to store queries; however , this is being planned at this time. 

6. 2. 1. 3 All other systems have the capability to store 

standard user queries. 

6.2.2 Search Method 

6. 2. 2. 1 Mark II - FFS is generally a serial search 

system. At file set up time, however, two fields of the file may be ,specified for 

indexing and the system will generate an index based upon the contents of these fields 

and for these fields then the system is index sequential. 

6. 2. 2. 2 

6. 2. 2. 3 

6. 2. 2. 4 

sequential for the record ID field. 

6. 2. 2. 5 

6. 2. 2. 6 

6. 2. 2. 7 

Mz.rk II - FFS is the same as the above. 

NIPS 1410 is only a serial search system. 

NIPS Phase I is serial except that it is index 

NIPS Phase II is the same as the above. 

Mod 8 is a serial search system. 

GIS uses an index sequential system. 

19 
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does exist indirectly by defining ,one or more security fields externally in the file 

and outputting based on the contents thereof. 

6. 2. 6. 8 Field Named Synonymy - NIPS 1410, NIPS 

Phases I and II, Mark IV and the TDMS allow for the use of field name synonymy. 

Other systems do not have this capability. 

23 



records until a record is found that meets the condition. It has been reported that 

Informatics Mark IV may have this capability. None of the other systems have either 

the conditional logic or the randomizing capability and in fact, systems that are not 

either index sequential or inverted search could not use the randomizing function. 
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8.1. 5.1 Mark Il, Mark ill and the three NIPS operations 

allow for user controlled volume by virtue of an automatically generated queriable page 

number. Volume is therefore controllable in page groups. 

8.1. 5. 2 Under Mod 8, DPS, ATS and Mark IV, there is 

no user controlled volume capability. 

8.1.5.3 In both (Data) Central and TDMS the conversa-

tionality of operation gives a complete·user controlled volume at the record and/or 

field level. 

8. 2 • Sort 

8. 2.1 Multi-File - Only Mark IV and (Data) Central have a 

multi-file sort capability. 

8. 2. 2 Multi-Key 

8. 2. 2. 2 The three 1410 systems (Mark II, Mark III, and 

NIPS) allow for any combination of up to 25 characters in the sort key. 

8. 2. 2. 3 Mod 8 allows for specified seven different fields, 

one major and six minor, as the sort key except that for any field whose length is . 

specified as being greater than 30 characters only the first 30 characters are used for 

the sort. 

8.2.2.4 Mark IV allows for nine fields to be specified as 

a sort key and it is believed there is a character count restriction, although no docu

mentation has been found to substantiate this impression. 

8. 2. 2. 5 Currently (Data) Central only allows for one 

sort key. A multiple key capability of unknown amount is currently being planned. 

8. 3 Generations 

8. 3.1 Sul:rFile DPS and ATS cannot generate any sul:rfile. 

All other studied systems seem to have some capability in this respect. 

8. 3. 2 Summary File - (Data) Central by virtue of its conversa-

27. 
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8. 4. 2 Output Arithmetic Operators - The above comments apply 

here also. 

8. 4. 3 Output Statistic Operators 

8. 4. 3.1 If TDMS uses the aforementioned specifications 

for its output package, the statistical capabilities which include regression analysis, 

etc. , will be vastly superior to any other RPG. 

8. 4. 3. 2 Both Mod 8 and Mark IV have the capability of 

specifying average only, taken over arithmetic fields. 

8.4.3.3 (Data) Central using the operating systems 

RPG has a full range of statistical direct operators including average and deviation 

but no statistical analysis capability such as regression. 

8.4.3.4 The remaining systems have no reported statis-

tical capability. 

8. 4. 4 Output Summary {Totals, Counts, Sub-Totals) etc. 

8. 4. 4.1 Mark I, Mark III, the three NIPS all have total 

and count capability but no "sub" capabilities. 

8. 4. 4. 2 Mod 8 has the capability to summarize to two 
I 

levels (e.g. counts and totals , sub-counts and sub-totals). 

8. 4. 4. 3 Mark IV has the capability for taking nine 

levels of totaling. 

8.4.4. 4 Both (Data) Central and TDMS have an unspeci-

fied number of levels for summarization capability. 

8.4.4.5 

8. 4. 5 Sorting 

8.4.5.1 

DPS ·and ATS have no capability in this respect. 

All remaining systems have a measure of the 

capacity to specify the order of the output except that in both Mark II, and ill and NIPS 

1410 this capability is inherent to the query package rather than the output package. 
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NOTES: 

1. Information is not released. 

2. "E" storage for DOS; "F" storage requ.ired for OS. 

3. "G" storage for non-remote operations; "H" storage requ.ired when remote 

processing is available. 

4. None for system per se except that if files take up all (sic) available disk 

space, then tapes are needed for sorting. 

5. TDMS requ.ires per se neither tape or DASD, Purchaser must have something, 

however, for both system and data base residency. 

6. Resides as a separate system on the IBSYS system tape. 

7. One variable length field only allowed per entry. 

8. One variable length field allowed per segment. 

9. Limited by core availability. 

10. System is primarily a tape system - in addition a disk (2311) is needed if 

running under DOS. 

11. Limited by DASD availability. 

12. Via format number. 

13. The only type allowed. 

14. Position formatted files only. 

15. Position and comma formatted only. 

16. By writing a special (assembly or compiler) language program. 

17. Index sequential on Record ID field only - otherwise serial. 

18. Two fields can be specified at file set-up time for indexing and the system 

will allow for index sequential on these two fields. 

19. Serial through a series of inverted lists - quite complicated set of lists. 

20. Merge only - one file at a time into another. 

21. By use of the universal character. 

22. At the complete file level. 

23. At the sub-field (word) level. 

24. Essentially a control break search does exist except that it occurs in the 

"output" package rather than the query package. 
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This paper discusses what in The Mead Corporation have found to be certain aspects of 
search strategy with respect to searching large data bases and certain problem areas that 
remain. The paper defines some problem areas, especially problem areas In the freeing-up of 
the interface language between the user and the search process. Four specific areas in the 
interface language are defined, and a recommendation is made concerning basic research 
into some linguistic meanings for the four areas. 

What is a large data base? I would venture a guess that. 
although each one of us has our own definition of a large 
data base, there are some subtle differences bet.we.en those 
·definitions. We at The Mead Corporation are involved with 
large data bases in many classes, and I have found that the 
people involved with large data bases of the bibliographic 
class are far ahead of others in their thinking concerning 
the use of large data bases in general. But the problem 
areas for other types of large data bases (large for other 
reasons) also present some formidable difficulties . 

Now, under what. criteria can a data base be large? First, 
a data base can be large because the number or records or 
entries in that data base is large. Five hundred thousand 
entries in a data base represent a large data base, indepen
dently of the size of each of the individual entries. A data 
base containing merely bibliographic information, includ
ing a limited number of manually assigned index terms (on 
the 500,000 entries), could well require storage of a mere 50 

. to 100 million characters of information. Not a very large 
amount of storage in anyone's evaluation, but a large num
ber of entries. 

The second criterion for defining a large data base, then, 
could be the numbers of characters involved. Again, a bibli
ographic data base with only 10,000 entries in it, hut with 
each entry being the full text of the document involved, 

• represents a data base whose character count is on the 
order of a billion. 

A third measure against which a data base could be con
sidered is a measure very important to the search or selec
tion process. If the number of selectable elements, possibly 
a controlled thesaurus, is on the order of a thousand, inde
pendently of the size of the data base in characters or 
entries, the data base could be said to he small. On the 
other hand, in a full-text operation, where every potential 
word and every potential value, including all variants. a re 
search-selectable elements numbering in the hundred
thousand area , the data base could be said to be large, 
especially if the software involved required a serial search 
of those elements. 

Now, finally, a fourth condition under which a data base 
could be said to be large, again independently of the previ 
ous three, appears primarily when we get away from biblio
graphic data bases-and I believe that this Conference 
should address this question-because, as bibliographic ex
perts, we have led the field. We have been at the "head of 
the pack," so to speak. In defining Information Science ac
tivities, designers of management systems, for example, are 
just beginning to think about large data bases in the way 
we in the bibliographic area have been thinking of them for 

t~ d in t he "Conference on Large Data Bases," sponsored by the 
NAS/NRC Co mmi ttee on Chemical Information , National Acadcmv of Sci-
ences, May 22- 2::J , 1974. • 

years. This last condition, under which a data base might 
be said to be large, would be in the number of fields and/or 
files associated with the intricate make-up of the individual 
data base. 

We will be addressing all four of these areas-all four of 
these definitions of large data bases-during our discus
sion. If, during the discussion, there is disagreement be
tween what is said by two people, myself being possibly one 
of them, or two people within t he audience during the 
question and answer period, it is quite possible that the dif
ference lies in the assumed definition of some of the terms, 
i'nclud'ing this one. 

I would nowwish-to raise another question from a defini
t ion standpoint. Who, or what, is the user? We have been 
inundated recently with calls for standardization of sys
tems specifications of systams intercourse. There have be, 
a wide variety of complaints about having to learn multi).. 
disciplines of access for multiple large data bases. I wish h, 
propose a hypothesis and suggest that it be the subject of 
some discussion. Is it not possible that the reason there is 
such a dichotomy of user interaction specifications is that 
the indi vidual definitions of what and who the user is vary? 
The attributes that are ascribed to this person called "the 
user" by system one vary and differ greatly from the attrib
utes associated with this person called "the user" by sys
tem two. Until we have some commonality of under
standing, until we agree on the minimum set of attributes 
for "the user ," we will continue to have a dichotomy of sys
te ms. 

The understanding and agreement as to what a user is 
are important in still another area. The on-line interactive 
use of data bases, large or small, is in its infancy. As the 
user population grows, it is quite logical to assume that the 
profile (make-up) of that population will continue to 
change. Unless we, as an industry, understand this chang
ing phenomenon, we will not be adequately ready to sup
port the end user. I am going to describe this end-user now 
by my definition-this is the definition of the end user 
profile as we in The Mead Corporation see it. Up until re
cently, end users, that is, the users on the terminal, have 
had at least a smattering of training in the Information Sci
ences technology. They have been able to assimilate mean
ings of terms such as "Boolean logic," "operators," "argu
ments," etc. For the most part, we have been building the 
system for our own inner circle of users. That is not the 
definition of the user as The Mead Corporation sees it. The 
definiti on I am about to give you looks into the future 
where, via the advanced technology of such things as cable 
TV, the end users of both large and small data bases will bt 
scared out of their wits by such terms as Boolean logic. 
even though in their normal day-to -day, natural languagf 
communication, they use an "AND" and an "OR" all th i 
time. 
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_PLANNING AND DESIGN OF ON-LINE SYSTEMS 

,. 

FOR THE ULTIMATE USER OF 
BIOMEDICAL INFORMATION 

R. R. BLANKEN and B. T. STERN 
Excerpta Medica, P.O. Box I 126, Amsterdam, The Netherlands 

,.·' J (!~ .\~ _ _ (R~ed24111/y 1975) , • • . . /t::75', t'f1". . . · - . ~ ·..) If· -~ (_ , ,2-'!)7--22--7 - , 
Abstract-Following a general discussion on the philosophy and' design of information systems, with 

. __ . particular attention to the definition, needs and psychology of the ultimate user of systems providing on-line 
access to biomedical infor:nation, the role of the documentalist, the differences between document retrieval 
and true information retrieval and the operational characteristics of on-line systems which affect their cost 
and hence their design and acceptability, the authors· make some tentative pre.dictions as to the future demand 
for such information retrieval services and their probable organizational form . A brief re ort is . then 
presented on the rinci al findings and conclusions of a user's study of the xcer t d1ca s stem, the key 
eatures an istory of wh1c are rte y described. Base on e conclusions of this study, parllcularly as 

regards the complexity of the average search question, the role of the search formulators in determining the 
results of computer searching, the importance of secondary concepts for retrieval and the optimal level of 
specificity of a computer thesaurus, some of the changes i xcerptl Medica system hich are in the 

• lannin sta e and will be incorporated into the syste s Mark II • • al 
features o the two sys ems current y o ermg on- m 
Germany and the U.S. , p anne e 

erp a ed1ca t esaurus (Malimet), a project which is to be based largely on frequency counts o! the existing 
database and the elimination of over-specific terms by posting under broader concepts. The results of some of 

. the initial steps in this direction (i.e. frequency counts of portions of the.database and the structuring of some of 
the terms used in the cancer field) are presented by way of illustration . 

. ' ... , : 1 • • . • ~ . . '.: ' 

'J 

I. INTRODUCTION 

On-line access to large literature databases has been available since the end of the 1960s and the 
experience gained has been proving useful in the major redesigns that are , or will be, taking place 
within these services. Such design amendments must be seen as distinct from the continuing 
modifications introduced as a result of hardware changes, increased geographical or time 
availability and the greater volume of material handled. 
_. With more t an l ·5 million references in its computer files Excerpta Medica is one of the 
world's far est literature services an 1s now active y engaged in the design and implementation 
of a new system wh1c will retain the best features of the old, whilst at the same time introducing 
improvements based on both user experience · and in-house production needs. 

Excerpta Medica's present Mark I system has been amply described in the literature on 
sevef"al occasions[l-4]. However, one difference between Excerpta Medica and other services 
should be emphasized. It is a service desi ned for access· by the ultimate user and not by a 
documentalist interme 1ary. For this reason, the design of the Mack II system, with a Iikd:,:_ 
increase in on-line acces~ demands greater care than with other services if the avajlable 
information is not to be locked into the system as a result of a "system barrier" caused by 
non-familiarity. 

All systems have their peculiarities which need to be appreciated by the user, just as 
dictionaries or other retrieval tools prove most valu.iblc when there is some familiarity with their 
intellectual patterns. Documentalists have rightly served as the skilled intermediary b.:tween 
system and user as they have the necessary familiarities with a variety of sources to obtain the 
best results. As the services are refined and tend towards a single optimum pattan, a so-far 
hidden barrier to effective retrieval will become criti-:al. This is th.: unconscious chang.: in the 
concept transmitted by the user to the documentalist wh.:n posing his question. caused by the 
latter trying to "fit" the question to the system, in order to obtain th.: highest possible numb.:r of 
-relevant references. 

For Excerpta Mcdica, th.: ultimate user is the person who actually absorbs (and alll'mpts to 
apply) the ideas from the original article. It is Olli sufficient, in our view, to pro\'ide a syskm 
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Mr. Charles P. Bourne 

INFOTEX ASSOCIATES 
31~1 Kettering Blvd. 
Dayton, Ohio 45439 

( 513) 233-4173 

May 9. 19821 

C/0 Lockheed Information Services 
3460 Hillview Avenue 
Palo Alto, California 94304 

Dear Charles: 

11 u ' ... ,~ .... 

. ~, c"Y'?., J./7:,-. 

Than~ you for your letter on the history of online services and 
please accept my apologies for the ielay in responding. · Ia~ glad to 
be included. The following information is the best I can recall; 35 
I am no lon 9er associated with Mead, I don't have access to the re
cords so I ion t have the total facts. I am afraid that some of the 
information differs fro~ that you have. First a question however: In 
reference to your first set of infornation dealing with SDC in ?/60 
It was my impression that, while the full-tect could be retrieved for 
display in that demonstration, the search was on manually assigned 
index terms. Please correct me if I'm wrong. Now for the Data Cen
tral history: 

1. Pre-1954 - A ~anual library (primarily using KEYDEX) was set 
, up and ~as contractor operated in support of the Reconnais

sance Laboratory (Recon Lab) operations. • It {the librarr) 
was na~ej RECON CENTRAL. 

2. ~id/64 - The contractor operating the RECON CENTRAL fatility 
was Data Corporation of Dayton. The contract was expanded to 
inclu1e the deter~ination of the feasibility of using 
full-text auto~ated techniques to aid in the operation of 
RECON CENTRAL. People involved: Bob Roalof and Len Crouch 
(Recon Lab) ani ~illiam Jorog (Data Corp). There were, of 
course, others involvei, but I'm not sure I kno~ who they 
were. 

3. 1955 - As theoretical feasibility was deterninei, the con
tract was expanded to incluie the construction of a feasibil
ity (breadboard) model. This was the standard way in which 
the l~boratory workei in the development of Recon-oriented 
har:iware. 

4. Mid-1966 - Feasibility software demonstrated in-house at Data 
Corporation. Scope w3S expanded to prepare for on-site feas
ibility testing. CoTiputer involved was an IBM 360-40, one 
bin of an IBM 2321 data cell (4~ ~illion bytes) two 2311 
disks (7 megabytes each) ani the online console typewriter. 
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TI sponsorei Form 1498's (RD status report~}, a demonstration 
personhel file, etc. · It is bell~vei that this was the first 
public iemonstration of a system specifically designed for 
full-text search. 

14. late 53 - Union Carbije started feasibility testing usirig 
6hemical cdnpound file~~ Feasibility resultei iri a purchase 
of this breadboard model by Union Carbide. The system was 
installed in their Charleston, West Virginia plant. 

15 . . Late 68 - The OBAR data base was tested in law firms using 

16. 

teletype terrnihal~. Devel6pment of . the commercial system 
con ti riuei. 

Early 1969 (about Feb.} Data Corporation contracted 
D. Little for a market research survey concerning 
bility of a iata base bu~ities~. Mairi partiti~ants 
Donald Wilson, Jerome Rubin for ADL and ~m Garog, R. H 
for Data Corporation. • 

with L 
the via
were iL 
Giering 

17. Stimrner 6~ - Version one of the commercial system was demon
stratei and used for both the legal service from Dayton, Ohio 
and for a number of governnent contracts fro~ · Data Corpora
tion's data center in Arlington~ Vifginii. Contracts · irtcltii
ed (but were not limited tb): 

v 1. COSArI (Conmittee on Scientific and Technical · Informa-
tion}. 

~ 2. BEER (Biological Effects from Electromagnetic Radiation). 

~ 3. EARS (Epilepsy Abstracts Retrieval SysteTI). 

~ 4. PADAT (Psychological Abstracts Direct Access rer~inal). 

Version one of the systern included high speed (12~0 
baud) black and white CRT terminals in aiiition to a wiie 
variety of other terminal types. Boolian searching was ava
ilable including the ability to indicate distance search 
specifications, universal character and truncated words. The 
system also had arithTietic search capabilities on structured 
fields. "" 

l'f'10 • 
19. Feb 1~59 - The Information SysteTis Division of Data Corpora

tion ( Mr Giering ani 1r Vann were co-directors of the divi
siob) became the nucleus of a new Mead ccirporate subsidiary: 
Mead Data Central Incorporated (MDCI). • Mr 1ilson, formerly 
of ADL was naTied President, Mr J. · Rubin (also formerly of 
ADL), Mr. Giering, Mr Vann and Mr. Welch (all from Data 
Corp.) were named Vice-Presidents. The mission of the new 
corporation was to exploit the ne. business(es) available be
cause of the existence of the Data Central syste~. 
Development on added capabilities for Data Central continued 
un1er Mr. Giering's direction. 
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19. 1id 1970 - The name of Recon Central was changed to Aviohics 
Central (the laboratory's name was changed). !vionics Cen
tral contracted with MrL for irtstallation and use of · nata 
Central. Additionally they began . to serve outside clients 
froTI other organiiations (rather than limiting . the support to 
those ~ithin th~ l~boratort). The first client was RPVSPO 
(Remotely Piloted Vehicle Special · Projects Office) of Hq, 
Aeronauticial SysteTIS Diri~ibb. ' ' The files incldded Reliabili
ty forms and trouble reports. over the next few years Avion
ics Central grew with, among others, the following applica
tions: 

1. AUJEN Central (For the Air Force Auditor · General staff at 
Norton AFB, Calif~). Files irtcludei Reports of audit, 
Auiit plans, Ti~e (personnel ti~~) studies, -et6. • 

2. Hq., Dept of the ~avy, Pentagon~ File was a composite of 
all Navy regulatibns. 

3. Defense Audio-Visual Agency (D~VA). · Files incluied a 
cross-service inventory of Audio-Visual items (Slides, 
~otion pictures, etc) and equipTient (both for showing A~v 
items and for producing them), a personnel capabilities 
file, a facilities file and a buiget file. 

4. Directorate of personnel, ASD. A personnel fil~-

5. Headquarters, StsteTis Command. The file was made up of 
project infornation. NaTied MASIS, it was a Management 
Anj Scientific Information SysteTI~ 

6. Naval Training CoTimand. • A file of lesson plans was Tiain
tained together with a personnel file for instructor ca
pabilities. 

7. Electronic Systems Command, Hansco~b Fieli, Mas~. The 
files included Preventative 1a1ntenance instructions ani 
reports of the actual PM's. 

20. Fall 1~70 - rhe KWIC release of the Data Central system was 
introduced. This version of the system allowej the online 
user to obtain a ''personalized abstr3ct" of the documents re
trievei. This entailed the display of the occurrences of the 
terms usei by the online researcher in the search and the 
surrounding context (KiIC = KeywJrd In Context) of those 
terms ,1th the remaining text replaced by ellipses ~ar~s. At 
the same time, the full-text display includei the use of 
color highlighting (KWIC also means KeyWori !rt Color) . 

. 21. The Legal data base continued to expand and the legal search 
service was expanjei into many ~ore law offices in Ohio. 
About this same tiTie, the business expanded by contracting 
with the New York State Bar Association for support of the 
New York leg~l cases. · 
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22. Fall 1971 - l'ne businesses of MDCI • iiere split. The legal 
search service remaihei ~1th MDCI and the non-l~gal contracts 
were returned to Data corporation. ·· The Data Central syste11 
was initi~lly used by both, but during the next year and a 
half, MDCI developed a completely hew system based on · the 
same technology, but directed to the legal profession. - As a 
result, the Data Central capabilities became the purview of 
Data Corporation~ 

NOTE . 

Fro11 the Fall of 1~71 thru the present, · I · hate 
no information concerning the activities of MDC!~ 

23. Oct 72 - Data Cdrporation is rena~ed Mead . Technology Labora
tories (MTL). Contractual service continued. · 

24. Early 74 - Online edit capabilities introduced irito the Data 
Central system. · This included the immediate update of the 
source material with the inverted file to be updated ~1th the 
necessary transactions on the next regularly scheduled batch 
update. 

25. 1~74-1~75 - Support continued for the ~ashington; DC client 
base as well as for the Avionics Central Client base. · 

26. Spring 76 - The BOSTON GLOBE contracted ~ith ~rL for a 
pilot/feasibility program to automate their news clipping 11~ 
brary. The data was to co11e from the GLOBE's automated ty
pesetting process. ~11 wor~ necessary for the interface was 
to be on the part of Data Central~ no interference · iri the 
producing of the newspaper was to be toleratei. Principle 
participants included 1r. Jeorge Collins, l'he Globe's li
brarian, Ms Jennifer Chao, ass't librarian and ~r. Giering 
fro:TJ MrL. 

27. Oct 76 - The Globe's auto~ated library began operation. 
Manual clipping of the Globe (newspaper) by the GLOBE library 
was terminated iri early 1977. 

28. Summer 1977 - The Philadelphia Newspa~ers (the INQUIRER and 
DAILY NEWS) contracted with ~TL to install a Data Central ca-
pability on their inhouse computer for their library. Mr. · 
Joseph ~eMarino is the INQUIRER libraria~. · 

29. Dec 77 - Mr Gierirtg left MrL to begiri INFOTEX ASSOCIATES. 

30. Subsequent to my leaving, ~ead transferre1 the Newspaper bu~ 
siness back to MDC!. rhe contract ,1th Philadelphia has been 
terminated and they had to return the Data Central system to 
Mead. The Boston Globe contract was termiriated as of the eni 
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of 1979. 

I hope the above is helpful in your project; it is ·my best re- . 
~ollection of the events. • 

Now to bring you up to date on my activities since leaving Meai. • 
I formed Infotex Associates (a partnership between myself ani a Massa
chusetts firm), iTimediately · upon leaving Mead. · We currently have six 
additional employees. As soon as the fir'.TI was formed we began devel
opment of a data base system for a mirii~cornputer~ · rt has been in op
eration at two sites for soTie tim~: • At the · Chicago Stin~ri~es (Mi. E. 
Perez, librarian) and at the Boston ·:aobe (Ms. -: Chao, Librarian - Hr. 
Collins has been promoted). The GLOBE's iata base is ·just under a 
billion source characters, containing 2~~,000 stories for tbe peri~i 
Obt 76 thru the present. As soon as the developmental process is 
fully cornpletei we will begiri marketing · efforts, selling complete 
turnkey systeTis: hariware, software, training, etc.; for a wide vari~ 
ety of data base applications. -

If I can be of further as~istance iri ·your project, please don't 
hesitate to contact me. 

SINCERELY 

RICHARD H ~IERING 
Managing Partner 
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IU'OTEX, If\JC. 
1476 Miamisburg-Centerville Road, ~72.,S-

Dayton, Ohio 45459 

Mr. Charles P. Bot:rne 
DIALOG Infor~ation Services 
3460 Hillview Avenue 
Pcilo Alto, California 94304 

.Dear Charlie: 

( 51:::. ) 435-5852 

September 29, 1983 

I'm sorry for the delay in getting back to you with · respect to 
the major events conterning the &istory of the online industry from my 
perspective. 

While I am not co~pletely positive of the actual dates, the at
tached is my best recollection of the events with which I was party 
while at Data Corporation, both before an~ after it became part of The 
Mead Corporation. I believe that it dove-tails with your current in
formation; if not please call and we can straighten out the differ
ences. 

I hope this is helpful. 

SINCERELY 

RICHARD H ·GIERING 
President ~ 
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Major events in the History of Data Central 

The following is an attempt to define the major events in the 

life of Data Central: 

1. ?/64-65 - lxperirnentation (by Lata Corporation under Air 

Force Contract) and breadboard development started of 

fLll-text (text fields) management of project resume's and 

related information. Goal: to prove feasibility of using 

text (as opposed to codes) in a management environment. 

Limited data base, one terminal to a dedicated IBM 360 with 

limited data cell use. Participants: Gorog, Crouch and Roa

lof (latter two are AF). 

2. Late/66 - Feasibility model completed and feasibility proved. 

Limited services began as RECON CENTRAL. Planning for devel

opment of production system started. 

3. Spring/67 - RECON CENTRAL used with CIEC to evaluate and com

pare full-text search against keyword only search. 

4. Oct/67 - AF f~nding (for development of production system) 

depleted, planning effort terminated. RECON CENTRAL contin

ues service with limited breadboard system. Data Corporation 

bEgins an in-house development effort to generate a general

ized fLll text DBMS to be called DATA CENTRAL. The effort 

directed by R. H. Giering. OBAF. formed and contracted with 
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Data Corportation to test the feasibility of ~sing the Data 

Central technolo~y in legal document access. 

PROCESSING ANL THE DATA SPECTRUM" by R. •T a. • 

INFORMATION

Gier in6 pub-

lished. Main participants: Bill Gorog, RH Giering (both of 

Data), James Preston, William harrin~ton (both of OBAR). 

5. Mid/68 - Beta test of initial production Data Central system 

- Union Carbide. First recursive search full-text system. 

First f~ll-text service bureau opened by Data Corporation in 

Washington, DC~ 

6. Oct/68 - First public demonstration of a commercial full-text 

system (version one of Data Central) conducted at the ASIS 

convEntion, Col~mbus, Ohio. Sim~ltaneous multiple terminal 

access (TTY, IBM 1050) against mrltiple large volume data 

bases - each with multiple files - ~sing data cells and/or 

IBM 2311 disk drives. Mead acquired Data Corporation. 

Initial OBAR data base (3 files) at 5f. million characters. 

7. Latter half/68 - Data Central operation filmed for COSATI 

movie. Biological Effects of Electromagnetic Radiation 

(BE1R) project feasibility started at RECON CENTRAL. 

CENTRAL continues to·use limited breadboard system. 

RECON 

8. Spring/69 - Legal research feasibility ~roved. Development 

of enhanced Data Central continued with distance (proximity) 

searching implerr.ented. OBAR begins loading additional re-
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trospective legal material. 

9. Mid/69 - Federal Water Pollution ENVIRON file loaded at the 

Data Corporation service burea1,;_ in Washington. Legal Re-

search Business feasibility study by ArthGr D. Little for 

Data Corporation begun. Main participants: E. Donald til

son and J. R1,;_bin. OBAR starts evaluation of f1•ll-text legal 

research with a limited number of TTY terminals in law of

fices. 

10. Fall/69 - BEER data base moved from RECON CENTRAL (under an 

Air Force laboratory) to the tata Corporation service bureau 

in Washington (under Walter Reed Army Hospital). 

TO CB 

I can not comment on the KIDD report. I only 

know that we were doing work for them about that 

time. 

11. Late/69 - Data Central support cf IBM 2740 and 2741 terminals 

began. Support fer CCI CRT at 1200 baud implemented. Phych 

abstract application loaded for APA. 

12. Feb/70 - Legal business feasibility shown. Mead Data Cen-

tral, Inc (MDCI) formed with H. Lonald Wilson as president. 
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Vice-Presidents included R. ii. Giering, P. J Vann, R Welch 

(all from Data Corporation) and J. Rubin. The Information 

Syste~s Division of Data Corporation was the nucle us of MDCI. 

Other CRT service by Data Central announced. OBAR data base 

p&rchased by MDCI. Its size at about 55 B million characters. 

13. Jun/70 - Color (as well as monochrome) CRT service begins 

from MDCI. Replacement of TTY and TTY compatibile terminals 

in law firms begins. Extensive selling of Ohio law begins.· 

Believed to be the first f~ll-text information sales activi

ty. 

14. Sep/70 - KWIC release - Capabilities of Data Central incre

ased to support the Ke yWord In Context (KWIC) display with 

color highlightin~. 

15. Oct/70 - The Air Force contracts with MDCI to obtain a copy 

of DATA CE~TRAL to replace the limited breadboard system ser

vicing RECON CENTRAL. RECON CENTRAL begins dial-up service 

and CET support. 

16. Jan/71 - Negotiations with state bar associations outside of 

Ohio begins. An audio-visual application is loaded for HEW. 

17. Mid/71 - Personnel application (for Mead) implemented. 

18. Stp/71 - MLCI makes the decision to concentrate its efforts 
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on the selling of legal information. J. Rubin becomes Pre

sident and HD ~ilson becomes Vice-Chairman of the Board. 

Welch resigns. Giering and Vann return to Data Corporation 

with the non-legal business. Vann subsequently resigns. 

MLCI begins extensive development (based on the same technol

ogy) of a system (to cecorne known as LEXIS) dedicated to 

legal research under ld Gottsmann. The Data Central system 

becomes then two systems: the LlXIS system at MDCI and a 

general purpose system (called Data Central) at Data Corpora

tion. Contintied development continues independently one from 

the other. 

To CB 

Subsequent activities about LEXIS/MDCI can not 

be made since I was not involved. 

19. Mid/73 - rata Corporation chan~ed its name to Mead Technology 

Labratories (MTL). 

20. Mid/74 - On-line editing and direct update of the serial file 

(not of the inverted file) implemented. Washington service 

bureau closed with service to customers continuing from the 

Dayton office. 

21. Mid/75 - Weighted retrieval (based on the nbr of terms hit) 
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i~plemented as part of the sort facility. Data recursiveness 

{ability to use data retrieved as a result of a given search 

as the parameters for a subsequent search) implemented. Many 

other terminal types implemented. Transaction billing for 

Data Central at RECON CENTRAL (~ow known as Avionics Central 

and later as INFOCEN) started. Ability to support input from 

terminals having cartridges (or other storage devices) imple

mented. Special universal characters (n&meric only dnd alpha 

only) supported. 

22. June/76 - Initial contract with the Boston Globe for feasi

bility test for news library application began. 

23. Sep/76 - Boston Globe contracts for first newspaper produc

tion data base. 

24. Jul/77 - The Boston Globe stops manual clipping of the news

paper. The automated records are the only records available 

for research. Support for remote terminals with attached 

printers (without manual intervention) implemented. 

25. Sep/77 - Negotiations for implementing a system at the Phila

delphia Inq~irer began. 

26. Nov/77 - Mead Technology Labs forms NEWSLIB to sell news data 

bases. Initial version of Data Central implemented at Phila

delphia Inquirer. 
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27. D~c/77 - Giering resi~ns. Leaves to form IKFOTEX. 

2S. Feb/7E - System enhanced for Phila Inquirer (IBM 3270 termi

nal su~port plus scrooling). 

29. Mid/78 - Nl~SLIB and all non-government data base business 

transfered from M1L back to MDCI. NEXIS is annolinced. Phila 

contract cancelled. 

3~. Late/1980 - MDCI halts support of Data Central business. 

Data Central system scrapped. 
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Mr. Charles P. Bourne 

INFOTEX ASSOCIATES 
3101 Kettering Blvd. 
Dayton, Ohio 45439 

( 513) 2J3-4173 

May 9, . 1980 

C/O Lockheed Information Services 
3460 Hillview Avenue 
Palo Alto, California 94304 

Dear Charles: 

Thank you for your letter Jn the history of online services and 
please accept my apologies for the delay in respondin~. I a~ ·glad to -
be included. The following information is the best I can recall; 35 
I am no lon 9er associated with Mead, _! _don't have access to the re
cords so I don t have the total facts. I am afraid that some of . the 
information differs from that you have. • First a ~uestiOn howeve~: · rri · 

It was my impression that~ while the full-text could be rettieved for 
reference to your fitst set of itiforTiati0n dealing ~ith SDC in ?/60 \ 

( ~isplay in that demonstration, the search was on manually as~igned 
index terms. Please correct me if 1 'm wrong. - Now for the Data Cen-
tral history: 

1. Pre-1954 - A manual library (pri~ariiy using KEYDEX) was set 
up and was contractor operated in support of the Reconnais
sance Laboratory (Recon L~b} dperations. It {the librart) 
was na~ei RECON CENTRAL. 

2. Mid/64 - The contractor operating the RECON CENTRAL facility · 
was Data Corporation of Dayton. The contract was expaiied to 
include the determination of the feasibility of using 
full-text autoTiated techniques to aid in the operation of 
RECON. CENTRAL~ People involved: Bob Roalof and Len - Croucti 
(Recon L~b) and William ~orog (Data Cotp). · rhere were, of 
course, others in•olvei, but I'm not sure • I know who they 
were. 

3. 1955 - As theoretical feasibility was deterTiicted, the con
tract was expanded to incluie the construction of a feasibil
ity (breadboard) model. This was the standari · way in which 
the l~boratory workei in . the development of Recon-oriented 
hardware. -

4. Mid-1966 - Feasibility software demonstrated in-house at Data 
Corporation. Scope was expanded to prepare · for on-site feas
ibility testing. Computer involved was an IBM · 360-40, one 
bin of an IBM - 2321 data cell (4a rnilli0n bytes} two 2311 
disks (7 megabytes each) ani the online console typewriter. 
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( 5. Mar/67 - On-site demonstrati6n of tbe RECON CE~TRAL software 

( 

(the feasibility software). Three files (one for the RD 
status forms - DD ForTI 1498 -, one for research reports 
textu~l 1~CUTients and ohe for hardware specification re
coris) of varyirig cbmplexitf · from textual ·iocuments thru co~
binations of • text and numerid fields to pti~arilj numetic 
fields were used. · The systeTI used an inverted file from botn 
the text and the structured field~. Boolian search capabili
ties were demonstrated, but the support was limited to the 
online console typewriter. 

6. Later (about spring of 67) the capability to support either 
the console typewriter OR an · IB~ 1050 hardcopy terminal was 
introduced. Note that this was an OR condition, the system 
wbuli support one or the other ·but not both sirnultaneousli. • 

7. Late in 1~57, ·funding for . the development of the full capa
bilities was denied. Recon Central capabilities remained iri 
operation using the capabilities · in hand onlt. 

8. Fall 1967 - Ohio Sta~e Bar Association for~ei OBAR (Ohio · Bar 
Automa:tei Resear'cn) to work with · Data Corporation in deter
mining the feasibility of using the Recon Central techniques 
in the full;..text search of legal documents. - Main partici
pants included wm. Harrington and . James Preston from OBAR 
and w'm • Gorog, Eugene Bold and R. H Gieririg for ,Data Corpora
ti on . . 

9. Dec 67 - Mi. Giering published a report on the fea~ibility 
of using full-text techniques in dat! base processing of all 
kinds of dat~ bases. It is titled ' INFORMATION PROCESSING 
AND THE DATA SPECTRUM". 

10. Spring 1958 - Mr -Giering assigned respon~ibility to develbp a 
commercially viable system to process all types of iata bases 
from those containing structured fields to textual fielis 
and-or documents. · The _project was fully iri-house funded by 
Data Corporation. -

11. Summer 68 - A time-sharing capability was ieveloped and . test
ed using the Recon • Central packag~. Simctltaneously, work 
continued on the OBAR project. • Feasibility was determined 
and funding for the data conversidn ~as sought. 

12. ·Aug 58 - Data Corporation acquired by The · M~ai Cdrporatidn~ · 

13. Fall 63 (You can determirie the exact month · from your recdrds, 
I tbipk it was Septembei ~) Permi~s16n was obtainei from the 
Recon Lab to allow the public demonstration of the marriage 
of the first part of the co~mercial · system (the time-sharing 
capabilitf) ~1th the Recon C~ntral packag~. · rhe cbm~er~ial 
system, when completed, was to be called . Data Centrai~ • The 
demonstration; using multipl~ IBM 1050 ter~irials and model 33 
teletypes was during the ASIS conventibn· iri Col11mbus, ·Ohio. 
Files ie~onstrated included some OBAR legal texts, some COSl-
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TI sponsored Form 1498's {RD status reports), a demonstration 
personhel file, etc . . • It is believed that this ·was the first 
public demon~tration of a system spetifiCallj designed for 
full-text seaich. 

14. late 53 - Uriion Carbide started fea~ibility testirig · usirig -
chemical compound file~~ · Feasibility resultei iri a purchase 
of this breadboard model by Union Carbide. - The system was · 
installed in thelr Charleston. ~est Vir~irti~ plant. -

15. Late 68 - -The OBAR data base was tested in law . firms · using 
teletype - terminals. • Development of . the commercial system 
continued. -

16. Earlf 1969 {about Feb~) Data Corporation contracted with ~
D. Little for a market research survey concerning · the via
bility of a iata base · busiriess. M~in parti~i~ants · were : e. 
Donald Wilson, - Jerome Rubin for ADL and wm Gorog. -R- e · G1eririg 
for Data Corporatio~. 

17. Stimmer 63 - Version · one \ of the com~ertial system was demon
stratei and used for both th~ : legal sertice from · Dayton, Ohio 
and for a number · of government contracts froTI . Data Corpora
tion's data center in Arlirigton. --Virginia. - Contracts · includ
ed (but were not limited tb1: 

1. COSATI · (co:nmittee on Scientific and Technical - - Iriforma-
t i ob) . 

2. BEER (Biolo~idal Effects from ' Electromagnetic Radiati6b). 

3. EA.RS (Epilepsy Abstracts Retrieval :SysteriJ). 

4. PADAT (Psychologital Abstracts Direct Access · rer~irial). 

Version one of the system · included h\gh speed (1200 
baud) black and white CRT terminals in aidition to a ~iie 
variety of . other · terminal type~. - Boolian searching was ava
ilable including the ability to indicate distance search 
specifiC~tidns, universal -character and trunc~ted word~. The 
system · also had arithmetic search capabilities on structuted 
fields. -

19. Feb 1959 - -The Information · Systems Division of Data Corpora
tion (Mr Giering ~nd ~t Vann were co-directors Qf the divi
sion) became the nucleus of a new Mead corporate subsidiary: ' 
Mead Data Central · Incorporated (MDCI). - Mr · iiilson, formerly · 
of ADL was named President, Mr : J; - Rubin (also formerly of 
ADL), Mr. Giering, Mt · Vann and . Mt. Welch (all from Data 
Corp~) were named Vice-President~. The ~isSion of the new 
corporation was to explbit the ne~ busines~(es) av~iiab1e be
cause of the existence of . the Data Central · syste~. -
Development on added capabilities for Data C~ntral continued 
under Mr. Giering's ditectiori. • 
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( 19. ·Mid 1970 - The name of Recon : Central was changed to • Aviohics 
Central (the laboratori's name was changed). · Aviohics Cen
tral contracted with MTL for installation and use of Data 
Central. Additionally they began . to serve outside clients · 
froTI other : organiiations (rather than limiting the support to · 
those ~ithin th~ laboratort). · The fitst client was RPVSPO 
(Remot~ly Piloted Wehicle S~etial • Projects Office) of Hq, 
Aeronauticial Syste~s Diti~idri. · · The files irtcl~ded Reliabili
tj forms and trouble report~. · Over the next few ye1rs Avion
ics Central grew with, among others, the following applica
tions: 

( 

1. AU::¾EN Central (For · the Air Force Auditor · General staff at 
Norton AFB, Califd. • Files · irtclu:iei Reports of audit, 
Auiit plans, -Time · (personnel time) studies, ·etc. · 

2. Hq~, Dept of the ~avy, Pentagon~ File was ·a composite of 
all Navy regulation~. · 

3. Defense Audio-Visual Agency (DAVA). •• Files · included a 
cross-ser~ite inventory of Audio-Visual items (Slides~ 
motion pictures, ·etc) and equipment (both for showing ' A~v 
items and · for producirtg ·the~), a personnel capabilities 
file, a facilities file and a buiget fil~. · 

4. Directorate of personnel, ASD . .. - A personnel file. 

5. Headquarters, Sjstems Command. The file was made · up of 
project inforTiation. NaJ12d MASIS; it llfaS a Management 
Ani Scientific InformatiJn Syste~~ 

6. Naval Training CoTJmand. • A. file of lesson pl:ins · was main
tained together with a personnel file for instructor ca
pabilities. 

7. Electronic Systems Command, -Hanscomb Fieli, Mass. · The 
files included Preventatije Maintenance instructions ani 
reports of the actual PM'~. 

20. Fall 1370 - · The KWIC release of the Data C~ntral system was 
introduced. • This version of the system allowed the online 
user to obtain a "personaliied abstract" of the documents re
trieved. ·This entailed the display of . the occurrences of the 
terms used by the online researcher in the search and the 
surrounding context (K WIC • = K~ywlrd • Iri · Cdntext) of those 
terms .1th the remaining text replaced by ellipses :narlcs. • At 
the same time, the · full-text display incldded the use of 
color highlighting (KWIC ·also mea~s Ket~~ri Irt Cdl6t). · 

21. The Legal data base continued to expand and the legal search 
servite was expandei into many mdre law offices irt Ohi6. 
About this same till~, the business · expanded by contracting 
with the New York State Bar AssoCiatidn for support of the 
New · York legal cases. · 
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22. Fall 1971 -rhe businesses·-of MDCI ~ere split. The legal 
search service remaitiei ·with MDCI and. the non-legal :contracts 
~ere returned to Data COrporatiOri. -·The Data Central system 
was initi~lly used by both, but during the next year and a 
half, MDCI developed a completely nei system -based on· the 
same t~chnoldgy, but di~~cted to the legal ·professioh. -A~ a 
result, the Data Centra1·capabilities became the purview of 
Data Corporation~· 

NOTE. 

Ftom the~F~ll of 1371 thru the present, ·1 • have 
no information c6nc~rning the acttviti~s· of MDC!~ -

23. Oct 72 -Data Corporatidn is renamed Mead.Technology Labora
tories (MTL}. • contractual ser~ite continued.· 

24. ·Early 74 -Online edit capabilities introduced into the Data 
Central system.· 'This included the immediate update of the 
source material ~ith the· iriverted·file to be·updated ~ith the 
necessary transactions on the next regularly scheduled batch 
update. • 

25. 1974-1375 -Support cOntinued:for the:~ashingtoni . DC: client 
base as well as for the Avionics central Client base. -

26. Spring 76 -·The BOSTON :GLOBE. contracted ~ith ~rL for a 
pilot/feasibility program to automate their news clipping li~ 
brary. • ·rhe data was -to come· from the GLOBE's automated ty
pesetting process.·. ~11 wort necessary for·the interface was 
to be on the part of Data Central,· no interference • iri •. the 
producing of • the ne11spaper was to be toleratei. -Principle 
participants incltided M~. • George Collirts, -The GlOb~'s li
brarian, Ms Jennifer Chao, ass't librarian and· 

1
1r. · Giering 

frorn·:M·rL. 

27. ·Oct 76 -The 'Globe's automated library began operatidri. · 
Manual clipping of the.Globe (newspaper} by the GLOBE library 
was terminated iri earlt 1977. 

28. Summer 1977 -The Philadelphia N~wspapers (the -INQUIRER ·aid 
DAILY NEWS} contracted with MTL to install·a Data central ca
pability· on their inhouse computer for th~ir library.· Mt. -
Joseph DeMarino is the INQUIRER libraria~. · 

29. Dec 77 -Mr Giering left MrL to ·be~i~·INFOTEX ASSOCIATES.· 

30. Slibseq_uent to my leaving. ·,'1ead transferre:i ·the Newspaper. bu
siness back to MDCI. -rhe contract 11ith Phila:ielphia has been 
terminated and they had to return the Data Central system to 
M~ad. Th~ Boston-Globe contract was termirtated as of the eni 

) 

) 
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of 1979. 

I hope the above is helpful in your project; it is my best re
collection of the events.· 

Now to bririg you up to date on my activities Sitice leaving Mea1. -
I formed Infotex Associates (a partnership between myself ani a M~ssa
chusetts firm), i:nmediately upon leaving Mead. -We currently have six 
additional employees. As so.on as :the fir:n was formed we began devel
opment of a data base system for a mirii-co:n~uter. ·rt has been irt op-
er at i on at t w o s i t e s f or s om e t i rn e : • ' A t t he C ti i c ago -s ri n .::...r i :n es ( Mr . E • 
Perez, librarian) and at the Boston Jlobe (Ms. -Chao, Librarian -Mr. 
Collins has been promoted). The GLOBE's iata base is just· under a 
billion source characters, containirig 2~~.000 stories for the perioi 
Ott 76 thru the present. As soon as the developmental process i~ 
ffilly completed we will be~in mark~tirig efforts, sellirig complete 
turnkey system~: hariware, software, tr~itiing, etc~~ for a ~ide vari~ 
ety of data base applications. -

If I can be of further assistance iri your project,-· please don"t 
hesitate to contact me. -

SINCERELY 

RICHARD H GIERING 
Managing Partner 

l 

) 



( TO: HISTORY FILE 

FROM: Charles Bourne 

DATE: 17 June 83 

RE: Notes of 11 June 83 meeting with Dick & iering at SLA New Orleans Meeting 

I reviewed some of the early history with Dick, to obtain some information 

about early days of Mead. Dick confirmed that he was in fact the main 

technical leader and developer of the current Lexis system. He was working 

at Data Corporation at that time, 19.67, when they began their development of 

an online system under an air force contract in Dayton Ohio. Their first 

commercial presentation of their online system was done at the 1968 ASIS 

Annual Meeting in Columbus Ohio. He recalls that there was no other full

text system on the market at that time. With air force project funding, they 

designed a multi-file, multi-user system from the beginning. Their RECON 

system breadboard model, required a complete and fully dedicated IBM 360 

computer, :and 30 megabytes of storage, to support 1 terminal and 1 file. 

He thought this was in 1966. There was no timesharing of the machine at 

that time, consequently the full machine was dedicated to that one terminal. 

The terminal could be a hardwired IBM 1050, or a terminal operating with a 

modem. This was their project breadboard to demonstrate the feasibility of 

the retrieval system. He remembers being in a great rush to get the system 

operable in order to demonstrate at the 1968 Columbus meeting. It was at that 

meeting that he was able to demonstrate his system that could accomodate 

4 terminals easily. The air force project ran out of money, to their surprise, 

so the company decided to continue the development of the effort as their 

own commercial venture. This was prior to the project with the Ohio Bar 

Foundation. Their first real production model was in 1969. The 1968 

Columbus ASIS demonstration not only had multiple users (4 terminals), 

but also multiple files. The user would choose the file by an equivalent 

of the BEGIN command. 

The early system included the KWIC display, .and proximity searching. The 

system was designed as a fulltext search system fI'om the beginning, working 

primarily to reduce the set retrieved from the prior operation. He confirmed 



( 

l 

that, to his knowledge, DIALOG was the first system to use set numbers, that 

would permit people to use all prior search products in different formulations. 

He recalled the A:Frf s meeting in Palo Alto, where many of the early designers 

described their systems, and remembered coming away from the meeting feeling 

terribly happy because his system seemed to be the best of the bunch at that 

time. 

He continued with the development of the system as the company eventually 

became acquired by Mead, and expanded into the Lexis and Nexis activities. 

CPB:kir 
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Richard H. Giering 
President 
Infotex, Incorporated 

INFORMATION SERVICES , INC. 
3460 Hillview Avenue 
Palo Alto, CA 94304 

14151 858-2700 TELEX 334499 

June 14, 1983 

1476 Miamisburg-Centerville Road 
Dayton, OH 45459 

Dear Dick: 

At the New Orleans SLA Meeting we talked about the early history 
of the online industry. I am trying to document and get agreement 
on the major milestones of that history, and would appreciate 
whatever help you can provide to set the record straight. 

The enclosed chart represents the major events that I have been 
able to identify (& document in some cases). As someone who was 
in there from the beginning, your input __ would be very valuable to 
fill in many of the gaps. If you can spare the time, please 
annotate and return this chart with whatever information you can 
provide (along with supporting references where possible). 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

CPB:kir 

Enclosure 

Best regards, 

Charles P. Bourne 
Director 
Product Development 

RICHARD H. G IERING 
PRESIDENT 

JM/oteK, JJtcorporated 

A SUBSIDIARY OF LOCKHEED CORPORATION 

1476 MIAMISBURG-CENTERVILLE ROAD 

DAYTON, OHIO 45459 

513 435-8852 

j 
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H::b'OTEX, If\JC. 
1476 Miamisburg-Centerville Road , ~ 72.,) 

Dayton, Ohio 45459 

Mr. Charles P. Bo ~rne 
DIALOG Information Services 
3460 Hillview Avenue 
Palo Alto, California 94304 

Lear Charlie: 

( 51~;, ) 435-8852 

September 29, 1983 

I'm sorry for the delay in getting back to you with respect to 
the major events concerning the history of the online industry from my 
perspective. 

While I am not co~pletely positive of the actual dates, the at
tached is my best recollection of the events with which I was party 
while at Data Corporation, both before and after it became part of The 
Mead Corporation. I believe that it dove-tails with yo ur current in
formation; if not please call and we can straighten out the differ
ences. 

I hope this is helpful. 

SINC ERELY 

RICHARD H GIERING 
President 
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Major events in the History of Data Central 

The following is an attempt to define the major events in the 

life of Data Central: 

1. ?/64-65 - lixperimentation (by Da ta Corporation under Air 

Force Contract) and breadboard development started of 

f~ll-text (text fields) management of project resume's and 

related information. Goal: to prove feasibility of using 

text (as opposed to codes) in a management environment. 

Limited data base, one terminal to a dedicated IBM 360 with 

limited data cell use. Participants: Goro g, Crouch and Roa

lof (latter two are AF). 

2. Late/66 - Feasibility model completed and feasibility proved. 

Limited services began as RECON CENTRAL. Plannin g for devel

opment of production system started. 

3. fpring/67 - RECON CENTRAL used with CIRC to evaluate and com

pare full-text search against keyword only search. 

4. Oct/67 - AF funding (for development of production system) 

depleted, planning effort terminated. RECON CENTRAL contin

ues service with limited breadboard system. Data Corporation 

beg ins an in-house development effort to ge nerate a general

ized fLll text DBMS to be called DATA CE~ TRAL. The effort 

directed by R. H. Giering. OBAR formed and contracted with 
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Data Corportation to test the feasibility of usin g the Data 

Central technolo gy in legal document access. 

PROC:E:SSING ANI; THE DATA SPECTRUM" by R. n n. 

INFORMATION 

Gierin6 pub-

lished. Main participants: Bill Gorog, RH Giering (both of 

Data), James Preston, William Harrin~ton (both of OBAR). 

5. Mid/68 - Beta test of initial production Data Central system 

Union Carbide. First recursive search full-text system. 

First f ~ll-text service b ur ea u opened by Data Corporation i n 

Washing ton, DC. 

6. Oct/68 - First public demonstration of a co mmercial full-text 

system (version one of Data Central) conducted at the ASIS 

conv ention, Col ~mb us, Ohio. Sim~ltaneous multiple terminal 

access (TTY, I BM 1050) a ~a. inst m1 1ltiple large volume data 

bases - each with multiple files - using data cells and/or 

I BM 2311 disk drives. Mead acquired Data Corporation. 

Initial OBAR data base (3 files) at 5 0 million characters. 

7. Latter half/68 - Data Central operation filmed for COSATI 

movie. Biological Effects of Electromagnetic Radiation 

(BE1R ) project feasibility started at RECON CENTRAL. 

CE NT RAL continues to · use limited breadboard system. 

RECON 

8 . Spring/6~ - Legal r e search feasibilit y proved. Development 

of enhanced Data Central contin ued with distance (proximity) 

searching implemented . OBAR be gins loading additional re-
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trospective legal material. 

9. Mid/69 - Federal Water Pollution ENVIRON file loaded at the 

Data Corporation service burea ~ in Washington. Leg al Re-

search Business feasibility study by Arth ur D. Little for 

Data Corporation begun. Main participants: H. Donald Wil

son and J. R&bin. OBAR starts evaluation of f11ll-text legal 

research with a limited number of TTY terminals in law of

fices. 

10. Fall/69 - BtER data base moved from RECON CENTRAL (under an 

Air Force laboratory) to the Lata Corporation service burea u 

in Washington (under Walter Reed Army Hospital). 

TO CB 

I can not comment on the KIDD report. I only 

know that we were doing work for them about that 

time. 

11. Late/69 - Ddta Central s11pport of I BM 2740 and 2741 terminals 

began. Support for CCI CRT at 12C0 ba ud implemented. Phych 

abstract application loaded for APA. 

12. Feb/70 - Le gal business feasibility shown. Mead Data Cen-

tral, Inc (MDCI) formed with H. Lonald Wilson as president. 
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Vice-Presidents included R. H. Giering, P. J Vann, R Welch 

(all from Data Corporation) and J. Hubin. The Information 

Systems Division of Data Corporation was the nucle us of MDCI. 

Other CRT service by Data Central announced. OBAR data base 

purchased by MDCI. Its size at about 55 e million characters. 

13. Jun/70 - Color (as well as monochrome) CRT service begins 

from MDCI. Replacement of TTY and TTY compatibile terminals 

in law firms begins. lxtensive selling of Ohio law begins. 

Believed to be the first f~ll-text information sales activi

ty. 

14. Sep/70 - KWIC release - Capabilities of Data Central incre

ased to support the KeyWord In Context (KWIC) display with 

color highlightinF. 

15. Oct/70 - The Air Force contracts with MDCI to obtain a copy 

of DATA CEhTRAL to replace the limited breadboard system ser

vicing RECON CENTRAL. RECON CENTRAL beg ins dial-up service 

and CET support. 

16. Jan/71 - Negotiations with state bar associations outside of 

Ohio begins. An audio-visual application is loaded for HE W. 

17. Mid/71 - Personnel application (for Mead) implemented. 

18. Sep/71 - MDCI makes the decision to concentrate its efforts 
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on the selling of le gal information. J. Rubin becomes Pre

sident and HD Wilson becomes Vice-Chairman of the Board. 

Welch resi gns. Giering and Vann ret urn to Data Corporation 

with the non-legal business. Vann subsequently resigns. 

MDCI begins extensive develop ment (based on the same technol

ogy) of a system (to tecome known as LEX IS) dedicated to 

l egal research under Ed Gottsmann. The Data Central system 

becomes then two systems: the LEX IS system at MDCI and a 

general purpose system (called Data Central) at Data Corpora

tion. Continlied develop ment co ntin ue s independently one from 

the other. 

'I'o CB 

Subsequent activities about LE XIS/MDCI can not 

be made since I was not involved. 

19. Mid/73 - rata Corporation chan ged its name to Mead Technology 

Labratories (MTL). 

20. Mid/74 - On-line editing and direct update of the serial file 

(not of the inverted file) implemented. Washington service 

bureau closed with service to customers continuing from the 

Dayton office. 

21. Mid/75 - Weighted retrieval (based on the nbr of terms hit) 
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implemented as part of the sort facility. Data recursiveness 

(ability to use data retrieved as a result of a given search 

as the parameters for a subsequent search) implemented. Many 

other terminal typEs implemented. Transaction billing for 

Data Central at RECON CE NTRAL (Now known as Avionics Central 

a nd later as INFOCEN) started. Ab ility to support input from 

terminals having cartridge s (or other stora ge devices) imple

mented. Special universal characters (n ~meric only and alpha 

only) supported. 

22. J~ne/76 - Initial contract with the Boston Globe for feasi

bility test for news library application be gan. 

23. Sep/76 - Boston Globe contracts for first newspaper produc

tion data base. 

24. J ul/77 - The Boston Globe stops man ual clipping of the news-

paper. The automated records are the only rerords available 

for research. Support for remote terminals with attached 

printers (without manual intervention) implemented. 

Sep/77 - Negotiations for implementing a system at the Phila

delphia Inq~irer be gan. 

26. Nov/77 - Mead Technology Labs forms NE WS LIB to sell news data 

bases. Initial version of Data Central implemented at Phila

delphia Inquirer. 
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27. Dec/77 - Giering resi ~ns. Leaves to form I KFOTEX. 

26. Feb/76 - System enhanced for Phila Inquirer (IBM 3270 termi

nal support plus scroolin g ). 

29. Mid/78 - NI WSLIB and all non-government data base business 

transfered from M11 back to MDCI. NEXIS is anno unced. Phila 

contract cancelled. 

3e. Late/1980 - MDCI halts support of Data Central business. 

l 
I 
~ 

Data Central system scrapped. 

I 
I 
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u.pril 11 . 1984 

~icl1ard H. Giering 
?r=?s:dent 
lnfotex. Inc. 

d DIALCG 
INFORMATION SERVICES, INC. 

3460 Hillview Avenue 
~ala Alto. CA 94304 

14151858-2700 TELEX 334499 

1476 Miamisburg-Centerville Road 
Oavton . OH 45459 

Dear Dick: 

.REc:,veo 

APR 181984 
DIALOG GENERAL 

INfOR• • ·r • ...~ ION SERvrcr:; 

Thanks very much for the very helpful information you sent with your September 
29th letter. That kind of detail from someone who was · on the scene at the time 
is extremely difficult to obtain. 

My delay in responding to your letter is due to the press of regular work 
assignments·. and cen:ainly not a reflection of my interest in the data! I hope 
to be able to get back to this history hobby project soon .. and I'm sure I'll 
have lots more specific questions for you at that time. 

Lots of luck with your new venture. 

Best regards. 

Charles P. Bourne 
Director, General Information Services 

CPB:l<ir 
8410201S0015 

A SUBSIOIARY OF LOCXHEEO CORPORATION 
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IU'OTIX' ac. 
1~76 . i'1iamisbt:.rg-Centerville Road, ~72.S

Dayton, Ohio 4545S 

Mr. Charles P. Boi.:.rne 
DIALOG Infcrr.ation Services 
3~60 hillview Avenue 
Palo Alto, Ccilifornia 943C4 

tear Charlie: 

(51~) 435-ES52 

September 29, 1983 

I'm sorry for the delay in getting back to you with respect to 
the ~ajor events conterning the history of the online industry from my 
pers-pectivE. 

While I am not co~pletely positive of the actual dates, the at
tached is ~Y best recollection of the events with which I was party 
~bile at Data Corporation, toth tefore ana after it became part of The 
Mead Corporation. I telieve that it dove-tails with your current in
formdtion; if not please call and we can strai~hten out the differ
ences. 

I hope this is helpf~l. 

SINCER.E;LY 

RICHARD H GilRI~G 
President 
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Major events in the ~istory of Data Central 

The following is an attempt to define the major events in the 

life of Data Central: 

1. ?/64-65 - lxperimentation (by Lata Corporation under Air 

Force Contract) and breadboard develop~ent started of 

f~ll-text (text fields) management of project resume's and 

related information. Goa 1: to prove feasibility of using 

text (as opposed to codes) in a management environment. 

Limited data base, one terminal to a dedicated !EM 360 with 

limited data cell use. Participants: Goro~, Crouch and Roa

lof (latter two are .AF). 

2. Late/66 - Feasibility model completed and feasibility proved. 

Limited services began as RECON CENTRAL. Planning for devel-

d L. l (.,~ _... l_· -- ,e~ ~,<74 opment of production system started. ~~ 
7 0 1 

3. S pring/67 - RE CON CENTRAL used with ,~ to evaluate and com

pare full-text search against keywor~ only search. 

4. Oct/67 - AF funding (for development of production system) 

depleted, planning effort terminated. RECON CENTRAL contin

ues service with limited breadboard system. Data Corporation 

begins an in-house development effort to 5 enerate a general-

ized fLll text DEMS to be called DATA CE~TRAL. The effort 

directed by R. E. Giering. OEAE formed and contracted with 
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6. 

tata Corportation to test the feasibility of ~sin6 the Data 

Central technolo~y in legal document access. "INFORMATION

P~OCESSING A~L TEE DATA SPECTRUM" by R. 

lished. Main participants: Bill Gorog, RE Giering (both of 

Data), James Preston, William harrin~ton (both of OBAR). 

Mid/68 - Beta test of initial ,prod..uction Data Central syste~ 
~ .,yt ,, 

Union Carbide. Firs~1:ecursive search full-text system. 

First ft..11-text service burea~ opened by Data Corporation in , , e < ~ k ? c.,:.,;,-....-P v t-: ~ ·}t J1 ? t-4"1 t~'vf"S- (._ - / l -i- l - . ( r.o 

a ~ L.,...,. ~ cv1 ·t.. , . , [_ . ~ ,-r~ ✓~-I / c~ _{,--41. L" f?c 'l t,t(~ 

t'.'-<;;, ~ __,,, -r(c..,:;, ;"?.<--7.J-, WM. ~ - J tc:.c~ 

Gct/68 - First public demonstration of ercial full-text 

system (version one of Data Central) conducted at the ASIS 

convention, Col~mbus, Ohio. Sim t.. ltaneous multiple terminal 

access (TTY, IBM 1050) against mrltiple large volume data 

bases - each with multiple files - ~sing data cells and/or 

I~M 2311 disk drives. Mead ac~uired Data Corporation. 

Initial OBAR data base (3 files) at 5C million c~aracters. 

Latter half/68 - Bata Central operation filmed for COSATI 

movie. Biological Effects of Electromagnetic Radiation 

(BilR) project feasibility started at RECON CENTRAL. 

CI~TRAL continues to · use limited breadboard system. 

RECON 

8, Spring/es - Legal research feasibility ~roved. Development 

of enhanced Data Central continued with distance (proximity) 

searching imple~ented. OBAR begins loading additional re-
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tros~ective legal material. 

S. Mid/SS - Federal ~ater Pollution ErVIRON file loaded at the 

Data Corporation service burea~ in Washington. Le~al Re-

search Eusiness feasibility study by ArthLr D. Little for 

Data Corporation begun. Main partici~ants: e. Donald nil

son ar.i.d J. E.t.bin. OBAR starts evalt:ation of f 1·ll-te.xt le~al 

research with a limited number of TTY terminals in law of

fices. 

10. Fall/t9 - BEER data tase moved from RECON CE~TPAL (under an 

Air Force laboratory) to the tata Corporation service bureau 

in Washington (under ~alter Reed Ar~y Hospital). 

TO CB 

I can not comment on the KIDD report. I only 

know that we were doing work for them about that 

time. 

11. Late/69 - Data Central support of IBM 2740 and 2741 terminals 

began. Support for CCI CRT at 12£0 baud imple~ented. Phych 

abstract application loaded for APA. 

12. Feb/70 - Le~al business feasibility shown. Mead Data Cen-

tral, Inc (MLCI) formed with h. ronald ~ilson as president. 
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Vice-Presidents inclvded R. a, Giering, P. J Vann, R Welch 

(all from Data Corporation) and j, Ruoin. The Information 

Syste~s Division of Data Corporation was the nLcleLs of MDCI. 

Other CRT service by Data Central announced. OBAR data base 

purchased ty MDCI. Its size at about 55E ~illion characters. 

13. Jun/70 - Color (as well as monochrome) CRT service begins 

from MDCI. Replacement of TTY and TTY co~patibile terminals 

in law firms begins. lxtensive selling of Ohio law begins. 

Believed to be the first f~ll-text information sales activi

ty. 

14. Sep/70 - KWIC release - Capabilities of Data Central incre

ased to support the KeyWord In Context (KiIC) ·display with 

color highlightin~. 

15. Oct/70 - The Air Force contracts with MDCI to obtain a copy 

of DATA CE~TRAL to replace the limited breadboard system ser

vicing li1CON CENTRAL. RECON CENTliAL b~gins dial-up service 

and CiiT support. 

16. Jan/71 - Negotiations with state bar associations outside of 

Ohio begins. An audio-visual application is loaded for HEW. 

17. Mid/71 - Personnel application (for Mead) implemented. 

18. S~p/71 - MDCI makes the decision to concentrate its efforts 
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on the selling of le~al information. J. Rubin becomes Pre

sident and HD ~ilson beco~es Vice-Chairman of the Board. 

welch resigns. Giering and Vdnn ret1,rn to Data Corporation 

with the non-legal business. Vann s~tsequently resigns. 

MICI begins extensive development (based on the same technol

ogy) of a system (to tecome known as LEXIS) dedicated to 

le~al research ~nder Ed Gottsmann. The Iata Central s1 stem 

becomes then two systems: the LiXIS system at MDCI and a 

general purpose system (called Data Central) at Data Corpora

tion. Contin1.ed development continv.es independently one from 

the ether. 

To C:B 

Subsequent activities about LEXIS/MDCI can not 

be made since I was not involved. 

19. Mid/73 - rata Corporation chan~ed its name to Mead Technology 

Labratories (MTL). 

20. Mid/74 - On-line editing and direct update of the serial file 

(not of the inverted file) implemented. Washington service 

bureau closed with service to customers continuing from the 

Dayton office. 

21. Mid/75 - Weighted retrieval (based on the nbr of terms hit) 
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i~plemented as part df the sort facility. Data recursiveness 

(ability to ~se data retrieved as a result of a given search 

as the parameters for a subsequent searcn) implemented. Many 

other terminal ty~es implemented. Transaction billing for 

Data Central at RICO~ CE~TRAL (~ow known as Avionics Central 

and later as INFOCEN) started. Ability to support input from 

terminals having cartridges (or other stora 6e devices) imple

mented. Special ~niversal characters (n~meric only and alpha 

only) supported. 

22. J~ne/76 - Initial contract with the Boston Globe for feasi

bility test for news library application began. 

c·· . 23. Sep/76 - Boston Globe contracts for first newspaper produc-

(__ 

tion data base. 

24. Jtil/77 The Boston Globe stops manual clipping of the ne~s-

paper. The automated records are the only records available 

for research. Support for remote terminals with attached 

printers (without manual intervention) implemented. 

25. Sep/77 - Negotiations for implementing a system at the Phila

delphia Inq ~ire! began. 

26. Nov/77 - Mead Technology Labs forms NE~SLIB to sell news data 

bases. Initial version of Data Central implemented at Phila

delphia Inquirer. 
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27. r~c/77 - Giering resi~ns. Leaves to form IKFGTEX. 

2S. Feb/7E - System enhanced for Phila Inquirer (IB~ 3270 termi

nal suµport plus scrooling). 

29. Mid/78 - Nl~SLIB and all non-government data base business 

transfered from MtL b~ck to MDCI. ~EXIS is annocnce~. Pjila 

contract cancelled. 

3e. Late/1980 - MDCI halts support of Data Central business. 

Data Central system scrapped. 



March 21, 1995 
Richard H. Giering, President 
Infotex, Inc. 
1476 Miamesbm·g - Centerville Road 
Dayton, OH 45459 

Dear Dick: 

Now that I've retired from DIALOG, I am able to spend more time working with Trudi 
Bellardo, formerly of Catholic University and SLA, to write a book for Academic Press on the 
early (pre-1976) history of the online search services. You may remember that I discussed 
that topic with you several times in the past .. 

The Mead and Data Corporation story will be a part of that text, and at this time we are 
actively reviewing the final text of that story. Because you were so closely involved with the 
those activities during the pre-1976 time period, we'd appreciate whatever help you can 
provide with our final reviews. We've gone about as far as we can go from the published 
material that we've been able to get our hands on, and from earlier information that you've 
provided. Now we need to have the current draft checked by the people who were on the scene 
at that time -- to correct the factual mistakes, fill in some of the missing pieces, and to provide 
additional comments as appropriate. We'd also appreciate any stories or anecdotes that we 

( can repeat for our readers. 

With that introduction, I invite you to review and annotate the attached draft text of the 
Mead, Data Corporation, and related activities for 1964-72. The 1973-76 activities will be 
covered in a later chapter. 

You'll notice that some of the text is in boldface. That's just a temporary artifice to permit me 
to keep track of my own text, so that I can keep track of where things came from. You'll also 
see some notes passed between Trudi and me as part of the dynamic text-building and review 

process. 'It 'S' /3 2,2 -? / l) I 

If you have any questions or comments, please give me a call. Just annotate and return the 
draft if that's easier for you. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Enclosure - Chapter 8 (3/11/95 edition) 

Best regards, 

vi,,._ 
Charles P. Bourne 

I /, I Cf ~Aln-t t:te ~ M° · 
tfA. G,vw P,11t ic, c.,. Cf &/ 02 ~ 

P.S. Could you give me an approximate date for the enclosed announcement of the 
availability of the Data Central Software? 

l xc: Trudi Bellardo (letter only) 
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Through our masking techniques, a single terminal 
command provides any operator with the information 
necessary to use any transaction; if that operator and 
terminal have security clearance. Our Data Base Anal
yzer allows reporting on any field, or combination of 
fields, within the system. Demographics and file statis
tics can now be used for production of marketing or 
"snapshot" reports. Pre-conversion analysis and model 
modification for each bank give excellent conversion 
results. The system interfaces with your present applica
tion balance information, on-line or batch, and even 
non-automated applications may be incorporated with 
ease. And yes, we can interface KOMPOZIT+with your 
present monitor, it you so choose_ 
IBM 360/370, DOS/OS/VS - BAL, ANSI COBOL 
Mr. Jim Greenwood .............. PRICE UPON 
President REQUEST 
Automated Financial Systems, Inc. 
One Decker Square, Suite 420 
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004 Tele. 215-667-1000 

Circle 86 on Reader Service Card 

VANDEX INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 
VAN DEX is a compact and powerful data base system 
for managing large quantities ot data and easily retriev
ing specific data by simple categorical requests. The 
system contains three principal files - a dictionary file, 
an inverted file, and a master tile, and also the modules 
to maintain them and retrieve data from them. The 
system operates on the well-known principles ot 
coordinate indexing as developed by Dr. Calvin Mooers 
and implemented by Dr. Warheit in the Combined File 
Search System. Advances in computer technology along 
with superior computer software have now made it 
possible to perform the same work at many times greater 
speed and lower cost. VANDEX can scan millions of 
documents and find the information in fractions of a 
second. All three of the files used in this system are 
maintained on magnetic disks in a randomly accessible 
mode. This organization permits the loading of a file on 
an integral number of cylinders with variable size over
flow and index areas. The updating operation is very 
quick and simple. There is no requirement for any order 
at all in the sequence of the cards in an update job since 
these are processed on a random basis. 
IBM 360, 12K, DOS/OS- COBOL 
Mr. John Boulavko .............. . 
President 

PRICE UPON 
REQUEST 

SALE 

deleted from files and existing records updated, without 
writing computer programs. c) A powerful report genera
tor which allows a user to summarize and sort data and 
perform calculations by simply describing what is 
desired in ordinary English supplemented with some 
special rules of grammar. No forms or coding sheets are 
required as all communication to RAMIS is with tree
form English sentences. Graphical as well as tabular 
reports can be produced. d) A RUN EXECUTIVE which 
permits a designer of an application to catalog not only 
the often repeated activities but also the logical decisions 
the system is to make in response to actual operating 
circumstances, e.g., if too many new records are 
rejected, then don't print the usual reports but some 
other diagnostic report. e) A host language interface 
which permits programs coded in COBOL, FORTRAN 
or PL-1 to access and change records in a RAMIS data 
base and effectively integrate the RAM IS files . with some 
ongoing but non-RAMIS system. RAMIS is an ideal 
system for use by non-EDP personnel in such areas as 
Personnel, Financial Planning and Market Research. 
When EDP assistance is available, large and sophisticated 
systems can be implemented in a traction of the time it 
wou Id take to write programs. There are over 400 
RAMIS applications, about half of which use communi
cation terminals. Options are available for preparing 
financial-type reports based on models, e.g., cash flow 
balance sheets and for using the RAMIS report writer to 
read I BM/IMS and other special file systems. 
I BM 360/370, OS, Batch Version (also VS-1, VS-2). 
TSO, CP/CMS and VM/370 Conversational Version 
BAL, FORTRAN 
Mr. Gerald Cohen ......... $28,000.00 - $55,000.00 
MATHEMATICA, Inc. or LEASE 
Princeton Station Office Park $840.00/MO. 
P .0. Box 2392 
Princeton, NJ 08540 Tele. 609-799-2600 
Or 
Mr. Frank Fish 
MATHEMATICA London 
Roxburghe House 
Regent Street 

----.!:L::.:o~n,don W1, England Tele. 629-2822 

'? Circle 88 on Reader Service Card 

(DATA/CENTRAL) INFORMATION SYSTEM (4 Pro
grams & Subsystems) 

Vanguard Information Systems, Inc. 
P.O. Box 330 or LEASE , 

(DATA/CENTRAL) is a general purpose terminal orien
ted flexible information processing research system. 
With respect to on-line access and display, update, and 
data base definition, it is a self-contained fully opera
tional system. With respect to extensive complex input 
(including on-line input and editing) and output format
ting, it is a host language extendable system. (DATA/ 
CENTRAL) executes in its roll-out/roll-in virtual envi
ronment al lowing large numbers of simultaneous 
terminals without a large core memory requirement. 
Access is highly interactive command structured and rel
atively tree-form English. All information in the data 
base is searchable with automatic unit of measure con
version on arithmetic material and automatic keyword 
conversion on textual material; all textual material is 
searchable at the word level. The (DATA/CENTRAL) 
data base definition is an extension of the DBTG defini
tion which allows for, in addition to standard file format 
description, the establishment of other user oriented 

Peter Stuyvesant Station 
New York, NY 10009 
or 
256 S. Robertson Boulevard 
Beverly Hills, CA 90211 

Tele. 212-477-2034 

Tele. 213-659-4210 

Circle 87 on Reader Service Card 

RAMIS® 
A complete program designed to perform all of the tasks 
needed to set up and operate an information system 
from the smallest to very largest. Particular emphasis is 
given to information systems operated in a time-sharing 
environment such as TSO or VM-370. RAMIS contains: 
a) Hierarchical file structures for naturally describing the 
relationship of data fields. b) A transaction processing 
language which permits new records to be added or 
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the CHEAT ESCAPE! 

it's not a dream ... it can be realitq I 
Now you can enjoy the benefits on your computer of the versatile data system called 
(Data/Central). 

Proven-The system has been in operation for over 
five years. Its customers can attest to its capabilities. 

Fast-Its unique inverted file concept (at the word/ 
value level) allows questions to be answered in sec
onds. 
Reliable-It recovers all errors, and only the ter
minal causing the error is restarted . 

Inexpensive-Operating as its own roll-out / roll-in 
executive allows for large multiterminal operation in 

only modest amounts of core. 

Multipurpose-Indexing on any value and/or word 
also allows (Data/Central) to process text (both 
search and retrieval). 

Existing Languages-(Data/Central) interfaces to 
existing languages (including COBOL), so your pro
grammers do not have to learn a new language to 
generate report programs into the (Data/Central) 
library. 

Use your existing files and start planning your great escape now. 

( 
DATA ) 

CENTRAL 

Contact Dick Giering . .. 

rread~lt=~ 

3481 Dayton-Xenia Rd., Dayton, Ohio 45432 • (513) 426-3111 
Circle 89 on Reader Service Card 

,,,_ 
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parameters including a fully operational and changeable 
on-line tuto rial for non-ADP users. Multiple tutorials for 
multiple levels of non -ADP oriented users can be gen
erated with different syntax. Data bases are considered 
to be made up of up to 256 separate files, all searched 
separately or by sets of files . Each file may contain up to 
60,000 fields. Terminal support includes all I BM hard
copy, teletype and teletype-compatible and color 
CRT's. Data base definition compilation flexibility 
allows the external view of the (DATA/CENTRAL) data 
base to be modified without it being reloaded. 
IBM 360/40 & Up, 370/145 & Up, 2311, 2314, 3330, 
2321, Core : 100K & Up, OS, DOS, MVT, MFT, VS1, 
VS2 - Interfaces with any Programming Language, In
cluding COBOL. Its DML is Via CALL. 
Mr. Richard H. Giering ... . .. ... .. $1,800.00/MO. 
Mead Technology Laboratories LEASE 
Research Park Dep. on Application 
Dayton, OH 45432 & Usage at 
Tele. 513-426-3111 Service Center 

Circle 90 on Reader Service Card 

SCORE Ill/IV FILE MANAGEMENT/REPORT 
GENERATOR 

The SCORE System is a useful tool that greatly simpli
fies the preparation of f ile management and reporting 
applications. The System accepts non-procedural request 
forms filled out by the user and generates custom
tailored COBOL which can then be compiled and 
executed to perform the requested function. User entry 
capability allows for easy insertion of 'free form' 
COBOL own code along with user specifications. This 
permits one step compilation of SCORE generated and 
user written COBOL statements. Current releases allow 
for use of standard COBOL Source Statement libraries as 
data definitions, el iminating the need to redefine data 
files already in use . Interface to non-standard data bases 
such as DLI and TOTAL are also available. SCORE on
site training and installation is provided including work 
shop sessions. The basic features are quickly available to 
programmers and non -programmers as well. SCORE has 
been installed in well over three hundred (300) com
puter facilities and is a member of the ICP Million Dollar 
Software Club, . as well as elected to the Data-Pro 
Software Products Honor Roll. 
IBM 360/370, BURROUGHS 8-2500, 3500, 5000, NCR 
CENTURY, UNIVAC 1106, 1108, 9000, CDC 3000, 
6000, HONEYWELL H-200, RCA SPECTRA 70, 
SIEMENS 
Mr. Edward Opengart .. ... .. . SCORE 111$12,000.00 
Programming Methods or LEASE $400.00/MO. 
Division GTE SCORE IV $15,000.00 

Information Systems, Inc. or LEASE 
130I Avenue of the Americas $480.00/MO. 
New York, NY 10019 Tele. 212-489-7200 

Circle 91 on Reader Service Card 

INQUIRE 
A self-contained, general purpose, information retrieval 
and data base management system designed to provide 
those functions normally required for the creation, 
maintenance, retrieval and administration of data files in 
a remote terminal , batch, remote batch, or time-sharing 
environment. Multi-terminal operation is available using 
TSO or similar OS-based time-sharing systems . I NOUI RE 

is covered by U.S. Patent 3670310. Active INQUIRE 
appl ications currently operational include grant mai;iage
ment information, bibliographic literature searching, 
accident data reporting, manpower analysis and re
porting, equipment inspection and analysis pharmaceu
tical patent searching, screening of biological test data , 
clinical data analysis and reporting, financial analysis 
and planning, sales reporting, and many others. 
Retrieval is accomplished using a free-format, English 
oriented Command language which involves either 
random or sequential processing of the file . The user 
identifies the information using full Boolean logical 
connectors such as AND, OR, AND NOT, and a 
unique operator, LINK, which insures retrieval based 
upon commonality of levels of data within repeating 
groups. Additionally, the search ing of text and testing 
of field values or ranges of values is performed using 
CONTAINS, EXCLUDES, IS, TO, GT, LT, GE, LE, or 
EQ. INOUI RE includes a complete report writing capa
bility. Multi-file link (MFL) available for inquery and 
reporting of up to 31 data bases simultaneously. 
I BM 360/370, OS/VS, MVT-MFT, HASP, TSO, 
IMS/DC, (IMS/DB avail. in 1975), RJE , 1DA device , 
130K real. Terminals include 2780, 2741, TTY, 2260, 
3270 etc. 
Mr. Robert S. Stahl . . .. . ... .. . . .. . . MO . RENTAL 
Commercial Marketing Manager /LEASE Avail. 
or 
Mr. Edward H. Carlson 
Manager, Government Systems 
lnfodata Systems Inc. 
5205 Leesburg Pike, Su ite 701 
Falls Church, VA 22041 Tele. 703-578-3430 

Circle 92 on Reader Service Card 

TUMS 
SYSTEM 

THE TOT AL UTILITY MAINTENANCE 

TUMS is a general purpose data base maintenance utility 
program containing six basic functions for TOTAL data 
bases. These are : 1) dumping a TOTAL data set to a 
backup tape, 2) reloading a TOTAL data set from a 
backup or source tape, 3) printing a TOTAL data set in 
vertical hexadecimal-character format (no TOTAL 
control records, no blank records - just data), 4) 
building a TOTAL data set from card input, 5) delet ing 
records from a TOTAL data set, and 6) validating a 
TOTAL data set. TUMS can select TOTAL data accord 
ing to volume and key values. TUMS can be used for a 
mult iplicity of applications. TUMS gives the Data Base 
Administrator the abil ity to create the original data base, 
add new records, delete old records, backup/recover, 
generate test data bases from live data, and repair data 
sets with broken linkages. A very important capability of 
TUMS is reorganizing TOT AL data bases when changes 
in device type, record size, block size, new relationships 
(linkage paths), expanded file size, or new data sets are 
required. The purpose of TUMS is to eliminate expensive 
custom written programs. You code only four (4) easy
to-use control cards which contain the same information 
as you might code in a TOTAL program. No compila
tion, or linked iting --- all binding is at execut ion t ime . 
The elapsed time from request to guaranteed results is 
immediate. TUMS is shipped ready-to-catalog with no 
local customization necessary. It installs in less than five 
minutes. And you will be able to use it within a 1/2 hour 
with the users manual. 
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CHARLES BOURNE AND ASSOCIATES 

Richard H.@ ering 
5873 Westhaven Drive 
Fort Worth, TX 76132 

Dear Dick: 

1619 SANTA CRUZ AVENUE 

MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA 94025 

August 27, 1995 TEL. (41!1> 322-7101 

Now that I've retired from DIALOG, I am able to spend more time working with Trudi 
Bellardo, formerly of Catholic University and SLA, to write a book for Academic Press on the 
early (pre-1977) history of the online search services. You may remember that I discussed 
that topic with you several times in the past .. 

The Mead and Data Corporation story will be a part of that text, and at this time we are 
actively reviewing the final text of that story. Because you were so closely involved with the 
those activities during the pre-1976 time period, we'd appreciate whatever help you can 
provide with our final reviews. We've gone about as far as we can go from the published 
material that we've been able to get our hands on, and from earlier information that you've 
provided. Now we need to have the current draft checked by the people who were on the scene 
at that time -- to correct the factual mistakes, fill in some of the missing pieces, and to provide 
additional comments as appropriat~. We'd also appreciate any stories or anecdotes that we 
can repeat for our readers. ,: 

With that introduction, I invite yoli to review and annotate the attached draft text of the 
Mead, Data Corporation, and related activities for 1964-77. I hope you'll also be able to 
review the COSATI activities that resulted in your appearance in the Battelle/COSATI movie. 

You'll notice that some of the text is in boldface. That's just a temporary artifice to permit me 
to keep track of my own text, so that I can keep track of where things came from. You'll also 
see some notes passed between Trudi and me as part of the dynamic text-building and review 
process. 

If you have any questions or comments, please give me a call. Just annotate and return the 
draft if that's easier for you. I had a difficult time tracking you down. I look forward to 
hearing from you. 

Best regards, 

d.,..__ 

Charles P. Bourne 

Enclosure - COSATI text and supporting cites from Chapter 5 (10/9/94 edition) 
Chapter 8 (3/11/95 edition) 
Mead text and supporting cites from Chapter 10 (5/20/95 edition) 

P.S. Could you give me an approximate date for the enclosed announcement of the 
availability of the Data Central Software? 

xc: Trudi Bellardo 0etter only) 
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To: 

From: 

Re: 

History File 

Charles Bourne 

Notes of 19 September 95 Call from Dick & iering (home & office: 817/263-7259) 

Dick called in response to my recent letter to him. He'll review the draft and send a response in a week or 
so. He's retired now, and has time to do it. 

Regarding the CIRC vs. Data Central issue at Wright-Patterson. He was at DIA and participated in a 
review. It was very political. He'll tell me the story, but not for the record. 

He'll be in San Francisco next month, and could stop in on his way to Monterey. 

He may have the Data Spectrum article. 
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5873 Westhaven Drive 
Fort Worth, Texas 76132 

(817) 263-7259 

Charles Bourne and Associates 
1619 Santa Cruz Avenue 
Menlo Park, California 94025-5761 

ATTN: Charles P. Bourne 

Dear Charlie: · 

September 23, 1995 

I am gratified that someone is putting together an unbiased account of 
the "History of Online Search Services". Most articles seem to be biased 
toward on/ activity or another: Battelle, Lockheed, Mead, SDC, etc , Your 
inclusion of each viewpoint lends a level of authenticity not found other 
places. 

In hind sight, these activities - together with others such as the ARPA 
spinoffs (e.g. Packet switching that evolved into what i::5 now Sprint) can be 
looked upon as the "birth" of the Information Superhighway. 

Not seeing the overview of the document (e.g. the Table Of Contents), it 
is difficult to know what information is relevant and what is not. Some 
comments may not be proper for the actual book. 

It is important to note that most of the technical details in the 
chapters ace minute modifications of the same technology. The state-of-the
art movement in commercial enterprise was and is Online interactive access . 

I am enclosing copies of five documents I wrote over that period of 
time. Some of which you asked for in your text; others asked for I have not 
been able to locate. 
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One of the enclosed documents deals with the Data Spectrum: I felt then 
and I feel just as strongly now that having two different classes of systems 
(each with its own protocol and user interaction) , one for structured material 
and one for document handling is and was superfluous. Codes are words -
albeit non-natural-language words, but words non the less - and if document 
handling systems expanded to handle numeric fields, the document handling 
systems, with proper Data Base Administration, could easily handle what is 
currently thought of as MIS or data base requirements. Sadly, the re::it of the 
world doesn't agree. 

I look forward to seeing you and discussing your most intriguing 
project. Our current plans for our San Francisco trip include Friday, October 
20 as a day to the Monterey area. Could you meet us somewhere along 101 for a 
cup of coffee or something. Please let us know. 

Sincerely, 

Richard H Giering 

Enclosures: 
Notes and commentary on dispatched material 
Analysis of Existing and Proposed Data Handling Systems 
Information Processing and the Data Spectrum 
This is Data Central (1972 Technical Specifications 
Presentation to Conference on Large Data Bases, National 

Academy of Sciences 
TTAM A Time-Shared Teleprocessing Access Method 
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\family\bourne95.not: September 17 1 1995 1 11:44 PM 
Modified: September 17, 1995 1 11:44 PM 
Printed: September 25 1 1995 1 4:40 PM 

1 COSATI text and supporting cites 

2 

1.1 First paragraph: "disseminating scientific and technical 
information ... " dealt primarily with the use of form 1498 (DD 
form, NASA form and other departmental forms of similar or 
identical nature). 

1.2 Second paragraph: sentence containing Landau reference: As I 
remember it, Battelle was also invited to participate in the 
evaluation. They declined. Note they made their own movie. 

1.3 Second paragraph - even though the information was published in 
the 1969 ASIS proceedings, the work was accomplished - as I 
remember it - some time (maybe the year) before. This goes along 
with the RKS notes referenced on page five. 

1.4 It should be noted that prior to 1969, the names DIALOG and Data 
Central were not in general use. Only the corporate names -
Lockheed and Data Corporation were used. 

1.5 Page 74, " ... two of the systems ( and __ ) 
memory serves me correctly, the two were Lockheed 
answer to your question in the CB Note: I believe 
later, in 1969 or 1970. 

" If my 
and Data. In 
the demo was 

1.6 Next paragraph, question note: I believe the Noreen Welch/Mit re 
report was that issued officially in August, 1968, but it was 
unofficially distributed in spring, 68 to the COSATI members and 
to the involved members for comment. After issue , I believe it 
was available from NTI S. 

1.7 Page 75, bottom paragraph: I believe CCA also participated. 
Battelle partially participated by using their own data base of 
library collections (see previous paragraph) and some dictionary 
definitions. 

1.8 Page 76 1 top: I don't know when George Tressel did alJ. of the 
filming, but do remember that the film had four vendors: Battelle, 
CCA 1 Data and Lockheed. 

Chapter Eight - Data Corporation 

2 .1 Page 61 bottom: The initial computerized system for RECON CENTRAL 
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2.2 

was non-traditional batch. Requesters would give t he requi rements 
to an operator who, using the computer console (similar to an IBM 
1050 terminal) to interactively obtain the requested data . True 
online interactive capability was subsequently integrated (circa 
1967), but limited to the use of only one IBM 1050 terminal 
instead of the computer console. At this point in time the data 
(both new and replacement records) were only entered into the 
system in true batch mode. Charlie: I would think that this 
identifies, at least for the Data Corporation system, the 
transition from classic batch to what is the current concept of 
online interactive operation. 

Page 7: Note questions at top of page: Data Corporat i on was 
actively involved in highly sensitive (at that time) super-high 
resolution photography - both aerial and satellite photo 
reconnaissance. This involved research and develop111ent i n both 
camera equipment and processing technology. The processing 
technology was used by Data Corporation - under contract t o NASA -
in the Lunar Ranger and other moon-related programs . In this 
photo area, work was being done (research primarily) in high 
resolution photo display which culminated in the multi-color ink
jet activity that later became the other Mead spin-off - Mead 
Dijit - that was later sold to Kodak . Data was also involved in 
sensitive visual and electronic targeting activities. Charlie: Is 
this detailed enough or do you need more? 

With respect to CIRC and CIRCOL, both activities were of a 
different WPAFB organization (FTD), there was no relationship. 
SOC had a contract for support at the one organization and Data 
had the contract at the other. I'll let you draw you r own 
conclusions. In about 1966, when DIA heard about what Data 
Corporation was doing at the Recon Laborato ry (later renamed the 
AVIONICS Laboratory) while they were funding FTD's activity in 
CIRCOL, they requested and got a copy of unclassified CIRC dat a 
and loaded it at RECON CENTRAL. Technically, the comparison 
favored the Data Corporation approach, but the report was bu ried . 
On the next page, the year is given as 1967. If that i s what I 
reported in my earlier correspondence, I was wrong. The study 
activity started in late 1966, but for a number of reasons the 
data did not actually move until early 1967. 

Question about "of an online system" in the next paragraph: In 
the sense of an online system as stated above with a si.ngle 
terminal connected to a dedicated computer. 

Charlie: your note in that :same paragraph is indicative of several 
non-communicating activities all moving in the same direction 
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2.3 

toward an online activity for document access 
Next question note (at Data or tvP) : The initial computer 
installation was in a vault at the Recon Laboratory at WPA.FB. 
Data Corporation's computer was installed later (circa early 1967 
or late 66). Next note is correct. The final note in that 
paragraph is correct, but with the amplification that the 
feasibility was the breadboard model, Except for the date, the 
note on the bottom of page 7 is correct. 

Page 81 top: I might add that the implication of "numeric 
information" should include arithmetic (e.g. gtr, lss, etc.) 
searching. 

Middle paragraph, page 8: While we in Data Corporation were aware, 
as was DIA (see above), of the FTD work with CIRC 1 the classified 
nature (and "need to know") requirements within FTD prohibited any 
detailed knowledge of it, I was not aware that "funding shifted" 1 

but only that the funding to proceed to a full production system 
was curtailed, but I believe that was in '68 rather than '67. 

With respect to the "hotbed of invention" comment - The Recon 
Laboratory had sponsored a research contract to Northwestern 
University sometime earlier on the same "full-text" topic . This 
resulted in a set of programs (not a system) that was batch 
oriented for the IBM 7094 and used FORTRAN logical variables with 
Boolean logic for full-text searching. It was called BIDAP 
(Bibliographic Data Processor) and was employed by DIA in the late 
1966 early 1967 time frame. 

Question in last sentence of middle paragraph: See above for an 
answer as to why (FTD vs. Recon Lab). I can verbally give more 
information as I was involved at DIA, but won't put it in writing. 

Question on the bottom of page 8: "Full capabilities" included, 
among other things 1 time-sharing for multiple simultaneous 
terminals, other terminal types, more generalized data base 
definition (including cross-field and cross-file access), more and 
deeper recursiveness, optional (personalized) sy110nymy and SDI, 
KWIC display1 columnar display with sub and final totaling, more 
generalized input and output sub-routines (now called filtE:rs), 
etc. 

The library continued using the computer with the "breadboard" 
system. Data Corporation (Bill Gorog) obtained entrepreneurial 
funding and began the in-house development of the "full system". 
Recon Lab, having received as a deliverable, the breadboard 
system 1 continued to use it until the 1969/1970 time frame when 
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Data Corporation/Mead Data Central sold/leased them the rights to 
the then production version. From then on the full Data 
Corporation/Mead system (programs) were used by the Air Force at 
RECON CENTRAL, the Avionics Central and finally AVCEN, all dt 

WPAFB. This just adds dates to that which is eJ.aborated later in 
your text. 

Page 9 - middle of the page, question about dates: As I remember 
the sequence, the late 1967 date, I was given the responsibility 
for the design and implementation of the time-sharing 
functionality being the first step in the expansion to a 
"production capability", Design, programming and testing saw the 
full implementation of the capability in early 1968. Up untiJ. 
that time Bill Gorog and others of the Data Corporation management 
were unsure that a production capability could be obtained within 
the planned (and budgeted) dollars and time frame. The 
implementation convinced them and I was tapped to manage (up to 
that time I was merely the design manager and programmer) the 
complete conversion and business including the data centers 
(Washington, DC, Dayton and WPAFB - Data still had the personnel 
support contract with Recon Lab 1 etc.) It depends on which window 
one looks through to determine which of the two dab:~s is valid for 
what. 

Charlie, see below for information on my background up to 1970 

Comments with respect to "tested with the R'ECON CENTRAL package" . 
While the time-sharing capability was being developed, significant 
internal (no functionality changes) modifications of the 
breadboard system was accomplished to give greater reliability, 
etc. The test "with the RECON CENTRAL package" (as opposed to the 
now upgraded system) was an attempt to get the Recon Lab people 
interested enough to buy into the time-shared capability. 

Except for the dates that are more or less accurately stated in 
the earlier part of the chapter (the part on OBAR), the comments 
dealing with OBAR feasibility relate to the first part of the on
going OBAR activity. The first step in the project was an 
attempt, by Data Corporation, to prove that the Data Central (this 
is about the time-frame when that name began to be used) 
capability could support legal research . A small (about .SO 
million character) data base was loaded for testing; I don't 
remember if OBAR funded that effort or if Data funded :i.t 
internally or if a combination. One of the results of that effort 
was the realization of the magnitude of the data conversation 
effort. It was determined that neither Data nor OBAR would have 
the funds for the effort. 
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Comment on the note on bottom of page 9: whether it was 
"recursive" or "semi-recursive" sounds like the type of semantic 
commentary used by the various vendors of the day in their attempt 
to one-upmanship their competition. Roger's comment "single 
answer set'' is accurate, but recursiveness is a little like being 
pregnant; can one be semi-pregnant? I don't think that 1 thirty 
years later it really matter:::;. The concept of recursiveness was 
being implemented by both vendors; the mode of :i.mplementation 
matters not nearly as much as the fact that it was being 
implemented. He is absolutely accurate in that Data Central : of 
that vintage, had no index display capability. This item was on 
the list of functionalities that were to be implemented . Each 
vendor had their own ideas of which items had what priority. For 
example, while Lockheed had index display as a relatively high 
priority, Data Corporation thought that KWIC and color display 
were their high priority. I believe this difference is the direct 
result of the philosophic background of the two companies - manual 
indexing vs. full text. But is this really germane to the 
question of the advance of the state-of-the-art? 

2.5 Page 10 - Statement ahead of the CB Note at the bottom: The key 
to the statement is the phrase "on the market". Other systems 
were available, but were not "on the market"; for example, 
LEADERMART from Lehigh UniversHy was available, but was not 
co~mercial or saleable, 

I look forward to your research into the SDC-SATIRE and 1963 !JRI 
work. As far as ASPEN is concerned, I have no idea even if they 
ever went on line commercially. A number of yearn later I ran into 
Larry Berul (I think this is the correct spelling) in Washington, 
he was heading up ASPEN at that time, and they had switched f rollt 
being a provider to performing primarily data entry work for 
Government and for litigation support. Horty left shortly after 
OBAR confirmed its decision to go full-text. 

2.6 Page 11, top: Subsequent use of stop word lists have generated 
questions, especially with respect to proximity searching: are 
stop words counted or not, etc. 

Note on "OBAR ... tested in law firms": I remember that we had 
some OBAR material at the ASIS demonstration in fall, 1968, but 
I'm not sure that we had the full 50 million characters available 
at that time. It was this 50 million character data base that was 
tested in law firms and resulted in feasibility being accepted. 

Note in the middle of the page: As related in the previous 
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paragraph, the late 1967 contract was for a feasibility test and 
required the loading of the 50 million character data base. 
Subsequent amendments to the contract (subsequent to feasibility 
being established) called for the online service, etc. 

Charlie: you might want to consider contacting Bill Harrington 
(LEXIS and/or Don Wilson might give you information on how to 
contact him) to get OBAR's view of the picture at that tirne. This 
might include the answer to what other firms made presentations to 
OBAR at that time. 

2. 7 Page 12, top (and botton1 of page 11) : OBAR: a salient point you 
might wish to include, although it may not be germane 1 fa that in 
Ohio and many other states (at least at that time) the copydght 
to the printed court decision publications was in the hands of the 
state bar association. 

Note on top paragraph: The modifications "deemed necessary" Wt::l'.8 

all in the original functional-item list discussed earlier 
concerning the movement from the RECON CENTRAL breadboard to the 
"full production" system. They were a11 in process of being 
implemented at that time (time of the subsequent modifications to 
the original 1967 contract - after feasibility). The 

( modifications were to be finished prior to the contract amendments 
taking affect. An aside: "changing the stop word list" required 
that the generalized capability for having different stop word 
lists for different applications be finalized (see above for 
comment about Generalized Data Base Definition. 

(_ . 

Note as middle paragraph: While the contract was substantially as 
stated in the paragraph, subsequent amendments and modifications 
essentially nullified all of the elernents. This is especially 
true about exclusivity, OBAR paying for and owning the data base 1 

and the division of revenue. 

Last sentence and note - bottorn of page 12: While it is true t hat 
GOROG sought out the Ohio Bar Association, it has been the OBAR 
contention that, since they had a "comparative study" (especially 
vs. Horty's ASPEN) they sought out Datc1 Corporation. Whether 
Preston's opinion is valid or not is moot. Whether the subsequent 
ADL study would have been so emphatically in favor of the legal 
research market or not, or indeed if an ADL study could have been 
afforded or not are all open questions. I agree that the sentence 
needs to be amplified to clarify the apparent conflict. There 
were a number of other applications available (as is seen later in 
the text) that were available to Data Corporation as it was 
seeking customers for its retrieval software. 
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2.8 Page 13, top: In continuation of the ptevious coi1unent, Ptes t on i;:=, 

quotation must be taken with "a grain of sa lt" . The tim,:;, frame 
being discussed is 1967/68 and 69 while the OBAR contract wa5 
operable with Data Corporation. Mead Data Central (MDCI) was not 
formed until Feb. 1970 and he refers only to MDCI. 

Middle paragraphs: In the 1968/69 time frames, things (with 
respect to legal research) were moving very rapidly and specific 
dates are difficult to remember Pricing definitely was 
experimental as no one else was "in the marketplace" so there was 
no guidance as to the price sensitivity of the product. A great 
deal of concern was voiced about the price sensitivity vis-a-vis 
volume of data available, type of terminal and line speed in use, 
etc. The $75/hour figure is probably a good medium or average , 
but discussions - both in house at Data Corporation and with 
lawyers around the state - ranged from much lower numbern to 
amounts more than double that figure. 

My recollection is that initial testing lii l aw off ices Jiu not. 
begin until the 1969 time frame (this was while the ADI, study was 
in process) . Full beta testing around Ohio (in law ffrn1::.) diJ !lot 
occur until 1970. As far as who arranged the testing ,. it was a 
combination of Data Corporation sales people and OBAR 
representatives. 

As far as how the data base was constructed - very ltttle i.f any 
change has occurred in the data base structure for case law 
records in the intervening period. The opinion was broken into 
the Majority Opinion, Concurring Opinion, Dissenting Opinion, etc. 
Other fields included Syllabus, head notes, case name 1 Judges, 
date decided, and others. It is interesting to note that if one 
queries the LEXIS data base of OHIO SUPREME COURT cases, there 
will be some found in upper case only (as opposed to the vast 
majority being in upper-lower case). These are cases from the 
original 50 million character test data base (they were 
keypunched). 

2.9 Page 14, top: While the paragraph (sta rting on the bottom of page 
13) is correct, the implication of Mead's (financial) 
participation at that time is incorrect. Except for funding the 
AOL study, very few Mead funds wete expended on any Data Central 
application until the following year with the fovndfog of MDCI . 

Next paragraph note: The first sentence is absolutely correct. 
OBAR was one of a number of clients for the Data Corporation 
Service bureau. With respect to Diana McCabe's article: one 
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should remember that she was an employee of OBAR (she is - or at 
least was - Bill llat.:i.:ington' s wife) and wrnte from its viewpo int 
for the benefit of other lawyers . In only one respect - in my 
opinion - do you sh0rt-change OBAR. OBAR took a lot 0f flak iii 
that time frame from many and sundry orgenizatjons - both legal 
and non-legal - concerning this "new fangled" idea of full-tt;::xt 
storage and retrieval. One must remember that the accepted 
principle of legal research at the time was the West Key Number 
system which was, effectively1 a manua1Jy assigned ke11word 
(actually key numbers, each of which represented a key phrase) in 
a somewhat controlled vocabulary. They stood their ground and 
"took the arrows in their back" as we all did at the time. The 
last comment by Trudi is correct (see above). 

Middle of the page: Since MDCI was not formed until the 69/70 time 
frame (and this section (by the Table of Contents) deals with 
68/69, the title should be Data Corporation. In the early days 
Mead Data Central, Inc was refe1.:red to as MDCI. Years later when 
it was more fully incorporated into the Mead family and lost its 
separate incorporated status, it became Mead Data Centra l (MDC). 

Date of acquisition: You cau (and should) verify the date of 
acquisition from Mead Corporation and/or other stock market 
sources (e.g. Value Line or Dow JonE:.;o). I spE:.cifically r:elite111b8r 

that the employees of Data Corporation were told of the 
acquisition in August, 1968. The deal was made a~out that time, 
but the date of official close of the sale is at leaRt then or 
maybe later. 

Mark Bayer's "legend" is very factual, with one difference and one 
incorrect implication. Data Corporation was jointly and equally 
owned by Bill Gc,rog and Lysle (I'm not sure of this spelling) 
Cahill. Bill was the driving force behind cameras and computer 
technology, while Lysle was more interested in photography (film, 
etc) and other reconnaissance applications. As I remember the 
story, it was Lysle (not Bill Gorog) that was Jim Mcsweeny' s 
neighbor. While it is my understanding that OBAR was mentioned in 
the backyard discussion, it counted for no more or less than a 
number of other activities such as the high resolution photo 
processing and ink-jet work. That so-called legend was common 
knowledge among Data's employees at the time. 

More on the acquisition topic: In my opinion.- Harrington ' s nnte 
has a measure of creditability. Regardless of the nature of U1e 
backyard discussions, I do remember the following - T wa~ rli rector 
of the Information Sy.3tems Divisioil (I:3D) of Data ai: the time and 
was responsible for aJ.1 of the computer oriented hus:i.ne~:s (whi.ch 
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included not only information retrieval activities such as OBAR 
and RECON CENTRAL, but other:- non-inforrnational retrieval 
activities in which Data was engaged. In about Feb., 1969 when 
members of the Mead Staff cairle to the Data Corp locat ion to "find 
out what they had gotten" and how it could fit into their 
corpor:-ate falllily, it was quite a shock for them to find that the 
ISD had such a significant on-going business while simultaneously 
pursuing developmental activities toward even bigger business 
opportunities in the futun~. OB:l'l,R and its implications appe8rl':'d 
to be one of the mote significant future opportunities. 

2.10 Page 16, top: Leadermart - independent of t he dates - did indeed 
use word positioning. As I remember it, however , they used i.t, 
not in the direct inquiry sense as is the current accepted 
definition of proximity searching, but only as ordering b8tween 
the semantic seatch expression vs. the semantics of the text being 
searched. 

By the summer of 1969, Data had also sold and installed a beta 
version (pre-version one) of the ::rystem at Union Car:-bide's 
Charleston, West Va. facility for use in their in-house tracking 
of research in the chemical field. This is in addition to the two 
commercial (and one government - RF.CON CENTRAL) computer service 
bureau operations. 

Response to Lancaster's "complex plural" question. The answel is 
"Yes, complex plurals were supported." The problem with thi.PJ 
statement is that the support was not algorit~bic, as Wds the 
support for regular formed ~lurals , but rather non-regular plurals 
were handled as sy11ony1ns wher8 they ede:h haJ to be lfa t.ed iu a 
list. 

2.11 Page 17, top paragraph, note: My recollection of the events 
leading up to DOE/RECON deal with COSMIC. NASA, having contracted 
with Lockheed, received a copy of the software for RECON. They in 
turn passed it on to COSMIC (the Govetnment 's holding facility for 
government owned software, located somewhere in Georgia) . Thlhen 

DOE decided they needed a system, getting the softwar8 from COSMIC 
and contracting with Lockheed for modifications was deemed to be 
cheaper than any other route - no open source bid was solicited. 

Second sentence undet OBAR : This is one of the modifications to 
the Data Corporat.ion/OBA.'R contract. I related above. 

BEER: There was no additional Wright-Patt contract for the lo-?.d 
onto RECON CENTRAL; it was part of the on9oing RECON C:C::N'F.KAL 
Effort. When i.t was movPd to ArHn9ton; it benami? B different 
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contract. 

TIMPS/ENVIRON: I don't believe it started as early as 1966, as the 
service bureaus were not in operation until late 1967 or early 
1968. 

2.12 Page 18, PADAT: PADAT was operational on the Arlington, Va . Data 
Corp Service Bureau computer . APA made it available to theii'. 
subscribers (I am not aware of their rules for access,, Data served 
only as a service). While a significant amount of their data was 
converted to machine readable form by Data's service hureau 1 some 
of the data may wrc:11 have been constrncteci ):,y Inforonics, I only 
know we converted (both at our in-hou:::e facility ;:ind via off-shore 
contract) some of the it data. 

EARS: no comment or disag-rt:ernent v.1iti1 cuntents ol.: notr2~ 0{ pc19e 1;.1 
EARS information, 

2.13 Page 19, Note after chart: There was indeed a lost opportunity 
for MDCI. During the Spring and Summer of 1971, MDCI dgonhed 
over a business direction decision . One faction wanted to 
concentrate on legal research while another wanted to exploit the 
technology across the marketplace including legal research. 

( During this period, many opportunities in the non-legal 
marketplace were lost . If you want to invesUgate that story1 be 
my guest, but be aware there are a lot of "worms in it". 

NIWDS: The National Institutes of Health Neurology Ins titute used, 
as I remember i.t, the K7l..RS contract to experiment with neurology 
abstracts. No additional contract re5ulted. 

2 .14 Page 20, note at top of page (5 t aLL0 on bottom of pre viou;3 page) : 
The universal character was a significant feature of ea.r1y Data 
Central Capability. It may ha ve b~en (and puss itly waj) a feature 
of the original RECON CENTRA.L breadboard . 

Note about looking for publications : I am remindPd that Martha 
i'hlliams, who was active in ASIS was, at that ti111e wH11 the 
University of Illinois. She mi.ght be able to help locate s0mr:> 

material. 

COSATI: I agree with your note; Data Central, as a sy~te,11 1 did nol 
have the capacity to "agree" on anything. 

2. 1.5 Page 21, HEAP: Our Arlington facility had data relating to 
pesticides, but from where, I don't remember. My recollection is 
that it was part of our EPA activity - see below. It dealt 
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primarily with antidotes anrl treatments to pestjcide po i sons . 

A.O. Little Consultation: As I remembPr H 1 the cr:intr:::wt with ADL 
was with Data Corporation, but was directed and fundeJ by Viectd. 
Negotiations began early (not as early as Feb.) 1969. The work 
was done, as I remember it, during the summer months and 
culminated in a report in the A.ug ./Sep ./Oct. time frame . These 
dates can be clarified (I will stand corrected) by Don Wilson. 
You should contact him on the question. 

The original contract (with AOL) called for a study of how the 
Data Central technology could be exploited - from a business 
standpoint - without being restricted to a given marketplace. 
After initial evaluation, the null-legal n1arket was considered too 
small (to put another way, there was no market identified outside 
of the legal research business that was contddet-=::d big enough tu 
warrant considering.) ~s a result of this initial evaluation , the 
contract was changed Lo that a;:; ::.pecif ied iii yc,LiL text. 

Comment on the latter: part of the note: Wih\:ill is abu a lawyer, 
but non-practicing. 

2.16 Page 22, top: The date of the report (Feb. 1 19'70) is not correct. 
( The forruation of MDCI began in late Noveiuter, eai:ly DeGeJilber o[ 

1969 and was completed, including incorporation.- h.y Feb. 1 1970. 

Indented material: •~ubin served as President and Wilson as Vice
President" (of RW Development Corporation). Se-=: also comments 
above as to name: MDCI vs. MDC. 

A note on the contents of the middle paragraph: The LEXIS s1~tem 
contains/contained very little in new functional features. It 
relies on the same developed technology of inverted files with the 
original functionality. Its primary clairn to fal11e was a bias in 
interaction to legal research, extremely high simultaneous 
terminal use with no degradation and high reliability. In £act, 
as late as the late 1980's, the non-interactive (e .g.uprlate, etc.) 
functionality was unchanged fi:om that of the late 60!s and eatly
'70' s. 

Note the dichotomy between the lower paragt;:iph on pc19e 22 ,rnd that 
of the lower middle paragl'.aph ("In Septti::i11ber: 1971 ... 1. The 
original formation of MDCI (text on page 22) spun alJ. information 
science technology busines5 f.t:om Data Corp0ration to MDCI. Thi;:; 
included the Arlington facility (which was primarUy in ~upport of 
the governmental and commercial (e.g. PADAT) se1:vic85) . The 
Information Science act:i.vities of the RECON CENTRAL contract 1,1ere 
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2.17 

also transferred as was support for the Union Carbide contract. 
See below for infou11ation on the S1.::pt., 19 71 ;:jplit. While le9al 
research (e.g. OBAR) was inc1ur:l8d in the spin off .. it WAS not the 
only activity. The referenced (48 and 49) material was µtepareJ 
for law journals and was therefore biased . Vann is Peter ,J . Vann . 
Bob Bennett 1Nas hireJ during 1970 or early D71. 

Page 23: Paragraph dealing with Bob Bennett ('~any Data 
Corporation officers . .. '') should indicate the officers mentionerl 
in the prnvious patagraph tan MDCI. Bob Bennett assumE;J 
operational control after the Sept. 1 1971 splH; as you state on 
page 30, Bob Bennett was Director of Training in the 1970 time 
frame. Also Mead Technology Laboratories, at that ti.me did not 
exist. 

The next paragraph deals with a mixture of the pm- and post
Sept., 1971 period. The main thrust of the paragraph deals with 
the post Sept., 1971 split. The middle sentence ("The mission of 
the new corporation . . . Data Central system , )") relates to the 
original mission of MDCI. This mission was changed in the post-
1971 period to concentrate on the Legal research business. 

The next paragraph is correct I bnt I beUev,::. th8 phras'? " .,, new 
systern based on the ::;ame technology ... " ne0c:J;'; t 0 Le enl!Jha;:;i zeJ if 
the book is to relate to milestones in technologic developwentr nn 
new technology carne about with this deve:iopmenL - ;';ee above. 

The last paragraph should indicate that Wt:ld1 resi~/ned .i.r1 1;71 a.nJ 
P J Vann resigned in about (date may not be exact) late 1972 . It 
is this "non-legal business" for which the newly re·-con::itiLuted 
Information System Division was responsj_ble. 

2.18 Page 24, question on MTL date: I don't remember the exact rlate of 
the name change. One of the enclosed docull\ents I wrote (the one 
dealing with the 1972 specifications of the system) was 1,.1ritten in 
March, 1972 and the entity was ;:;till Data Corporation then. 

You indicate the "altHnative" meaning for KWIC - I assu111e you, 
somewhere earlier in the book, define KTJiJIC as "Keyri1nrd Tn 
Context". The tetlll "personalizeJ abstrnct" ~Jas teally a 
"persona1ized 0xtract". I thought th,c1t 1,1,c1s the way it w;:i s 

advertised, but I may be wr0ng. A KWIC display wa;;; the keywords 
used by the online user in the sparch as found in the resultin0 
documents togethE:r with their ( thd b~yvJotd;;; 1 ;:;.un0Lmd.i.ng contex t. 
Each of these cont8xts in the document was sep:;ir8ted frr:in1 the nP Y.: t 
and/or previous context with an dliµsis mark. Tlifa dbr;lay . 
especially when in hc1rdcopy1 was r:~onsider.ed ;:in ext re.ct 
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personalized because it was constructed by virtue of the terms 
used by the online user at the time. 

Response to the CB Note and the TB question in thfa par-dgt::aph: If 
the Mead section deals with this version of Data Central (prior to 
t he LEXIS vets iun) , thi:: ansv,iei:.' to thE:: ques tion shoL1ld De ye;:;, 
otherwise it would depend on whet.her LEXIS lv:id th0 carahilitiP~. 

SSIE: Previous comments on a~plicatinns incl uded commentary ~s to 
whether: the experiment continued, if J.i:: did1iiL , vJ11 y 11ui, 1 dm.i ;j(, 

forth. Should this section be similarly expanded? 

2 . 19 Page 2.S 1 AVIONICS CENTRAL (starts on page 24) ~ The cont ract was 
with Mead Data Central, Inc as Data Corp0cation (MTL did 1iot exist 
untH after March, 1972) had turned over the f'lystem to MDCI when 
it (MDCI) was fonned. Also it was AVIONICS CENTRAL (rnt her than 
RECON CENTRAL) that thus began the dial up servi.ce. This activity 
of AVIONICS CENTRAL ("private-file" service becoming a cotnmei:cial 
service bureau in competition with Data Corporation) Jed to some 
major disagreements in subsequent years. More on tilis if you like 
when and if we meet . 

HEW: This data base contained files on audio-visual equipment , 
both har-dwate and software (softwar:e being slides, filins, etc .) as 
well as A-V project information . Mr. Torn \ToycP of HETil was the 
project n1a11age:c. The application was patterned afteL t he DOD 
Audio-visual application tnrlicated in the pr~vious paragraph on 
A\lIOWICi CENTRAL. Th,::: .HEW applicdtiun ,::;.:.,11 ti11uE=:d iii i:0 the g 73 
time frame during which time a concerted government wirle effort 
was underway to integt:dte all ciuuio- visual file.;; .i.ntu uue 
application. I don't know the outcome nf the pffort . 

Mead Personnel: A complete classic re rsonnel arpli.r..::ition w.::i.s 
implemented. This included the auton1atic generation of the 
various required govermental (e.g. EEO) and other management 
oriented reports. Full text fields, in addition to the structured 
fields of data, included resume': job description.- annual 
evaluation, labor- oriented reports such as grievencea, 
negotiations, etc. 

EPA (Charlie: why the special additfonal heading?): This data base 
contained, in addition to the legal and managem,snt data as Mark 
Bayer indkated, data on pesti.cides I t()xic spi.11s,. research and 
chemical company inforn1ation. AH and water quality file::J were 
also contained in this data base . I beli8ve it starterl befo re 
MDCI wa::. formed, co11ti11ued through i ... n::;G's start-up d 11d returned to 
Data Corporation fol101,.1i.n9 tbP Sept. B7l spl it. 
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2 .20 Page 26, Fii:-st milestone: OBAR and LEADER (really L8aderMc1d) 
were contemporaries. The difference was that t,1hile OBJ\.R was a 
commercial venture (the initial 1967/68 discussions between Data 
Corporation and OBAR de8.lt with the question of spli.tting 
revenues), the Lehigh University activity was limited to testing 
of research and development activities. I might add that I was 
quite impressed with their semantic and.lysis 11Jork, out it appears 
to have gone nowhere at: that time. It would be interesting to see 
if the work (apparently simila.t: in naturE:) that lias t8cently been 
accompHshed at CONQUEST.- Inc of Columbia,. Md (non Tlli)son i_s 
heavily involved with this) foll0wed U18 1EADEF:. activitie;:; 0i:: 

whether the CONQUEST activity ts altogPther nf?.W , 

First paragraph, "in 1969.- MDC" !'!houlri re.<i.d " i.n l9fiq ,. n;:it;:i 
Corpor·ation (MDCI was noi:. fotu,eJ until lc1tt:! • c; c1nJ/ot: ecti.ly 
'70) . By the same token I the title is tnr:-:or.rect. 

My recollect:i.on is that Harrington's subsequent stBtt?ment 
concerning Squire, Sanders ... in more correct. While the Ohio 
.Attorney General used the system 1 I believe we in Data Corporation 
furnished it free of charge for some time and that Squii:e, Sanders 
and possibly Jones, Day subscribed before the Attorney General 
did. Charlie~ I agree with your suggestion - ask Bill Hartington 
to review this text. He may be able to refresh my memory (or 
vice-versa) and add to the authenticity of the effort. 

With respect to the question as to what computers were being used, 
the computer configuration w,:1s .qs described .:i.t the l 01,.rer middle of 
page 8. 

2 .21 Page 27, Harrington~;:; ffodings (;:;; tarted cm boi:.ton, pc1i:.a9taph of 
previous page), I have refPrrerl to (as I believe others have) the 
1970 and i::ady- 1971 timE: fr:dltte d;:, the l·iDCI bt:::Ld i:.e~t J;E:r:ioJ. 
There were three major fact0rs tbc1t forced u~; to r~!onrJ 11rle th.Rt thi? 
test wa;::s s0mething less tha11 c1 full ::lUGt_:ess; lack 0£ i.:ellctLiliLy, 
wrong terminal equipment (very sl~~ - 10 characters a second - and 
noisy (clattering) teletype;:; have 110 place in Lhe Jignif ied 
surroundings of a law office) and too little data (whi1e the Ohio 
case law data went back to about 1903, the lawyeu:i wanted it all, 
regardless of the "cost-effectiveness" - from a business 
standpoint - of the old data. 

Jerry Rubin's comments must be taken in context of the tiH1es. The 
other "competing" automated system was Horty's Aspen (the date at 
which Rorty's operation became known as Aspen, is an open 
question) . Horty would respond to lawyers calling hi.s operation 
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(in Pittsburg) where his staff of la1,.f1:r1:>rs 1,.ro11ld d1.gest t:.hP r,ql11n9 
lawyer's statement of the prnbloi:HI to 01::: .i::esedLClied. The h0r.ty 
lawyer wo11J.d then somehow (I believe n0t via foll-text) gP.t 
material selected from the data base and 5i::nd it to thl::l req1.1e5tin9 
lawyer. 

2.22 Page 28 1 top (starting at last paragraph on previous page): I 
believe the study referred to was performed by Jim Carlisle. He 
was later associated with the Annenberg (spelling) School at USC 
and I believe he received an advanced degree there. Where he is 
now, I have no idea. 

What is the difference between the two milestones under t:he first 
"1970 milestones"? Why two identical headings? 

First base pa.i::agrapli - KWIC was also used (feasible, c,n hatdcopy 
teminals su<:!h as the telPtype _. rni:.o_. ?.740 8.nd 1.11. _. fc'tc<. Ki::i,11,.rords 
wei:e highlighted 0n tho2.6e ti2rn1i1idls 0y uudei:sc;0riiig. i'.'0ui.: uLher 
statements dealing with mannerR of highlighting ~re a]Ro rorrert. 

In the second set of "1.970 rnilestones "1 how rloes the ~1?.ron.rl 
milestone differ from the fi1.:;3t 111ile;;;t.one 0.C the fii::::;L ;:;et';' 

I question your use ur 1:11e "judg111ental" ternt (who say;:; ti1ey· weLe) 
"gaudy". Also, citations were in yellow ONLY for display formats 
of citations only. In full text display, yellow was usea co 
define the context (a J.a KWIC) of the ke11Words. For example, if 
the red keyword was to appear on the top of the next page (sci.'.een 
full) 1 the bottom of the current page would be yellow warning t:.he 
online user that the context was starting. Remember that, in 
those days terminals had no internal memory and the re-display of 
a previous page to read context required the re-transmission of 
the previous page. Wh:i.le at 120 cps this was faster than the 
teletype, it still was a delay of about sevE:n seconds. 

Page 29, top paragraph: The tei:m "pei.:sonalizeJ extract'' anu 
"OBARi-zing" (Note the similarity to the term "Shepardj_7,ing".) were 
synony111s. 

Second paragi:aph not1:: : what reconciliation 1;3 d,ssirnd, :Lf :i: cc1n 
help, please call. 

1970 milestone (again): This paging feature was implemented 
shor-tly following the implementation uf suppuLt for: C?-.'i' tE:trufoals. 
This would be late 1969 or earJ.y 1970. 

2.24 Page 30,. note about my AFIPS mei::iting attendanr;e: I believ~ that 
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was the Stanford llniversity meeting 8f'l referenced in number 62 
(see above and Ldow foi: mut8) . 

Note on L0tt0n1 of pc19e. A::; 1)i:esid1:::nt 0 :i. OBAn , A.:i111d11 ' ;; w1c:Le Iot 
lawyer' 8 consnmpti.on (esp8c:i.a1ly 1awy8r~ that h;:id put monPy int() 
the OBAR bo11ds . 

2 .25 Page 31, Terminal communication stactiug messc1sie (as s tactd ull 

previous page): There was a lot of contention: at that time ; 
about the generalized verbage of comruunication and thi;:; messa9e 
was at the crux of the disagreement . There were many customers of 
the Mead Data Central Service using the Data/Central coinputer 
system; OBAR was only one 1 albeit a large one. This generalized 
message orientation was a significant factor that led to the 
Sept., 1971 split. OBAR wanted thts message (and others like it) 
to be "legal oriented" such as "YOU HAVE REACHED THE OBAR LEGAL 
RESEARCH. SERVICE". 

Mark Bayer's comments are quite accurate. In Aridition 1 1,.1hen CRT 
service was established (and int0 the ~ubst2quer1t Data Cor:poi:ativn 
non-legal period) 1 we (inc111rlinry yn11u1 truly) u~ed to c::irry twn 
big boxes (in excess of sev8rity pounQ;-j each anJ c11eck8d a::; luggage 
on airlfoe trips) to dP.mon~trnte the ~y~item. Tt r.erofoded nne nf 
Willie Lo111a11 in "Death uf a Sci lc::s111an w:i. ti1 l1.i.;:. bi9 ;:;;a11q.Jl8 Gci.:>t::; 

our sales people harl two ()f th0m. That was D() pi.cnic! 

To the next paragraph (concerning early misdon::i r.i es): T can nnly 
say "AMEN". 

The notic: on the bottom half of the page: It slwuld be notic:d thdt 
the copyright (to the print version) to the state's case lc1.w1,.r,1s 1 

for the most part, with the state bar association. Soi11t: of these 
rights were restricted while others were unrestricted - it varied 
state by state. 

2.26 Page 32, continuation of previous note: The "partnership" 
question was indeed a business/marketing question~ it had nothing 
to do with t he technical nature of the service. 

By early 19 71, support (tedrnical as well a.3 1uana9e1uent) tu the 
non-legal marketing effort wa8 reducl':'d to .::ln almost non-existent 
state. As a tesult iudi\Y uppor:tunhid in the n011-lt::!gal 
(especially governmBnt,91) world 1-.rere not foJ. lo1tJed-np 1.11-:ion . The 
fact thc1t fewer and fo11.·ei:: n011 -· li2~c1l uj.)puLtu11itie:3 0t2i.:.a1110 

contracts I lent credHability to the he1i.ef on the !),q r t of !":orne 
management people that the non-legal L~~in8s~ wc1;:;; JuomeJ t0 

failure. 
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2.27 

McCabe's article: I lemember many discussions between Diane (or 
Diana, my notes show both forms of her name) and rnern hers of MDCI' s 
management concerning thi:: affordability of the ser.:vicE: . The 
difference between being a prnfi.tahle business ,md befog a 
philanthropic ente.cplfoe c0ntinue;:; - with lespec:t to rnany parts of 
the inforrn<:1ti.on highw1:1y/super!'.ltructure tnday. 

Page 33 , ~sman'a quntp: many of those Parly users dirl not have the 
patienc:1:: and endurance 1-ie..:;essar:·:y to cau:y on. 7lis e,;1d_y i:iuc:c:es::iE:.:; 
of LEXIS were i.n New Y0rk and other states. Mc1ny nf th0 0hi.o 
lawyers had a "bad ta;=;;b:: in theii.: 1u0uths" a.:J a r:es ult of tho;:.12 
early days and they di.d not get back ·i.nt0 it for a l.nng time. 

Outstanding Issues - HEAP: As stated above (comments for p::1ge 2l 
and 25) the Data Central system was used for.: EPA's Pesticide data 
base. I ·wi.11 try to get additional i.nformati.on if necessary. 

BIO Data: See below - if more is needed, contact me. 

Unsuccessful bidder: We bid on many RFP's in those days including 
NTIS as early as 1968, Libca i::y of Congress (about the same tirne 
frame), National Farmer's Home Association (part of Dept of 
Agriculture, at a latoar time, , etc. I can't i::emei1ib1::1: all 0f them. 

Publications: Five of the aix ~taLed publications deal with Data 
Corporatfon , I am enc.losinry ci cnpy of five doc1JmentR T h,we i.n my 
possession; thrno2 0£ the 12nGlu,j1::J f h8 c:1r:t=:: li.3tt2d a::. J0;;:;iL8J. I 
do not have either of the 1968 documents. 

2 .28 NEXIS - Today's operAti0n is !mown a:=: LFXIS/NEXIS, T helfove i.t 
might well bt: gei:r1t&lh:: l:u you[ discus5ioii tc, in\::iGat8 fl:,::im wi1E:i:.c:: 

this very significant part 0f the busfoess ("';:nne. The rci""t thP 
Boston Globe and the Philadelphia Inquirer played in originating 
newspaper data bases is given short shrift in chapter ten (see 
comments on it below). Suggest that a) rderence be rnaJe here to 
that section a.nd b) that story be told i.n greater detail. It is 
significant, I believe, to note that the original ~ission of MDCI 
(all business , both legal and non-legal) is at least partially the 
case today (what with newspaper data, patent data, llledical data, 
etc) even though the Sept .• 1971 split got the company out of any 
business not directly related to legal research. 

3 Chapter ten Info ... 

3.1 Page 31, note in the 111iddle 0£ t he pdge ; 'I'hti::y n1ay hc1v2 claii11t2d to 
have no re1.ation~hi!) to thP Ori.cii.11.::1 l Dat.:~ Corrinratinn or. OBA:R 
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system and, indeed the externa1 interface (to the users ) did not 1 

but as we have seen above, the internal capabilities (foll-text 
word search, KWIC display1 etc. and associated functional 
features) were unchanged fi:om the original. Some of the behind 
the scenes software was identical - the same software. 

Page 33, "As a private company ... " in first main paragraph: 
You've hit the nail on the head! That senteni.:;e is ptobably the 
most telling, significant and free-enterprise relaterl fact in the 
whole set of matetials I have been sent - possibly in the whole 
book'! 

Next p,c1ragrarh I prinr. to i.ndP.ntP.d materfal: ·p, syl 18.bus (a 
separate field founJ in ao~e ca~e law llicit8tial i~ a couLt 
generated abstract , Mdit:i.on.;ill.y, mr:1st pubbBhl?rl r!8 SP dP0.i s inns 
contain "head noce;;i" whid1 ar:e couct assigneJ fode .... teuu.-:i 
(generally uncontrolled or, at best 1 lightly conttolled) for the 
case. In both instances , th8 words contained Lherein ari2 eyually 
searchable. 

Next paragraph: I believe (I wasn't there, hut this hc1s been the 
topic of many off-the-record discussions) the original LEXIS 
system was intended to serve 1 as a minimum , about 200 simult,:1.nem1s 
users WITHOUT DEGRADATION. At points of degrndation, additional 
hardware would be added . 

3.3 Page 34, Proprietary terminals: There was another pure-marketing 
factor involved in the decision of LEXIS to use a special 
terminal. Law firms that had this termi.nal could use it only for 
LEXIS (not WESTLAW, not DIALOG nor any other set vice t hat niight 
come along) thereby locb.ng those firms i ntn LEXIS , 

3.4 

Bottom p;:i,ragraph: 'rhe use nf "s11hjer.t: t i:,rm~ " wi 1l nnrmci l ly :imp. ly -
to infoi::matiun spE:cialfats Lhat have Dee11 ai2,.:.,ur1d dWhilt:: - i11ar1ually 
assigned subject (inde:r) t!':'rms, n0t: fl111-text worrls- ll lso see 
below for the history of tih:: r1::vbi.:se. E0olea11 meaui1i9. T11e te LJu 

"conversational English" is cd.ti1;,:1l hi?r.e , 

With respect to distance or proximity searching; the training 
included suggestions on how to obtain thE: equivah:m t uf ::ient8nce 
and paragraph searching. T.l'IHhin 2S words wou1d approximate ,:1 

sentence while within 100 words was a paragr:-a_ph. 

Page 35, Rubin's indented material, the sentence "One is that the 
computer replaces the researcher? ... ": the essence of the 
difference between the LEXIS/Data Central philosophy and end users 
and that of other online search services is embodied in this 
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statement! Other services ass ume .,;i_nri i.n f .ci ct: per.r1Pt11;;1.tp the 
concept of suu::·ogate sear:·che r:s (noL i::-es 12arci1i2Ls and not t, ;1e 1;1::u: .. on 
with the problem) or "para-professfonalfl .:it thP te rmi na l . T,EXIS 
and the original Data/CentLal philosopiry 81u1)luy t he c0ncE:pt that 
only the "END-user" - the person with the e1c.tual prnblem - i s able 
to know which material accurately answers the pi:0tlei11 at hand. 

Last paragraph, "four billion sour-ce characters" : I believe that 
when the unit-of-measure of character count (rather than records) 
is used, LEXIS consistently, over the period from 1973 to the 
present, has had the single largest data holdings in the world. 
This is a significant milE:stone. See also the last full sentence 
on the page. 

3.5 Page 36, middle paragraph! Su0gest changing (unless i t is a quote) 
"Mead putchaseJ MDC fot ... '' to LEJad "Mi::aJ puLclia;::;eJ Data 
Corporation, the corr:iorate pl;1tfnrm on wh i ch thP lPCJF1 1 r1c1.f:1e8rch 
application - LEXIS - was boi:n foL Charlie. if 1.l8 di;:i c u::i;:; 
this verbally at al1 ,. ask me ab011t the re<:1 t ()f thi~i paragraph . 

Next paragraph~ I beUeve the ph r ase "firs t ~ommer r.i. a l. _. , 
significant profits" identifies a 111ilestone. 

3. 6 Aside conunent.: A very ::iignif icant exaiuple of changi11g tiie "iuodu;:; 
operandi of the legal profession" deals w:i.th the term 
"Shepar·dizing" (Charlie this term may bi2 misspelled) . Before the 
advent of OBAR/LEXIS, the Shepard cross-references had to be 
accepted by the legal prnfession as being absolutely complete 01:: 1 

to be completely sure of the completeness I prohibiti .. ve amounts of 
manual labor were necessary. With the advent of OBAR/LEXIS, the 
verification of the Sheperd's report could be, and was, verified 
giving credence to that par t of the legal brief. 

3.7 Page 37, fir-st note: I concuL - This should be a :':ieparnte ::>ection. 

Paragraph starting "I11 iuid- 1.97.5 By 111.i.J-1975, ;:;everal 
additfona1 fe.:\tur:e~ had been i .inplPmented (8orne/roc1ny 1=>ven prior to 
1975). The::>e includeJ u,::cuc':iive ubplc1y (i1dvitig ;::k:leGtt=:J a focmaL 
for display of a g:i.ven :mswer set.- the usr-:-r C()U l rl r.errnr=ist a r.1v1n9e 

of the founat fut t he ;:;arue Jfoplay, se8 BOiue iuataial i.11 Uie iiew 
format , then ~hange back , etc) . The abj 1ity to jump het1,.1p1:>n 
random pages (relevant tu user ) sirnulat ing ae;tual hacJ-..::opy 
library research was implemented . One of thP display f nrmatR 
included (assuming the privacy r:esttict.ivns dllowed a yivell usE:t 
to invoke it) included the abi lity to erlit material being vie~ed 
online. This also included direct update of the dis pldy material 
(but not of the inverted file) . As a 1e.:isable softwcJre package jt 
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3.8 

also had Hf: own DML to .glJow lease GUents t0 enhance it with 
their own "f iltei:::1". 

DlFOCEN was c1lso knv v./11 c1~ Av~E1, . They Of>i6i'.di::.ed U1i=.i.i:: uwn ;:;erv 1ce 

center in a lease mode . 

Next paragraph: The in format ton in this paragraph (PXCPflt for thP 

last sentti:lnce) is exttemi:':ly significant as it wa;::i Uio2 c:f fod, t.hdl:. 

led to the formation. of the NEXIS portion of today' !=I LEXIS/NEXVi 
operation. Them was a significant amount of disa91.:t2:E::ment arnong 
the newspaper. librarian professfon as whether this w,:1s foasible 
and/or practical. One must remember that clipping and filing took 
up a significant amount of the staffing and budg8t of a nei.,.rs 
library. Would this cause cuts in eithet mcmpower or budget or: 
both? Could it be accomplished without any disruption of service? 
We've always done it in the clipping way; dare we take this 
innovating step?. What is the i.mpact of trying to sell access to 
this libtary outside of the 1iewspapec? And ::.0 forth. 

Once the Glob~ had become a production opt2:ration on the Data 
Centr::il Service Bnr.er.11-1 1 r:·ert::d.n peorle in M'T'r, m.::in.::igpmi:>nt 1,.1:cint,:,rl to 
:.>et up an additional 5ale::i foi.cic 1 0btain dgi1t;:;; tu tin:: news 
library rlc1t-:l and becd.n t0 SI? 11 i.t:. They :=Jc11,.1 the rrr.of Jtg th::it 
LEXIS was bE:9inning to generc1t8 aiid falt th8y c0uld 9ei1erctte moi.:8 

of the same, Mead ,. 0n. the nther h:md : ~,:iw the inve:-itment that h;:1rl 
been poured into LEXI 5 and ito predece550r i·1DC:I, anJ haJ :::H:::Liou;:; 

misgivings. Rather than stay with the proven ;:ind profjt::ible 
(although with smaller tha!'1 LEAI5 iuar:gins) service busine55, i-iTL 
continued to pressure Mead t0 enter the infomatfon selling 
business. Finally, in 1968, the co111pletB infouc1al:.ion ;:;cfonce 
business was taken from MTL and transferred to MDCI~ MTL 0ambled 
and lost the whole thing. While the GLOBE operated from LEXIS fo 
a service bureau mode, the LEXIS management used i.t to approach 
other news organizations, obtained rights in data and 1IBXIS was 
born. NeHher the GLOBE nor the Philadelphia (the last sentence 
of the paragraph) Inquirer lent rights in data to LEXIS. This 
opened an opportunity to Knight-Ridder (parent of the Inquirer) to 
start DATA-VU (Contact Joo::: DeNadnc,) and to thE: folks at the 
Oklahoma newspaper.s to !=ltar.t D~t:8 Times . NEXIS still is the 
predon,inate vendor: in the news ;:;o.:::lling garne. Chad it::: y0u iuight 
want to comment 0n the Lf.XI S /NEXT S flt?rvir.r-> b1ryi ng/ i nr.or.rior.r.1t ing 
the 1~ew York Time Info i3ank anu LH.Jw Joni:::;5 1~1:::vl;,'i-nt:CLieval ;:i1:::i:vic8. 
There are m0re rl.etc1ils to thi:=J ~itnry if yo11 wan.t th.em , 

Page 38: Psych Abs: This wa:=i the continuation - fol.Jrn,.ring the 
SeptembeL, 1971 ::;plit - of I.ADAT. ::iee a.bui/e. 
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As far as NTIS is concerned: we did some work with them: but it 
was more of a test than an actual production service. I don!t 
remember too much of it. 

3. 9 Page 158: I note that footnote 28 is an i.n.terview with "C8.puto" ., 
If this is Rick Caputo, of DIALOG, you wight ~uestion him about 
the APA/PADATIPsych Ah.s act i vi.ty, He w0rk'ed for MTI_. and 1,.1;c,s 

prnject rnanageL (01.: whdteveL we Gctlled U1i2111 at i::.118 i:.ime) .Zur: tii.:::: 

APA applicatinn. 

4 General comments and notes: 

4.1 In the latter sixties nr early seventies; there was r-1 ~onferP.ncP. 
at Stanfoi:-d University - thi5 ma'_},•·, tut I !ill not SULE: 1 .be die 
conference listed as reference 62 in chapter eight. I don't 
recall all of the participants, but the host was a handicapped 
bearded gentleman from Stanford (I beljeve h8 was a professor nr 
Ass't Professor of Information or Library Science. feoplo:: 
attending represented organizations of academia (Stanford; 
Worthwestern and Lehigh), Government and commei::cial enterprises 
(Lockheed, Mead and SDC - Battelle may also have been 
represented). Discussions ranged far and wide concerning the then 
state-of-the-art, especialy the user's acceptance of what was 

( available, but settled on the 111ajor: topic of dfaagteeiuent of the 
day: indexing vs. foll-text (see below) and a vi::_,ry significant 
pact of the business: LE:lE: vancy v.3. l'.t'::call (e:::;pecidlly how tu 
achieve the "best" - whatever thFit me8ns - response fnr the end
users) for:- the two techih)logit::;:;. 

4 " • ,t. I hope you will i:ie 1uakirig i:i::fatenGe cu i:.i1i2 majoL ...:u1iUuvt2Lt.:{ 0f 

those early days. As I recall , then? were tw0 c,c1rnps r_Y111cernprl 

with how data (in those days, ptili1adly oil/i .. iograj:.ihic infouucd:.fon1 
was to be accessed and eval11ated. 

The advocates for one camp felt that complete materi;;il would not 
be directly available. The data would, of neces::iity, bE: 
bibliographic in nature. This meant that each "doc11ment" or 
"recoi::-d" would have to be abstcacted, extracted or otheLwisE: 
reduced in size by some manual process. Access would be JjmJ.ted 
to the use of manually assigned index teuns fr-om eithet a 
controlled (e.g. the New York Times Thesaurus) or 1.1ncontrolled 
thesaurus. This group believed that the added expense of manually 
assigning indexing terms was minimal as the base expanse was 
invested in the wanual abstLacting/exti::-acting. The co~t of 
converting and storing the ful.l-t:ext wa~ pr0hibi.ti.vr? , 
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know as full-text indexing - negated the manual costs of hoth 
indexing and abstracting. Tht2 cost of st0ra';je would coi11e down to 
make it practical. 

The first group included Lockheed: SDC and the majority of 
professional librarians (e.g. Martha WilliaHLS. The second group 
included Data Corporation: CC:i\ 1 representatives from engineering 
schools (e.g. Lehigh and Northwest,an) and some librarians (e.g. 
F. W. Lancaster. 

Charlie,. a~ you wi.l l remember ,. in those ear]y days both the SDC 
and Lockheed systeu1s were dedJ.cated (and liiul.ted) to Lhe U::'ie (fot 
search purposes) nf th1=1 mFlntrn11.y ;3~s:igned i.nrlex t<?rn~. DatFI 
Coi.:por:atiofl ! s system, Leader:Mart, anJ CCA d,..:;. vJi::LE:: <2.1.i:.l1e1. .foll
text or quasi full text entries in the struggle . 

4 .3 Who was first? ... CCA and SDC rlrnpped out of the inform.gt ion 
selling game early ... Mead first to sell full-text in£0t~aLion as 
a service (servke bureau~ operating in both Wash:in0ton .::ind D::iyt:on 
in 1968) ... Lockheed first to sell indexed information as data 
(ERIC in early 1969) .. , both advocated on line interactive access. 
Other "firsts" include. first to libtadans, firnt to enJ-useL:J; 
first at higher (e.g. 1200 baud~ speed transmission, color 
screens; nationwide information sales force; 

It doesn't matter who was first, all should get a ll\easuce of 
credit for advancing the state-of-the-art in online information 
retrieval - the birth of the infounation hiyhway. 

4. 4 Chcitlie, I appreciate youc subtlety on page 76 ·- I kilow tbc1t Roger 
and I have both agl?.d fo the intervening 27 years,. but: I would hope 
that we are both 11101::e tha11 LJciCcly rncoynizcti:ila2. I11 Ll1ai::. ;;:;d1ue 
pa ragtaph I if yo,.1 do find ci Gnry of the mnvi e , T w011 l rl 1 i Jr,::, to buy 
a copy. An as id.a; a::. lct te as i:.11~ miu·- 7 G ~;:;, Wt: a L i-ii2au. 71:d11iulu,:ry· 
Labs w1?.re still usfog the 1498 porti.nn of th1=> ro~A'T.'I rb,,ta (b1?~::i11~e 

of its non-proptietar:-y nature) to JewonstratG out ~apdLll.iL.1.e~ . 

4.5 Charlie: I get questions concernin9 t.euus and fonct.iui1s u;:i~J .in 
the industry today. If ynu' re i.nterested in this information: 
I'll be glad to discuss it when and if we get together. what is a 
segment? Why does LEXIS use Boolean precedence? Etc. 

5 Giering's biographical information 

5 .1 1Toined the Army in 1947 as a high-school dropout. 

I graduated from the University of Adzon.q w:ith a Bachelor of 
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5.2 

Science Degree from the Systems Enryi.nfC?"'r:·i nc, DPf1A r trnPn.t i_n 1%2, :r 
taught various Data Ptoces:5l1i9 00ui.:::h,:;;; fol Li1c:: uuivet.::, .ii:.,y '.:; 

Continuing Education Progr.am while pur:=n1ing Mc.\sters J evPl !':itndi.es . 

Among my military ADP expertences was as Chief of a MUi.tc1ry 
Capabilities Section, ADP Systems Center, Defense lil t elllgenci::: 
Agency. Developed and implemented an information system for 
military capabilities intelligence data. 1965-67. It was hece 
that my interest i.n full text technology was started , 

One of my assignments was to design a "ground (as opposed t o air) 
military Capabilities System known as the Defense Ground Order of 
Battle System (DIGOBS). 'rhe design parameters were to make use of 
the Formatted File Sys tem (FF:3). As a te;:rnlt 1 the design 
incorporated a large vol11mP 0f codes And otlv=ir hi!Jhly st:r1ir.tured 
data to be used in the syBtaw. 

The Formatted File Sys Lem::i (a nuinb~.c o f diff c::LE:nt veu:; iu11s 

exi:=Jted) use for DIGOB~ W8.:=J 1_,_n~;:itit1factory as jn fo rm.::1tinn ;:irr:ivPs 
in the fou11 of textual s Huativn L8pvt ts (s it,-i:.ep~) c:u.J ct c Li.011 

reports from the front. FFS rerr1.1i rr-i9 highly s tr11rtnrr;>rl mr:lP~ ;ind 
numbe.cs. 

When the design was finished and published, I concludeJ tha t the 
DI GOBS was doomed to failure . r.qho would or could use this multi.
inch thick convecsion manual on the front lines to report in the 
structured manner? I began to look around to find what processing 
capabilities existed in the area of the wanner GI's used in 
reporting information from the front lines. We found a Fortran 
oriented set of prngrams known as BIDAP that procassed full text 
and the rest is history. 

This lead me (through the :Recon Lab) to Data Corporation,. for whom 
I started working as an unpaid consultant. in 1%6. ':t'hfa also lead 
to my involvment with CIRC for DIA . 

r.harlie: what else i.n the 1,.1ay nf P,fo info r:lo y0u desirr.;,. 
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From: 

Re: 

History File 

Charles Bourne 

Notes of 20 October 95 Menlo Park Meeting with Dick@ ering 

Pre-Data Corporation Activity. In 1965, Giering was an Anny captain, working at the Defense Intelligence 
Agency (DIA) as Chief of a Military Capabilities Section, ADP Systems Center, with an assignment to 
develop a Defense Ground Order of Battle System for the Anny (an inventory of enemy ground forces-
numbers, strength, location--for a designated geographic area), making use of data processing equipment 
and the Formatted File System (FFS). He had, received an early training in data processing, including a 
degree from the Systems Engineering Department of the University of Arizona. 

The use of FFS required that a large number of codes would have to be used in the operation of the system 
(e.g. a Russian Tiger tank would have to be entered from an authority code list as a code such as V-127). 
When the design was finished and published, Giering concluded that such a system that operationally 
required large code books and authority files would not work in field use, and that what was needed was a 
means to search the text of situation reports ("sit-reps") and action reports from the front. He looked for, 
and located information about a research project at Northwestern University that was sponsored by the 
Recon Laboratory at WP AFB, that had developed a set of programs for the IBM 7094 to do batch 
searching of text that was stored on computer tape. He called the WPAFB project monitors requested more 
information about the project, and found that the project had been completed, and that the programs 
(BIDAP--Bibliographic Data Processor) had been filed away. He arranged to get a copy of the programs 
out of the warehouse and then started to experiment with them on an IBM 7094 computer at DIA. 

Giering's first experiment was with airborne photo reconnaissance analysis reports. These reports were 
essentially narrative comments by a photo interpreter about a single photo image (e.g. "there is work 
underway to lengthen the runway."), and each photo image had its own separate printed report. Intelligence 
analysts regularly received large stacks of those printed reports for review. Giering proposed to replace 
that practice with on-demand searches of the narrative text itself. Using sample queries for topics of 
current interests, he demonstrated that approach to one of the Army intelligence analysts at DIA, and found 
immediate acceptance of the idea. And in one of those accidents of historical coincidence, the Air Force 
intelligence analyst at the adjacent desk overheard the conversation, jumped in, and arranged for this 
approach to be used with some current Air Force work at WPAFB. That work was the Recon Laboratory 
activity. While still on active duty with DIA, Giering worked to help Data Corporation install the BIDAP 
programs on the RECON CENTRAL computer facility for use by Air Force personnel. It turned out that 
DIA was coincidentally funding the CIRC/COLEX/CIRCOL activity at WP AFB, and in conjunction with 
that activity, had installed a computer terminal at DIA for use of the CIRCOL system. Giering made use 
of this CIRCOL terminal at DIA to work with the BIDAP programs that were now being operated at 
RECON CENTRAL. 

The SDC CIRCOL system, and the beginning of the Data Corporation system crossed paths at this time, 
primarily because two people in different branches of the Armed Services happened to have their desks 
located together in one government office building in Washington. The Air Force and civilian project 
personnel at WP AFB associated with the SDC CIRCOL and Data Corporation DA TA CENTRAL activity 
knew of each other's existence, but not the details. 

Initial Data Corporation Activities 
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Giering retired from the Army in early 1967 and accepted a position with Data Corporation later that year, 
working for Peter Vann (Vice President, and Eastern Representative) with an assignment to build a regional 
office (computer facility, optics work) in the Washington, D.C. area. They located office space in 
Arlington, Virginia (across the Potamac River from Washington, D.C.) on the second floor above a large 
metalwork shop. This was a shop that worked with large metal pieces, and used large stamping presses 
and other heavy equipment. Giering had an arrangement whereby he received advance notice of any 
scheduled work to do heavy stamping, or cutting ofl-beams, so that he could shut down all the computers 
to avoid problems due to the shaking and vibration of the building and everything in it! 

Data Corporation had been running the RECON CENTRAL library as a contractor-run facility for several 
years before Giering had his first contact with them. Their library collection contained no image collections 
to begin with; those were added later. They did have large collections of specification and descriptions of 
cameras and associated equipment, used to help in Air Force make-versus-buy decisions about camera 
systems. The numeric search capability in this search system was desired for use in searching the 
specifications data (e.g. lens descriptions, film speeds), not for searching geographic coordinates of images. 
Gorog had been using some small IBM equipment at the RECON CENTRAL facility, and was talking with 
Air Force officials about a possible upgrade to one of the newer IBM 360 machines that were now starting 
to become available. He use the Northwestern project results and Giering's experiments with 
Northwestern's BIDEP text searching programs to argue their utility to the RECON CENTRAL activity. 
The Air Force officials agreed, and let Data Corporation acquire the IBM 360 as part of the existing 
facilities contract. Subsequent early work on the Data Corporation system then made use of the BIDAP 
programs from Northwestern, and the Air Force's IBM 360 computer being operated by Data Corporation 
as part of a facilities contract. 

The BIDAP software was meant for batch processing, and when initially used by Giering it was used with 
a dedicated machine (i.e. fast batch, with no other jobs or users on the system), with the operator either at 
the computer console, or at a remote terminal (but not both at the same time) . Thus it was online, but not 
interactive, and not with multiple (parallel) users. 

Post-Mead. Giering left MTL in December 1977 to start his own company, Infotech. He installed his 
newspaper editorial text editing and retrieval system at the Globe during the Christmas season of 1980. 
This was the start of the major newspaper databases other than the NYTIB. 

Don Wilson. CONQUEST (Contextual Query) is essentially an upgrade of the LEADER approach, and 
now a commercial venture. 

Harty. Doesn't know what happened to him. When Aspen didn't do well (financially), the financial 
backers forced him out in 1971 or 1972, and Larry Berni came in and turned Aspen around. (Larry Berni 
was later associated with Amicus.) 

Harrington. Don't know how to reach him. He separated from Diana McCabe, and was a consultant to 
Mead. He was also writing mystery novels under another name. 

KWIC and Highlighting. At the same time that they introduced highlighting for color terminals, they also 
developed equivalent schemes for monochrome terminals (blinking characters, underlining, special 
characters before and after the term). For printing terminals that could not backspace for underlining, they 
used inequality signs as arrows (>TERM<) to show the search term. 
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Carrier Corporation. They sold the Data Corporation software to the Carrier Corporation in 1973 or 1974, 
but the installation was a failure because the operating instructions for the computer people (not the 
searchers) were not well documented. 

In the small-world department, this was the same crew at Carrier Corporation that later provided the 
computer support to the initial BRS service. 

Mead Financials (Chapter 10, page 36). LEXIS may have turned a profit in 1977 in 4 years after!! 
started, but that was 7 years after the launch of the OBAR service. In 1969, when Mead made the 
investment in Data Corporation, profitability of the online service bureau activity and software sales was 
projected to be in 3-4 years (i.e. 1973-74). 

Data Corporation Start. Don't know when Data Corporation started. He suggested that we ask Bill Gorog 
or Don Wilson. Gorog was with a magazine publisher 8-10 years ago. 

Alternate Address. Giering is fully retired now. For part of the year, he stays at their condo in Florida: 

xc: Trudi 

Dick & Carol Giering 
2866 N.E. 30th Street, Apt. 16 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33306 
(305/566-2238) 
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To: History File 

From: Charles Bourne 

Re: Notes of 17 August 95 call from Peggy Fischer (Office: 203/661-2287. Home: 
203/661-5625) 

Peg called in response to my recent letter to her. 

1. Chester (Chet) Lewis. Chet Lewis was John Rothman's boss. Peg knew Lewis well 
from her time in New York, and feels that he should get more credit for the NYTIB 
development. When she was working at Time-Life, she felt that there were 3 really 
large and notable library reference services: 1) N.Y. Times; 2) Time-Life; 2) 
Congressional Reference Service; Chet was very involved with this activity, and had 
contacts with Peg of Time-Life and Content Peckham(Sp?) ofLC/CRS? at that time. 

Chet retired from NYT and may still be alive. She'll try t,o find out. 

2. John Rothman. Rothman was a funny guy, narrowly focused, almost secretive (in 
contrast to Lewis who had no secrets, would talk to anybody, and was an affable 
manager-type. Rothman had terrible problems with his users (the journalists at NYT) 
trying to get them to use the terminals. (Peggy talked t,o Rothman during these times, 
and contrasted it with her success at Time-Life by having the Chairman on her side, 

( and giving frequent briefings.) 

3. Peggy Fischer. Peg started INFORM, the first search brokerage firm. She was also 
involved in the first computer typesetting syat.em. She left Time-Life in 1971. 

Peg will contact the Time-Life Alumni Assoc. t.o try t.o locat.e some other (Salzburger?) 
people. 

4. Mark Bayer. He was suddenly released recently from the phone-company (~ritecht>' 
in Chicago after Peg did some consulting work for him. His home phone number is 
312/642-4442. 

5. Mel Day. Mel's wife (Louise Day) still works at NTIS. Mer s home address is 4309 
Chesapeake Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20016. 

6. Bill Clabby. Is at: 
Wall Street Journal 
1 World Financial Cent.er - 17th F1oor 
200 Liberty Street 
New York, NY 10281 

work phone: 
fax: 

212/416-2415 
212/416-2637 

7. Di~ He w3:5 working about 3 1/2 years ago as head of programming for a CCH 
proJ • hicago, but he's not there now. 
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8. Larry Berul. Don't know what happened t.o him (was with AMICUS). He just dropped 
out of sight. 

xc: NYTIB 
Mark Bayer 
Mel Day 
Bill Clabby 
Dick Giering 
Larry Berul 
Trudi Bellardo 
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To: History File 

From: Charles Bourne 

Re: Notes of June 20, 1996 Call from Dick~ ring 

Dick called to check status on the book. He said that he was going to be in the Ft. Worth area for 2 weeks, 
and could review something during that time if it would be helpful. I reviewed the status with him, and said 
that I would send a copy of the most recent Mead chapter to him to review, to see ifl incorporated hiS 
earlier comments correctly. 

COSATI Movie. He hadn't been able to find a copy of the COSATI movie. He suggested that maybe the 
NTIS or NBS collections might have a copy. 

DIA Staff. I asked ifhe had worked with Dave McCarn at DIA when both of them worked at DIA. He 
said he had, but only indirectly. He said that when McCarn left DIA to go to NLM, a Navy Captain also 
retired from DIA and took a job at NLM. Giering knew Ruth Davis at that time, but she worked at the 
Pentagon, and not at DIA. 

IBM-FFS. Dick said that DIA was heavily into formatted file systems when he was there. I asked him 
about the DIA-IBM relationship with IBM's Formatted File System, and he said that there were really 2 
systems. The first was an IBM 1410 system developed by the Navy in Jacksonville, Florida for the Fleet 
Intelligence Center for the Atlantic Fleet. When DIA was formed, the Navy jumped in quickly, then the Air 
Force, and finally the Army. The Navy people pushed DIA to take the Jacksonville system because it was 
already operational. That was the first FFS. 

✓ /l 
Because DIA had coDR_e~ ed to an IBM 7094, a larger machine, they took what they could of the Navy 
software, and converted, on a piecemeal basis, what pieces they could. That's when they contracted with 
IBM to build a 7094 version ofFFS. Thus the Navy and the Air Force really were responsible for the 
development oflBM-FFS. This was the beginning of the CCIS (Command and Control Information 
System) on an IBM 7094 in the basement of the Pentagon. 

DIA was heavily into FFS until Dick brought a 7094 text program into DIA. Dick said that that move 
stepped on a lot of toes there, because text processing was seen by management as a threat to the IBM
FFS. It was after Dick left that they realized that they could have both. 

xc: Trudi 
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HISTORIC DEERFIELD. MASSACHUSETTS 

Lilacs bloom in profusion in Deerfield dooryards in 1he monll1 of 
May, when Sp1ing b1ings green grass and full leaves to the vi llage. 

/ _j J 11,e _sallbox Allen House, shown here. was bu ill in 1he mid-1700s 
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